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Abstract
A three-field photometer has been employed at the University of Adelaide’s Buckland
Park field site to collect optical observations of the 557.7nm OI and 730nm OH airglow
emissions. Data have been collected on an almost continuous basis since May 1995
through to May 2000, with observations made whenever the moon was not up.
Techniques and analysis procedures have been developed which allow routine ex-
traction of the parameters of gravity waves observed each night. A cross-spectral anal-
ysis was performed on processed data from the photometer to identify short period (.3
hours) wave activity on nights where the impact of clouds on the data was minimal.
The resulting wave parameters are analysed for seasonal variability and used to build
up a climatology of wave parameters over the 5 years of observation. No consistent
seasonal variation was observed, although there was a strong eastward perference to
the wave’s propagation direction. Implications of this finding are discussed.
A co-located MF radar has been operating in spaced antenna mode providing wind
data concurrent with the optical observations for most of the acquisition period. When
available the wind data allowed calculation of the intrinsic parameters for waves identi-
fied in the optical data. The seasonal variablility of these parameters was investigated.
An evaluation of energy and momentum fluxes estimated using the method of Swenson
& Liu (1998) was carried out. Approximations made in this method were found to be
inappropriate for the waves detected by the photometer, and a refined procedure was
viii ABSTRACT
therefore developed. This gave more realistic results, although large number of physi-
cally unreasonable momentum flux measurements were reported. Possible reasons for
these were explored, and the need for further investigations emphasised.
The five year dataset also allowed investigation of the long-term behaviour of the
airglow. Both the intensity and variance were analysed using the Lomb-Scargle method
across the complete dataset to identify the dominant periods present. Following similar
treatment, the MF spaced antenna winds were compared with the optical results; this
utilised a complex spectrum extension to the basic Lomb algorithm. Seasonally related
periodicities of two years, one year, one half of a year and one third of a year were
observed in the optical data, along with a possible signature of a five and a half year
period potentially linked to the eleven year solar cycle. The radar data did not have
stong signatures of the one third of a year periodicity although the presence of an five
and a half year periodicity could not be ruled out. Gravity wave activity, as measured
by the optical intensity variance, reached a maximum during autumn with a secondary
maximum occurring in spring. The annual variability of the wave spectrum detected
by the photometer was also studied which showed a falloff in the wave energy at short
periods (less than thirty minutes) during autumn and spring. This suggested that the
enhanced wave activity at these times consisted mainly of waves with periods greater
than thirty minutes.
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c h a p t e r
1
Introduction
1.1 The earth’s atmosphere
Over the past century we have become increasingly aware of the complexity and diver-
sity of dynamical processes within the earth’s atmosphere. In recent times issues such
as the ‘greenhouse effect’ and drops in ozone abundance over the polar regions have
received extensive press coverage, bringing some of these to the attention of the general
public. Even though our scientific understanding of the atmosphere — its makeup and
processes — have progressed dramatically over the last fifty years, it seems that there
is still much which we do not know or do not fully understand.
Strictly speaking, the atmosphere extends many hundreds of kilometres out from
the earth’s surface, although for most practical purposes its range is limited to be-
tween 150km to 200km. The action of gravity means that the atmosphere is more
dense at the surface and gets progressively rarified with increasing altitude. Further-
more, because the optical depth of the atmosphere changes according to the radiation
being considered, various dissociative reactions occur at a range of heights, depen-
dent on the optical depth encountered by the radiation required for each particular
reaction. Thus a variety of reactions involving atmospheric constituents occur at dif-
ferent heights throughout the atmosphere. The radiative and chemical processes set
up a temperature profile which is indicated in figure 1.1. This profile is often used
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION






































Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the earth’s atmosphere showing an example temper-
ature profile and indicating the different atmospheric regions.
to divide the atmosphere into different regions which are also indicated on figure 1.1.
The boundaries between the atmospheric regions correspond to turning points in the
temperature profile. Using temperature to classify the atmosphere is useful because
many of the dynamic processes in the atmosphere (winds, for example) are driven at
least partly by the atmosphere’s temperature profile.
The lowest region of the atmoshere, the troposphere, extends from the surface to
a height of around 10–15km and is the region we are most familiar with since it is
directly measurable. Observable weather occurs in this region which is characterised
by an almost constant rate of temperature decline with height. This profile is due
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primarily to the convective cooling of the earth’s surface which has the effect of heat-
ing the gases within the troposphere. The surface itself is heated by solar radiation.
A secondary contribution to the profile is the heating caused by the absorption of
infrared radiation by so-called ‘greenhouse gases’ (CO2, CH4, H2O and others). The
source of the infrared energy in this case is re-radiation from the earth’s surface. The
tropopause — a region of almost constant temperature — separates the troposphere
from the stratosphere, which spans the altitude range between roughly twenty and
fifty kilometres. Throughout the stratospheric region, the temperature increases with
height until the stratopause is reached. The ozone layer is found in the stratosphere
with the ozone volume mixing ratio reaching a maximum around the thirty five kilo-
metre mark. It is the absorption of solar radiation by ozone which is the primary
source of heating in the stratosphere and the region around the stratopause.
Above the stratopause is the mesosphere where the temperature again decreases
with height. The mesosphere is the coldest region of the earth’s atmosphere; the
mesopause can reach temperatures as low as 180K. Radiative considerations like those
which explain the temperature profiles of the troposphere and stratosphere do not
completely explain the low temperatures encountered in the mesosphere and at the
mesopause. Instead, one needs to invoke the action of waves and the results of momen-
tum transfer in order to explain the mesospheric temperature profile which illustrates
why a full understanding of these dynamic processes is required to explain even this
apparently simple property. Above the mesopause the temperature begins to increase
and continues to do so throughout the thermosphere, the uppermost atmospheric re-
gion.
1.2 Motivation and thesis overview
The subject of this thesis is the region surrounding the mesopause, namely the upper
mesosphere and lower thermosphere. Many inter-related dynamical processes occur
in this region with the behaviour, mechanism and significance of many still yet to
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be fully understood. It is certainly known that activity in the mesopause region can
have significant effects on the climatology of other atmospheric regions and so it is
vital that mesospheric properties continue to be studied in order to build a complete
understanding of the earth’s atmosphere as a whole. This study aimed to add to this
knowledge-base.
Many instruments are currently used to probe the upper atmosphere. Radars,
lidars, all-sky imagers and photometers complement each other either through obser-
vation of different phenomena or different instrumental sensitivities, allowing a more
representative picture of the atmosphere to be built up. The study reported in this
thesis uses a three field photometer as the primary data source which, when com-
pared to other upper atmospheric sensing equipment, is extraordinarily simple in both
hardware requirements and operation. Despite this simplicity the instrument has the
potential to make significant mesospheric data contributions, which has been demon-
strated in this study. The nature of the photometer is such that it is feasible to have
many instuments placed in isolated areas configured for autonomous operation giving
greater geographic coverage than is possible with the more involved instruments. It
is, however, important to fully understand the limitations and instrumental effects of
the methods employed with this and similar equipment, and the exploration of this
was also an important aspect of the work reported herein.
Chapter two of this thesis introduces gravity waves, one of the more important
dynamical processes affecting the mesopause region. The two primary methods of
observing the dynamics of this region, namely through airglow and wind variations,
are also discussed along with a brief review of relevant literature to date.
Chapter three describes the equipment used in this mesopheric study, work carried
out by the author on this equipment, and discusses a number of operational difficulties
encountered during the running of the experiments. A discussion of the development
and detail of data analysis methods used for this study follows in chapter four with
some aspects of this being directly driven by some of the issues mentioned in chapter
three.
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Results of the study, their discussion and interpretation are presented in chapters
five and six. Chapter five deals with the explicit measurement of gravity wave param-
eters while chapter six explores the long-term behaviour of the gravity wave field as a
whole. Finally, chapter seven summarises the finding of this project and suggests the
direction of possible further research.
Throughout this thesis, the uncalibrated optical emission brightness from the pho-
tometer has been refered to as ‘intensity’ in units of ‘photon counts per second’. Ad-
ditionally, when a concise unit was required for clarity, Hertz (Hz) was adopted with
an intensity of 1Hz referring to ‘1 count per second’.
6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION




Reports of light present in the night sky (what is now known as ‘airglow’) started
appearing in literature around the end of the nineteenth century although records of
polar aurora can be traced back to the first millenium (Chapman 1967). In part this
was due to the airglow being much fainter than aurora and nowhere near as spectacular.
Adding to the confusion of the time was that a number of spectral features observed
in aurora were also present in the airglow. Many theories were put forward to explain
the presence of this light, but it was not until 1933 that it was realised that the source
was luminescence from within the earth’s own atmosphere (Chapman 1967). The
term ‘airglow’ was subsequently employed to describe all such atmospheric emissions.
During the following years many features of the airglow spectrum were identified, but
a complex infrared feature at 730nm remained unidentified until 1950 when Meinel
(1950) showed that it could be attributed to the vibrational-rotational spectra of
the OH molecule. This emission is often refered to as being from the Meinel OH
bands. By 1961 knowledge of the originating molecules of airglow spectral features and
their approximate heights was essentially complete (Chamberlain 1961) with mainly
cosmetic improvements being made in later years as instrumentation was improved
(see for example Broadfoot & Kendall (1968)). A notable exception was the discovery
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in the mid-1990’s of a previously undetected faint emission by Evans & Shepherd
(1996) using the Wind Imaging Interferometer (WINDII) instrument on board the
Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite.
Numerous techniques have been employed over the last century to observe and
characterise the airglow, with some predating the realisation that the origin was in
fact the earth’s own atmosphere. The earliest work carried out in the early 1900’s
focused on the spectral features of the airglow in part due to a desire to investigate
the similarities between the spectra of airglow and aurora. As early as 1915 it was
found that the 557.7nm ‘auroral’ line was also present in airglow. However, numerous
differences were also uncovered which made it increasingly likely that the two phenom-
ena were fundamentally different in their excitation mechanism, even if some common
molecules were involved.
Following the identification of the Meinel OH bands in the nineteen fifties interest in
the airglow shifted somewhat to focus on the emission heights of the various features.
The advent of rocket technology throughout the late nineteen fifties and into the
nineteen sixties meant that in situ measurements of height profiles could be carried
out both by manned and unmanned spacecraft (for example O’Brien 1967, Gulledge
et al. 1968, Offermann & Drescher 1973) and such techniques have been continued
to the present day. As technology has progressed the reliability of satellite-borne
instrumentation has increased, which has allowed longer-term satellite-based studies
to be carried out. These have been utilised to provide more spatial and temporal
resolution to the knowledge-base of airglow height profiles (Shepherd et al. 1997, Zhang
et al. 1998).
2.2 Origin of the airglow
The atmospheric airglow emissions originate from energy level transitions in excited
molecules at various heights in the earth’s atmosphere. The molecules are generally
excited by photochemical reactions during daylight and as such the intensity of airglow
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decreases during nighttime periods. However, sufficient energy is absorbed during the
day to maintain detectable emissions throughout the night. Molecules giving rise to
airglow emissions include sodium, atomic and molecular oxygen and nitrogen. This
study concentrates on the OH emission at 730nm and an emission at 557.7nm by OI.
A distinction is made between different types of airglow according to the time
of observation; hence we have dayglow, twilight-glow and nightglow. This project is
concerned exclusively with nightglow, and thus the term airglow is understood to refer
to nightglow herein.
2.2.1 OH emission
The OH airglow spectrum is characterised by a number of isolated emission “bands”,
each of which contain several discrete line emissions. Each “band” corresponds to
a transition between two vibrational levels, with the emissions within each band be-
ing associated with rotational transitions (Herzburg 1950). Transitions involving all
vibrational levels have been observed up to and including the ninth level (Meinel 1950).
The accepted mechanism for OH excitation in the mesosphere was first proposed
by Bates & Nicolet (1950) and further developed by Bates & Moiseiwitsch (1956):
H +O3 → OH∗ +O2. (2.1)
The energy released by reaction 2.1 is 3.34eV which is sufficient to excite ground-
state OH to the ninth vibrational level. This explains the absence of evidence of
vibrational levels greater than nine in the OH airglow, and is one of the primary
reasons that it is considered to be the primary source of vibrationally excited OH
(Takahashi & Batista 1981). The dependence of this reaction on O3 and therefore
atomic oxygen means that the unperturbed intensity of the emission is influenced by
vertical transport within the atmosphere, although with the time constant being large
the intensity variation resulting from these changes over a single night is negligible.
Additionally, a further intensity variation of up to a factor of two occurs throughout
the night as the OH emission first increases due to a rise in the ozone population
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following sunset, and then slowly decreases over the night as the atomic oxygen is
depleted. Importantly, the effect from both of these mechanisms is uniform over areas
usually associated with instrumental fields of view (typically of the order of 50km ×
50km), With a suitable analysis algorithm, this allows such effects to be accounted for
with relative ease, as explained in section 4.1.3.
Krassovsky (1971) was notable in his objection to reaction 2.1. He suggested an
alternative mechanism involving vibrationally excited O2:
H +O∗2 → OH∗ +O. (2.2)
However, as discussed by Bates & Moiseiwitsch (1956) this reaction is unlikely since
it would readily give rise to vibrational levels higher than nine, and these are not
observed in the airglow spectrum.
In order to obtain any useful data from airglow observations, the height of the
emission must be determined. Traditionally, rocket-borne instruments have been used
for in situ measurements of the emission intensity (eg: Rogers et al. 1973, Barker &
Waddoups 1967, Takahashi et al. 1996). More recently, satellites such as the Upper
Atmospheric Research Satellite (UARS) have been used for this purpose (Evans &
Shepherd 1996, Zaragoza et al. 1998). These measurements have lead to the conclusion
that the centre of the OH emission is between 85 and 87 kilometers with a full width
half maximum (FWHM) of approximately ten kilometres (eg: Rogers et al. 1973, Hecht
et al. 1995) and that observations of the OH airglow can therefore be expected to
reflect atmospheric conditions at these heights. Recently it has become apparent
that there may be significant variation in the height of the OH emission (Plagmann
et al. 1998). This situation is complicated by the fact that wind comparisons across
different instruments, used as the basis of the Plagmann et al. (1998) study, often
show significant variation particularly when a common volume is not present (for
example Khattatov et al. 1996). In any case, future progress and developments on
this front need to be kept in mind when drawing height-dependent conclusions about
the atmosphere from OH observations.
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2.2.2 OI emission
The 557.7nm airglow emission from atomic oxygen is known to be caused by an electric
dipole transition of excited atomic oxygen (Jacob 1985):
O(1S)→ O(1)D + hν557.7nm. (2.3)
The mechanism for the production of the excited O(1S) state has, however, been the
source of considerable deliberation. Chapman (1931) proposed the so-called “Chapman
mechanism”. First, recombination energy from O2 is assumed available for transfer to
an O(3P) atom in the three body process
3O(3P )→ O(1S) +O2.
It was proposed that in addition to reaction 2.3, the O(1S) excited atoms may also be
quenched through interactions with O(3P) and O2:
O(1S) +O(3P ) → O(1D) +O(3P ),
O(1S) +O2 → O(3P ) +O2.
For many years this was considered to be the mechanism for the production of the
O(1S) state. However, an alternative two stage process — the “Barth transfer mech-
anism” — was later published by Barth & Carter (1961), consisting of
O(3P ) +O(3P ) +M → O∗2 +M
followed by
O∗2 +O(
3P )→ O(1S) +O2.
M represents the neutral atmospheric constituents O, O2 or N2. The excited oxygen
O2 can be quenched by M or O(
3P),
O∗2 +M → O2 +M,
O∗2 +O(
3P ) → O2 +O(1D or 3P ).
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The quenching mechanisms and their associated rate coefficients are important since
they regulate the concentration of constituents involved in the Barth mechanism and
hence influence the emission intensity and height profile. Following extensive labora-
tory and rocket experiments and consideration of the slight temperature dependence of
the emission (Bates 1981), the Barth transfer mechanism is is now generally accepted
as the O(1S) excitation process in the upper mesosphere (McDade et al. 1986). As
for the OH emission, the Barth mechanism’s dependence on atomic oxygen concen-
tration means that changes in atmospheric vertical transport cause variations in the
OI airglow intensity. The associated changes occur over many days, however, with no
significant variation occuring over the duration of a single night.
As for the OH emission, the height profile of the 557.7nm emission needs to be
known in order to draw meaningful conclusions from observations. Numerous rocket
studies at various latitudes (see, for example, Thomas & Young 1981, Melo et al. 1997)
and recent satellite-based measurements (for example, Ward et al. 1997) have shown
that the 557.7nm OI emission peaks near 95 km with a half-width of approximately
7 km. The recent satellite measurements have shown that there can be variation
of the emission height with local time due to dynamical processes, although outside
the equatorial region (latitudes between 20S and 20N) the variation is not significant
(Angelats i Coll & Forbes 1998).
It is worth noting that in addition to the 557.7nm OI emission near 95km, there is
also an OI emission originating in the thermosphere at heights around 250km. While
thermospheric conditions near the equator are sufficient to make this secondary emis-
sion detectable, it is virtually non-existant at latitudes greater than ten to fifteen
degrees (Shepherd et al. 1997).
2.3 Atmospheric gravity waves
The existence of atmospheric gravity waves were first proposed by Hines (1960) to
explain numerous wave-like phenomena which had been observed in the atmosphere
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with a variety of instruments. These waves arise naturally in the earth’s atmosphere
as a consequence of the vertical density gradient produced by gravity acting on the
atmosphere. This gradient gives rise to a buoyancy force which, together with gravity
itself, provides restoring forces which act on parcels of vertically displaced air. If an
air parcel is moved a small vertical distance up into a less dense region, gravity will
act on that parcel to return it to its original position since it will be heavier than the
surrounding atmosphere. The inertia of the returning parcel will cause it to overshoot
its original position into a more dense region where the buoyancy force will act to move
the parcel up. This gives rise to a harmonic oscillation whose frequency is termed the

















where z is the height of a coordinate system, g is the acceleration due to gravity, Cp
is the specific heat at constant pressure, T is the mean temperature and θ is the mean
potential temperature. The Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency is the high-frequency limit of
gravity waves. The low frequency limit is dictated by the rotation of the earth and is
known as the inertial frequency or equivalently, the Coriolis parameter. It is equal to
the vertical component of the earth’s rotation vector and is defined as f = 2Ω sin (φ)
where Ω is the earth’s rotation rate and φ is the latitude.
In order to further develop a mathematical description of gravity waves a number
of assumptions are prudent. Firstly, if we restrict our discussion to waves with intrinsic
frequency ω such that f ¿ ω ¿ N , we can reduce consideration to motions only in
an x–z plane (where x is a horizontal coordinate of a Cartesian system) with a mean
horizontal velocity of u(z). We then assume that all field variables such as velocity,
pressure, temperature and density can be written as the sum of a mean quantity ψ
and a perturbation about this mean ψ′:
ψ(x, z, t) = ψ(z) + ψ′(x, z, t). (2.5)
ψ′ is taken as being caused by the passage of a gravity wave giving rise to a single
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Fourier component which can be expressed as
ψ′(x, z, t) = ψ′(z)e
z
2H eik(x−ct) (2.6)
where k and m are the horizontal and vertical wavenumbers respectively, c is the
horizontal phase velocity of the motion and H is the atmospheric scale height given
by H = RT
g
with R being the gas constant for dry air. k is related to the horizontal
wavelength of the perturbation λh by λh =
2pi
k
, and similarly for m and the vertical




With these assumptions the x and z momentum equations, the continuity equation













w′ = 0. (2.7)
Here w′ is the perturbation in vertical velocity and the subscripts z and zz refer to the
first and second derivative with respect to z of the associated quantity, respectively.
If we further assume that H2 is constant, that uzz is small and that H is large (which






w′ = 0 (2.8)
which can be solved using the Liouville-Green method (also known as the WKBJ






where A is an amplitude. On inclusion of the x and t dependence from equation 2.6,
this becomes







which can be reduced to the form
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for the case of slowly varying m. Here m = N
u−c
which describes how the vertical
wavenumber m varies with N and u. The assumption of a slowly varying m gives












Of significant interest is the inclusion of the ez/2H term in equation 2.11 which acts
to increase the amplitude of the wave as height increases in an environment where
density decreases with height. This means that even small perturbations at a wave’s
source can grow to large amplitudes in the upper atmosphere which is why gravity
waves play a major role in the dynamical processes of the upper atmosphere.
Having deduced the nature of the vertical component of the perturbation velocity





which relates the horizontal perturbation component to the vertical component w ′.
Another important relationship for the description of gravity waves describes how

















although as pointed out by Swenson et al. (2000) this can result in under-estimations
of the order of 10% when calculating the vertical wavelength for disturbances with λz
greater than 20km. Care must therefore be taken when using the dispersion relation
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to calculate vertical wavelength and if large vertical wavelengths are expected the full
expression should be employed.
Equation 2.16 is sufficient to allow calculation of the group and phase velocities
of a gravity wave packet. In this two dimensional consideration the phase velocity is














which, when used with














. By inspection it can be seen that
the z components of the phase and group velocities have opposite signs which shows
that a wave with energy propagation upwards will appear to be travelling downwards
from the point of view of constant phase contours — one of the more unusual properties
of atmospheric gravity waves.
Further consideration of equation 2.16 gives insight into the vertical propagation
of gravity waves. Utilising the relation w = k (u− c), this can be rearranged to give
m2 =
N2
(u− c)2 − k
2. (2.17)
A so-called turning level for a gravity wave corresponds to the situation where m2
becomes negative which, by inspection of equation 2.17, can be achieved if N 2 becomes
small or (u− c) becomes large. The former can occur via changes of temperature with
height since N depends on T as per equation 2.4; the latter relies on the wind profile as
a function of height. If either these conditions give rise tom approaching 0, the gravity
wave phase fronts become more vertical. When m2 decreases below zero the vertical
direction of propagation is reversed resulting in the wave propagating downward with
an unchanged horizontal velocity.
Another special case to consider is when m2 tends to infinity; again inspection of
equation 2.17 reveals that this requires u to approach c. The phase speed of a wave is
usually invariant which leaves only varations in the background wind speed to cause
this trend. As a gravity wave approaches a level where the phase speed equals the wind
speed the phase fronts become more horizontal and the vertical wavelength decreases,
‘compressing’ the wave packet and thus dissipating the energy it contains. Such a level
is termed a ‘critical level’ and provides one mechanism for a gravity wave to transfer
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momentum to the background wind.
2.4 Gravity wave effects on the atmosphere
Over the four decades since Hines (1960) formulated his interpretation of wave-like
phenomena in the atmosphere, the important role that atmospheric gravity waves
play on the dynamics of the atmosphere has become increasingly apparent. Gravity
waves are known to affect atmospheric circulation by providing momentum and energy
transport from one region to another and thus have a profound effect on climatology
(see, for example, Holton 1982, Holton 1983). It is fortunate that as a gravity wave
passes through the atmosphere it causes changes which can be easily observed from
the surface, allowing the passage of the waves to be studied and quantified.
2.4.1 Airglow intensity
As a gravity wave propagates through a region of the atmosphere, the local density
and temperature is altered. These perturbations in turn affect the photochemistry
of the reactions producing the airglow through changes in rate coefficients and the
concentration of the relevant atmospheric species.
In the case of the Barth transfer mechanism (which results in the OI emission as
previously discussed), the rate coefficients of the reactions are only weakly dependent
on temperature (Rau et al. 1982) and depend mainly on the concentration of the O




where [O] is the concentration of O and T is the local temperature (Tohmatsu &
Nagata 1963, Rau et al. 1982). Observation of the intensity variations of the OI
557.7nm airglow will therefore give information regarding the wave parameters of
passing gravity waves since the density and temperature vary with the wave’s intrinsic
properties.
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Similarly the intensity of the OH airglow emission can be modulated by a passing
gravity wave. The intensity of the OH emission is directly related to the concentration
of excited OH and the temperature. As shown by reaction 2.1 the OH concentration
is directly related to the concentration of ozone which itself can be related to the
concentration of the O and O2 species. Wave-induced variations of O and O2 can
therefore modulate the OH airglow intensity giving a detectable indication of a passing
wave. Recent modelling work of high vibrational band emissions by Swenson & Liu
(1998) based on this mechanism gives excellent agreement with observations thereby
confirming our present understanding of the interaction of the OH layer with passing
gravity waves. However, it should be noted that a zenith-pointing OH photometer
(as used in this study) appears to be most sensitive to gravity waves with vertical
wavelengths comparable to or larger than the layer thickness (Gardner & Taylor 1998)
which introduces an instrumental selection criteria. Conclusions about waves with
vertical wavelengths less than the order of ten kilometres can therefore not be made
from photometer OH observations in isolation. Care must also be taken that variations
due to larger-scale motions such as tides (for example, Ward et al. 1997, Marsh &
Skinner 1999, Ward 1999) are acknowledged. However, the larger temporal and spatial
scale of the tidal variations are sufficiently different in character to the variations
induced by gravity waves that it is possible to exclude the effects of the tides without
impacting on the gravity wave data.
2.4.2 Background winds
It is known that irregular variations in wind speed away from the background average
(comprising of prevailing winds and slowly varying tidal components) with timescales
less than the order of an hour are due almost exclusively to the passage of atmospheric
gravity waves (Hines 1974). If gravity waves are present in a given region of the
atmosphere, it is therefore possible to detect their passage by measuring the induced
variations of atmospheric wind from a mean value.
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Other mechanisms (such as tidal and planetary-scale disturbances) can also mod-
ulate winds which means that any wind velocity time series is a superposition of these
effects. Fortunately these other sources have larger periods than gravity waves and
can be trivially filtered out leaving a timeseries whose disturbances can be attributed
to passing gravity waves (Vincent 1984).
In order for a gravity wave to influence the background wind, momentum must be
transferred. This can be accomplished through a number of dissipative mechanisms
including wave breaking, nonlinear interactions between gravity waves and damping by
radiative and turbulance processes. Mechanisms behind possible non-linear wave inter-
actions in the atmosphere can be further categorised into resonant and non-resonant
groups and were discussed by Yeh & Liu (1981). In such cases a gravity wave can
decay and deposit energy into two secondary waves otherwise unrelated to the original
via three-wave interactions.
A gravity wave will ‘break’ when the amplitude grows so large that the perturba-
tions introduced by the wave become irreversible. Convective instabilities then occur
causing turbulence which effects a transfer of momentum from the wave to the flow
at the point of wave breaking. The scenario of wave breaking was treated in detail
by Andrews et al. (1987) and considered specifically in connection with gravity wave
observations by Hecht et al. (1995).
The occurrence of the dissipative processes discussed previously give rise to a move-
ment of momentum from one atmospheric region to another, usually referred to as the
vertical momentum flux. Because of its importance in driving atmospheric dynamics
its direct measurement is often desired in addition to that of the winds themselves.
Vincent & Reid (1983) a method of measuring the vertical momentum flux based on
Doppler radar measurements which is discussed in section 4.2 on page 86 (see also
Reid & Vincent (1987b)). However, as noted by numerous researchers (Vincent &
Reid 1983, Reid 1984, Reid & Vincent 1987b, Kudeki & Franke 1998), reliable de-
termination of momentum flux requires long integration times due to the geophysical
noise imposed on the measurements by variations in dependent quantities.
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2.5 Previous studies
2.5.1 Historical development
Qualatative observations of what are now known as gravity waves date back to the
eighteen hundreds when the wave-like structures present in noctilucient clouds were
noticed at high latitudes. Quantatative results started to flow in the early to mid nine-
teen hundreds when Rayleigh (1924, 1935) and others reported short period variations
in the intensity of airglow emissions (mainly the 557.7nm OI line).
The emerging radar technology (especially in the years following World War Two)
was also seeing similar variations in observations of the D, E and F regions of the
ionosphere while studies of meteor trail evolution was also turning up evidence of
wave-like motions in the upper atmosphere. Until the nineteen sixties it was thought
that turbulence in the upper atmosphere was the primary cause of these observations
(Booker 1956); however, in (1960), Hines (1960) put forward his theory of atmospheric
gravity waves which, with the benefit of hindsight can now be said to explain most (if
not all) of the disturbances reported to that date. When considering the mechanism
behind these variations, turbulence was relegated to a minor role (Hines 1974).
Following wide-spread acceptance of Hines’s (1960) theory, existing observational
methods were adapted to explore the properties of gravity waves. By the seventies
it was well established that gravity waves perturb the atmospheric winds and airglow
emissions as they propagate through a region (see, for example, Frederick 1979, and
references therein). In addition to the airglow intensity, it was also discovered that if
it was assumed that the rotational states of the molecules thermalise to the air tem-
perature at the emission height, so-called rotational temperatures could theoretically
be derived from the relative intensities of rotational lines within a given vibrational
band. This idea was pursued for a variety of different airglow emissions, most notably
the OH Meinel system (Merriwether 1975) and oxygen emissions (Weinstock 1978).
Spectrometers and photometers were the optical instruments of choice during this
period.
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One of the major problems with optical-based observations is that owing to the
large background signal during daylight hours, data collection is generally limited to
hours of darkness. In recent years these difficulties have been overcome somewhat
(Chakrabarti 1998, Sridharan et al. 1999) but ground-based observation of airglow
during the day is still technically more difficult. Continuous measurements of the
airglow are also possible from satellites (Zhang et al. 1998) but such instruments have
poor temporal coverage at a given geographic point owing to their orbital trajectory.
Airglow measurements from both satellite and ground-based instruments therefore
complement each other.
Recently, technological improvements in associated systems have seen the advent
of so-called ‘airglow imagers’ for observing an extended region of the sky (Zhang
et al. 1993, Hecht et al. 1994). Such instruments differ from conventional photome-
ters and spectrometers in that airglow intensity can be effectively recorded from many
points in the sky simultaneously. This has the advantage removing many of the po-
tential ambiguities of the single-point system by giving a clear picture of the two-
dimensional structure of emission layer. Periodic improvements in instrumentation
and data analysis now allows unambiguous 2D spectra to be computed (Gardner
et al. 1996) shedding great insight into the behaviour of gravity waves in areas such
as directionality which was impossible with the simpler instruments used earlier.
Although not directly related to airglow observations it is worth noting that lidar
measurements have been found to contain valuable data on the location and width of
the OH layer (Brinksma et al. 1998) which adds to such knowledge gained from satel-
lite measurements. An advantage the lidar method has over the satellite instruments
and rocket-borne experiments is its temporal coverage in a single location which allows
more detailed study of the emission height and processes which affect this. Lidars have
also been used to measure gravity waves (Swenson et al. 1995) and the mesospheric
temperature (von Zahn & Ho¨ffner 1996) providing another tool for probing atmo-
spheric dynamics. Comparison between lidar temperatures and those derived from
OH airglow shows good agreement between the rotational temperatures and those
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derived from lidar measurements at mesopause heights (She & Lowe 1998).
As mentioned previously the passage of gravity waves can also be observed using
radar. Reflections from features of the atmosphere was known as early as the nineteen
twenties but systematic investigations of these returns could not proceed before calcu-
lation of the returns’ ranges was enabled by the development of pulsed radar techniques
by Watson-Watts in 1935. Returns from the troposheric region were investigated in
the nineteen forties (Friend 1949) and features in the echoes were readily equated
with various meteorological effects. However, studies of the mesospheric region (cor-
responding to the height of the OH and OI airglow discussed previously) were only
commenced in the nineteen fifties by Gardner & Pawsey (1953) and Gregory (1956),
among others. Irregularities in the wind observed by these radar studies, and other
mesospheric measurements of the time lead in part to Hines’ development of gravity
wave theory.
The task of inferring atmospheric motion from the returns from radar began with
the work of Pawsey in the nineteen thirties (Pawsey 1935) which was incorporated
into the development of the ‘similar fades’ technique (Holdsworth 1995). It was soon
realised that this method and its assumptions had several serious shortcomings which
lead to the development of the ‘full correlation analysis’ (FCA) by Briggs et al. in
(1950). Although not accepted as valid for the E and F regions of the ionosphere (where
it was first employed) due to the invalidity of the volume-scattering assumptions made
in the analysis at these heights, the FCA technique is widely used when analysing
returns from the lower thermosphere down (less than approximately 100km) where
this is less of a problem. Recent improvements in the understanding of the behaviour
of the FCA (for example Holdsworth 1995) have lead to its acceptance as a reasonable
measurement of the wind, at least for heights below 90–95km.
2.5.2 Recent gravity wave research
Over the forty years since gravity waves have been considered, many researchers have
contributed to our knowledge of these waves using instruments and techniques outlined
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previously. While the early research concentrated on simply observing atmospheric
variations (Merriwether 1975, Freund & Jacka 1979) and equating them with the
predicted effects of gravity wave theory, recent research has become more systematic
in its use of geophysical data to quantify gravity wave activity.
The work of Krassovsky (1972), Frederick (1979) and others in the nineteen sev-
enties conclusively showed that gravity wave activity of scales predicted by theory
could cause observable effects in airglow intensity. This meant that airglow could be
used as a remote gravity wave sensor so long as the height of the respective emission
was known. While work continued on development of optical observational techniques
and equipment to extend the coverage of optical observations (for example de Deuge
et al. 1994), others used rockets (Barker & Waddoups 1967), balloons and space-
craft (both manned and unmanned) (O’Brien 1967, Gulledge et al. 1968, Offermann
& Drescher 1973) in an attempt to identify well-defined height ranges for the more
popular airglow emissions including OI and OH. Triangulation between two spatially
separated airglow observing instruments has also been used to measure the emission
height (Taylor et al. 1995b) with good agreement with other results.
Similarly, radar studies of the atmosphere shifted focus around the late nineteen
seventies from simply observing perturbations to using those perturbations to infer
gravity wave properties. By 1983 optical and radar observations of gravity waves were
becoming common place and this focus remains to the present day. Myrabø et al.
(1983) and others reported possible wave parameters from optical observations; Meek
et al. (1985) used spaced antenna radar winds to characterise gravity waves while
Vincent & Reid (1983) used Doppler methods to achieve a similar end with an MF
radar. By the late nineteen eighties, there was considerable suggestion (in agreement
with the theory) that gravity waves had a seasonal dependence from both optical
(Jacob 1985) and radar (Reid 1986, Reid & Vincent 1987b) data. Seasonal airglow
intensity variations have also been observed for several different airglow emissions
(Takahashi et al. 1995, Mulligan et al. 1995). Modelling and experimental evidence by
Thayaparan et al. (1995) suggested that at least part of the gravity wave variability was
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due to nonlinear interactions between atmospheric tides and gravity waves although
other modelling work by Hickey et al. (1997) reinforces that the wind field is important
when analysing and interpreting wave-driven airglow structures. Gravity wave filtering
by the mean winds at lower altitudes (Taylor et al. 1993) and lower frequency motions
such as tides (Isler & Fritts 1996, Smith 1996) is also significant, a suggestion reinforced
by consistent seasonal mean wind variations being observed in practice (for example,
Manson et al. 1991, Nakamura et al. 1996a, Nakamura et al. 1996b, Namboothiri
et al. 1999) in general agreement with atmospheric models. There have, however, been
studies (Hall et al. 1995) whose direction statistics cannot be explained by filtering,
suggesting the possibility of the existence of another season-dependent atmospheric
process. Work on perturbation spectra by Qian et al. (1995) suggests that the nature
of the wave source may also be significant in determining the properties of the wave
field at mesospheric heights.
The advent of low-light television systems (Taylor et al. 1987) gave the first two
dimensional view of the airglow across a wide area of the sky although it was the
subsequent development of imagers based on charge coupled device (CCD) technol-
ogy (for example Hecht & Walterscheid 1991) which allowed accurate quantifiable
measurements to be made. These measurements have been refined over time from
identification of gravity wave activity (Hecht & Walterscheid 1991) to a full two dimen-
sional analysis of wave parameters based on the observations (Hecht et al. 1993, Hecht
et al. 1995, Gardner et al. 1996). Using suitable narrow-band filters many imagers
are able to observe separate rotational lines allowing determination of the rotational
temperature field across the field of view in addition to the emission intensity; doing so
results in observation of a geophysical quantity in addition to the simple emission in-
tensity and allows investigation into the atmospheric response to gravity wave passage.
While spectrometers and photometers were also able to measure such temperatures for
many years, they essentially sample a single point in the sky which gives no direction
information for passing waves. Advances in CCD technology have extended observa-
tions well into the infrared where the amplitude of intensity variation is larger, thus
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producing data with lower environmental noise and a correspondingly higher degree
of certainty in the analysis (Frey et al. 2000).
As random access storage has become more accessible it has been feasible in recent
years to run imagers for longer periods of time in a single location (Wu & Killeen 1996,
Hecht et al. 1997) in much the same way the photometers have been (for example,
Giers et al. 1997), which opens the possibility of building up a climatology of gravity
wave activity over a year or more and to investigate more fully the seasonal dependence
of the wave activity and properties. Such investigations are also possible with radar
and seasonal effects have also been seen in such data (Bristow et al. 1996, Manson
et al. 1997). The investigation by Manson et al. (1997) also demonstrates a difference
in gravity wave activity between latitudes. Long term radar studies (Connor & Avery
1996) have identified the presence of annual variations in gravity wave activity in
addition to the seasonal effects observable over shorter timescales.
Intercomparisons between co-located instruments can be extremely powerful since
unusual features can be cross-checked and often the data from different observations
will complement each other allowing more detailed interpretations to be undertaken.
AIDA ’89 (Hines 1993, and other papers therein), ALOHA-90 (Gardner 1991), CORN-
92 (Hecht et al. 1995) and ALOHA-93 (Taylor & Bishop 1995, and other papers in
the same issue) have all contributed to our understanding of gravity wave interaction
with the atmosphere by providing a comprehensive description of the atmospheric
state during the campaigns. Comparisons between airglow and meteor radar data
during the CRISTA/MAHRSI campaign have demonstrated that these two methods
of observing gravity wave disturbances give good agreement (Takahashi et al. 1998),
and a comparison between ground- and satellite-based airglow instruments confirmed
that the intensity observations from the two methods show good agreement (Melo et al.
1999). Smaller scale studies over longer periods have been just as valuable, allowing for
example confirmation that seasonal directionality of waves can be related to prevailing
winds at mesopause heights (Walterscheid et al. 1999) through comparison of airglow
and radar data. Modelling work by Gardner (1998) and Hickey et al. (1998) also
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support the suggestion that the properties of gravity waves observed at mesospheric
heights depend strongly on the winds at lower heights, an idea suggested by Taylor
et al. (1993) based on their observations.
The images obtained from the CCD-based instruments often record striking quasi-
monochromatic wavelike structure (for example Taylor et al. 1995) with smaller-scale
features superimposed. The exact cause of both the small and large scale features
have been the subject of speculation. Hecht et al. (1995) have produced results which
support the theory of Fritts et al. (1993) which suggested these ‘ripple events’ are
signatures of gravity waves breaking at or near the airglow emission layer. The quasi-
monochromatic disturbances seen in airglow imagers and other measurements have
been suggested (Monserrat & Thorpe 1996, Ralph 1997, Walterscheid et al. 1999) to
be caused by ducting (Liang et al. 1998). Studies such as those by Taylor & Bishop
(1995) which observe wave-like features over a limited height range only add weight
to this hypothesis although there is still some disagreement with the suggestion of
wave ducting. In this situation a gravity wave is trapped between two turning levels
produced by the atmosphere’s temperature gradient and, being subject to reflection
without loss of energy, can travel long distances from the source while remaining at
mesospheric levels.
c h a p t e r
3
Equipment
During this research, data were collected from both Buckland Park in South Aus-
tralia (34◦38’S, 138◦29′E) and Davis station in Antarctica (68◦35′S, 77◦58’E). This
chapter details the equipment involved and the operational methods used during data
collection.
3.1 Buckland Park three field photometer
3.1.1 Physical description
The three field photometer used at Buckland Park is depicted schematically in fig-
ure 3.1. The same instrument was previously used for airglow studies by Jacob (1985)
prior to its relocation from Mt Torrens (near Adelaide, Australia) to Buckland Park.
It was designed to simultaneously observe three different areas of the sky through
interference filters selected using a rotating filter wheel.
The objective lens in the roof formed the entrance pupil of the instrument. Light
from here passed on to a telecentric lens, which was focused onto the filter wheel
plane. Interference filters were used. The telecentric lens was used to ensure that
the central axis of a light cone subtended at any one point on the filters was always
perpendicular to the filter plane, thus ensuring correct operation of the filters. The
mounts for the filters allowed the filters to be tilted slightly to fine-tune their responses
















Figure 3.1: Schematic depiction of the three field photometer at Buckland Park. Only
one photomultiplier is shown for clarity.
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during calibration.
Three photomultiplier tubes (EMI type 9558B/9658) arranged as shown in fig-
ure 3.2 formed the instrument’s detectors. They were each supplied with nominal
1000V supplies from separate solid state DC-DC converters whose output was set to
obtain maximum signal to noise ratio in the respective photomultiplier. There were
also 3 separate pulse amplifiers located in the instrument which provided pulse shap-
ing and buffer functions before feeding the signals to the main control electronics. To
reduce the dark counts of the photomultiplier tubes, they were cooled to nominally
-10◦C by circulating ethylene-glycol, cooled with a refrigerated cooler, around the tube
enclosures. An insulated chamber and double nitrogen-filled windows isolated the cold
components from the room temperature optical assembly and prevented condensation
forming on the window of the photomultipliers.
Directly above the photomultiplier entrance windows was an isolation shutter which
was opened by activation of a circularly acting soleniod. This was used to protect
the tubes from accidental exposure to high light levels and to obtain periodic dark
count measurements during the instrument’s operation. The shutter was closed in the
absence of a drive current to the soleniod giving fail-safe operation in the event of a
power failure.
The filter wheel had positions for six separate filters as shown in figure 3.2. Odd
numbered filter positions carried broad-band (FWHM ≈ 12nm) filters nominally cen-
tred at 730.0nm while the even positions had narrow-band (FWHM ≈ 3nm) filters
nominally centred at 557.7nm. The 730nm filters were used to observe the (8-3) OH
band whereas the 558nm filters were optimised to observe the OI line emission at
this wavelength. This filter configuration was originally chosen to facilitate an inves-
tigation of the vertical propagation of waves betweeen the two emission heights. The
filter wheel was rotated by an AC motor which allowed the filters to be moved over
the photomultipliers as required. Microswitches were arranged to indicate which filter
position was above photomultiplier one.
The action of the optics in the system reversed the positions of the detectors at
















Figure 3.2: Arrangement of filters on the filter wheel showing relative positions of the
photomultipliers
the observation height range (that is, 85 to 97km) about the axis of the instrument.
Therefore at Buckland Park, photomultiplier position 3 was south of positions 1 and
2, with position 1 west of position 2. At the observation heights of 85km and 97km,
the field separation was 12km and 13km respectively while the field of view at these
heights was a circle approximately 5km in diameter.
3.1.2 Control system
Since the work of Jacob (1985) the Buckland Park photometer has undergone consid-
erable upgrades to the control electronics and computer control system. The major
functional blocks of the control system of the photometer are shown in figure 3.3.
During 1992 the original pulse amplifiers, control system electronics and control
computer (a Commodore PET) were upgraded to include improved interface logic
under the control of an Olivetti XT Personal Computer running DOS. To facilitate



































Figure 3.3: System block diagram of the three field photometer
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remote operation and data collection, the author replaced the Olivetti with an IBM-
PC compatible 80486dx2-66 based machine during 1995 (Woithe 1995). This work also
involved rewriting the Turbo Pascal control programs and IO card interface libraries
in C. Communication between the PC and the interface electronics was via a PC14 IO
card on the ISA bus of the PC. This card provides a number of buffered control lines
through two 8255 programmable input/output controllers. This card was connected
to the photometer electronics via two 25 way ribbon cables.
The outputs from the three pulse amplifiers/buffers were fed into separate high
speed 32 bit counters. Given the expected count rate for the 558nm emission of
600kHz (Jacob 1985) these counters allowed for a maximum observation time of ≈ 7000
seconds (2 hours) before overflow, which was more than enough for this application.
The counters were multiplexed onto an 8 bit bus for transfer when requested by the
PC. In order to read all three counters, twelve separate 8 bit transfers were required.
The control logic interfaced the signals from the IO card to the three field photome-
ter hardware which allowed the PC to control all aspects of the instrument’s operation.
Signals from the three binary coded filter wheel position microswitches were passed
back to the PC, as is the “in position” indicator (to indicate when a filter was locked
in position). The “filter wheel drive” signal triggered a zero-crossing solid state relay
which energised the AC filter wheel motor, and the “shutter drive” signal triggered
the circular solenoid used to open the shutter. Similarly, the “EHT on” signal allowed
the EHT supplies to activate thereby supplying EHT to the photomultiplier tubes.
To reduce the risk of accidental exposure of the photomultipliers during daytime
maintenance a number of safety mechanisms were built in. The “EHT disable” and
“Close shutter” switches physically prevented the respective signals from reaching the
components, thereby stopping the EHT and shutter respectively from being activated.
In addition, if excess light was detected by a separate photodiode sensor mounted
just above the telecentric lens, the control logic acted to prevent the EHT from being
turned on and the shutter being opened.
The control logic included a lightning detector (which took the output from the
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photodiode as input) which attempted to protect the photomultipliers from lightning
by forcing the shutter closed for fifteen minutes after detection of a nearby flash. Fi-
nally, an independent timer switch on the electronic rack’s power supply prevented
power being applied during the day. This guarded against the possibility of a catas-
trophic failure of the control PC resulting in the system being turned on during the
day.
3.1.3 Instrument operation
An overview of the operational mode of the Buckland park instrument is given in
figure 3.4. This control algorithm was implemented as a C program running on the
PC under the Linux operating system for the duration of this study.
The start and end times of an acquisition were determined by the rise and set times
of the moon and the sun, with the photometer only operating during periods devoid
of moonlight and sunlight. These times were calculated using ephem (Downey 1992),
an astronomical ephemeris program, and provided to the photometer control software
in an ASCII file. Given the rise and set times, the control program worked out when
it was able to start and at what point acquisition should stop. As a general rule, the
system was allowed to function between ‘dawn’ and ‘dusk’ whenever the moon was
not up.
Each observation comprised an exposure starting either on the minute or 30 seconds
past the minute followed by dead time until the next observation. Since writing data
to disk took an insignificant time, the majority of the dead time was consumed with
the movement of the filter wheel. Until 12 August 1997 the exposure was 22 seconds.
However around this time investigation of several anomalies in data files showed that
the resulting dead time was not quite sufficient to guarantee the filter wheel enough
time to move to its next location. For this reason, exposure was reduced to 20 seconds
for all observations taken after this date.
Data were recorded through the 558nm filters (filter wheel position 2) on the half
minute and through the 730nm filters (using position 5) on the minute. By always

































Figure 3.4: System flowchart for control of the photometer
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using the the same filter position for observations of a given wavelength, intensity
changes due to long-term variations in individual filters’ spectral response did not
create artificial periodic signals in the time series from given fields. A dark count was
recorded every 15 minutes by closing the shutter prior to counting, allowing drifts in
photomultiplier noise levels to be accounted for during data analysis.
To simplify the Fourier data analysis it was desirable that each observation of a
given colour was evenly spaced in time, or at the very least was separated by integer
multiples of the observation period (one minute in this study). Prior to 12 August
1997 this was not guaranteed if the filter wheel did not reach its preset position in
time — the observation which was ‘missed’ (a 558nm exposure for example) would
be (wrongly) run at the next half minute instead of the expected 730nm observation.
Consequently the software flow control was altered on 12 August 1997 by the author
to circumvent this problem.
3.1.4 Operational difficulties
The photometer at Buckland Park was operated by the author for the period 1995 –
2000, during which time a number of hardware related faults developed and needed to
be overcome.
When operation commenced in 1995 the refrigeration unit cooling the photomul-
tipliers was known to be slowly failing. The cooling efficiency slowly declined until it
was only able to sustain a temperature of ≈5◦C during the warm nights of January
1997. (More generally, the temperature would fluctuate between -2◦C during the night
to 5◦C during the day). Consequently the unit was replaced, significantly reducing
dark counts (as expected) and retaining the photomultipliers at a more consistent
temperature.
The most common fault with the system for the first two years was the reliability
of the resistors used in the dynode chains of the photomultipliers. A total of about
three months’ cumulative downtime occurred between 1995 and 1996 due to a number
of resistors going open circuit. The failures were not confined to a single channel.
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It is thought that the repeated heating/cooling cycle resulting from the deteriorating
cooling unit may have caused expansion stresses in the resistors, giving rise to a pre-
mature failure. Since the frequency of resistor failures declined significantly following
replacement of the cooler, this seemed a likely explanation.
Reliability of the filter wheel became a problem in late 1997 and into 1998. A
number of different problems surfaced at about the same time which took until late
1998 to fully diagnose and rectify owing to their intermittent nature. The problems
had varying effects on the data, although fortunately in most cases the data were
retrieveable through appropriate processing involving mainly linear interpolation to
fill in missing data points. The most frequent problem was traced to the deterioration
of an oil seal in the filter wheel motor/gearbox assembly which allowed small amounts
of oil to interfere with the friction drive of the filter wheel itself. The loss of friction
meant that sometimes insufficient torque was conveyed to the filter wheel preventing
it from being released from its locked position and rotating. The effect on the data
were easily rectified using interpolation although the intermittent nature of this fault
was such that it took nearly twelve months before the hardware problem was observed
in action and diagnosed. Concurrent with this problem, the microswitch reliablility
declined to a point where reliable indication of the current position was not occurring.
This was due to two combined factors: the switches themselves were wearing out, and
the metal posts used to activate the switches had worn considerably which meant that
the switches were not being depressed enough to ensure a positive signal. Over several
months this fault was tackled on three fronts.
• Since the index posts were screwed into the filter wheel, the side used to activate
the microswitches was easily changed by adding a washer under the post;
• The microswitches were replaced;
• Progressive changes to the PC software gave it more intelligence when interro-
gating and interpreting the switch positions.
The combined effect of these three approaches increased the reliablity of the system
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significantly. What drew this process out over several months was that any one of
these actions appeared to cure the problem at first. After as much as two months
however, further attention was clearly necessary.
Even with the improved electronics, random noise spikes of varying magnitudes
as observed by Jacob (1985) were still present in the system. The source of these
is still unresolved; however they were easily corrected using interpolation, although
development of an effective software detector of these spikes did consume considerable
time.
The lightning detector circuitry, initially constructed by the author during 1995
(Woithe 1995), gave a number of problems during the early course of the project. The
major problem affecting data collection were false triggers, although in situ tests with
a photographic flash unit showed that proper triggering in the presence of a flash was
also unreliable. A number of improvements were made by the author with the final
circuit shown in figure 3.5
Originally the detector circuit was designed to trigger on pulse lengths under 150ms.
This was to avoid “lightning” triggers in the presence of long-lasting light. However
it became apparent that the (existing) photodiode used for light detection had a very
slow reponse time which resulted in pulse lengths of the order of 300ms even though
the photoflash time was considerably less than this. To comfortably encompass this,
the 1K timing resistor (R1) was changed to 5.6K resulting in a maximum allowed
pulse length of about 600ms. It was also observed that the simultaneous operation of
the 555C’s reset and trigger pins resulted in unreliable triggering; a small delay circuit
comprising R4 and C4 was added to the trigger pin to ensure it was operated after the
reset. In addition, several pulse stretching circuits (D1/R3/C3 and D2/R6/C7) were
added to improve trigger reliablility in the presence of a chain of pulses and to ensure
that the 15 minute timer was properly reset on each subsequent lightning event.
The false triggering was a little more difficult to pinpoint. Close correlation with
large noise spikes in the data suggested that the cause of these spikes was also the
cause of the false lightning triggers. The major problem with these false triggers was
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IC1 is a 74HC14 hex schmidt inverter























































Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of revised lightning detector
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the loss of 15 minutes of data which was a significant outage, especially on the nights
of shorter observations. A 0.01µF (C8) was placed between the input and ground to
give some protection against extremely short pulses, although the best solution was to
identify the source of the original interference. Unfortunately this proved impossible;
for this reason, a bypass switch was fitted to allow the detector to be switched out of
the circuit at times of low lightning risk.
A final problem with the detector was its initial power-on status; at times it would
power up in the ‘activated’ state which could result in some loss of data if the electronics
were powered up less than 15 minutes prior to commencement of observations. This
seemed to be caused by the fact that due to current and voltage leakage from the PC
interface card through the CMOS chips in the photometer’s control electronics, the
555C’s power rail remained at 2.5V even when the electronics were off. When the
control rack was powered up the lightning detector circuit was already sensitive to
noise on the light detector line associated with the powering up of the related circuits.
To rectify this, a low voltage cutout consisting of R7, Q1 and ZD1 was added into the
555C’s supply line to ensure it remained off until supply reached at least 3.6V.
When dealing with missing or contaminated data within a given night while analysing
for gravity wave parameters, interpolation was the predominant method used. It is
worth noting that cross-spectral methods described by Scargle (1989), which were
utilised in this study for investigating long-term airglow behaviour, could possibly be
used to carry out the cross spectral analysis directly on a night’s unevenly sampled
data. An investigation of the performance of this alternative was not carried out as
part of the present study since the effects of the various problems encountered within a
single night were not severe enough to introduce significant biases due to the employ-
ment of interpolation. The extra complexity involved with Scargle’s (1989) method
was not deemed justifiable in this situation.
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3.2 Davis three field photometer
The Davis three field photometer data used in this study were collected by the various
resident physicists present at Davis during the interval of interest (1995 – 1998). While
the Davis photometer is based on the same design and philosophies as the Buckland
Park model, a number of important differences exist.
3.2.1 Differences from Buckland Park photometer
Like the Buckland Park system, the control system of the Davis photometer has also
been considerably upgraded since its construction in 1980 and its use by de Deuge
(1990) and de Deuge et al. (1994). In addition, the filter wheel drive has been replaced
with a stepper motor to increase reliability of operation at the expense of a slightly
longer rotation time. Hall effect devices replaced the mechanical microswitches to
provide position information with higher reliability than the original switch-based
system.
The arrangement of filters on the filter wheel differed significantly from that at
Buckland Park. In addition to single 558nm and 730nm filters, the Davis photometer
also carried 428nm and 630nm filters to study auroral and thermospheric emissions
respectively. With only one of each filter, a given emission was not observed simultane-
ously in three fields and in order to analyse the data using cross spectral techniques it
was first necessary to process the time series to account for the time difference between
observations of a given wavelength in the three fields. This could be done using inter-
polation or (more appropriately) by introducing a frequency-dependent phase shift to
each field’s spectrum. The phase shift would correspond to the timeshift required to
synchronise the field’s time series with whichever field had been chosen as the refer-
ence. Mathematically, if field i is chosen as the reference it is necessary to work with
all phases relative to the observation grid of field i. Since the phases derived from the
Fourier transform of each time series are relative to their respective observation times,
a phase correction is needed to make them relative to field i’s observation time. If field








Figure 3.6: Arrangement of fields for the Davis three field photometer system, relative
to geographic coordinates on the ground. At the observation heights the field positions
have been effectively reflected through the instrument’s axis of symmetry as for the
Buckland Park instrument.
j observations are separated from those of field i by t seconds such that −T
2
< t < T
2
for sampling period T , the phase shift required for frequency component f is simply
φ = −2pitf , which can be trivially applied to field j’s data by multiplying the Fourier
transform by exp iφ. Here a positive t indicates field j is observed after field i. Despite
the slightly more complex data treatment required, this observational arrangement
does give rise to a more comprehensive dataset which can be a distinct advantage,
particularly in auroral zones, as it allows uniquely auroral emissions to be observed
which can aid in the identification of aurorally contaminated data.
The cooling of the photomultiplier tubes at Davis was accomplished using a heat
exchanger placed on the roof of the building housing the photometer. This served
to chill the coolant to at least -10◦C during times of operation. In addition, the
connections between pulse amplifiers, photometer hardware and the control electronics
were optically isolated in an attempt to reduce noise spikes due to earth loops.
The final major difference between the two instruments is the orientation of the
instrument with respect to magnetic north. Figure 3.6 illustrates the arrangement of
field positions relative to geographic north on the ground (L. Symons & J. Innis 1999,
1 private communication).
1Both from the Australian Antarctic Division
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The computer controlling the Davis photometer was, like the Buckland Park instal-
lation, an IBM PC compatible. However, the control software was written ‘in house’
by the Antarctic Division and is therefore rather different in style from the Buckland
Park system. Essentially, though, both systems function similarly.
3.2.2 Instrument operation
As previously mentioned, the three field photometer at Davis had up to six different
filters mounted on the filter wheel. During acquisition, the system would expose
the photometers for 2.5 seconds and then move the filter wheel to the next position.
Including dead time between exposures, each complete cycle of the filter wheel took
40 seconds to finish. As well as sampling more optical emissions, this arrangement
also had the advantage that the sampling interval for any one filter was 40 seconds.
The short dwell time — an order of magnitude less than that used at Buckland
Park — was feasible due to the increased transfer efficiency of the filters used at Davis
which meant that the time series’ signal-to-noise ratio was not compromised.
3.3 Buckland Park MF radar
The Buckland Park MF radar was first constructed in the mid sixties (Briggs et al.
1969) and was significantly upgraded between 1989 and 1995 (Reid et al. 1995). The
upgrade allowed the radar to function as a true Doppler radar while providing much
improved control and data acquisition capabilities.
3.3.1 Hardware
The current configuration of the MF system is described in detail by Vandepeer (1993)
and is summarised here. Details are also provided by Reid et al. (1995).
The transmission system is comprised of three independent transitter systems op-
erating at 1.98MHz, made up of ten modules each. A complete module comprises a
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phase control module (PCM), a solid state power amplifier (PA) and a filter trans-
mit/receive module (TR). Two of the three transmitter systems used PA modules
capable of delivering 2.5kW peak power while the third was populated with higher
powered versions capable of 5kW peak power. The PCMs can correct for phase drifts
in other areas of the given module and antenna system, and can also introduce a pro-
grammable delay to the signal to shift the final output of the respective module by 0
to 360◦ in 8.5◦ steps (at 1.98MHz2) with respect to a master reference signal delivered
to all PCMs. The TR modules allow receiving on the same antenna as transmission
if desired and also provide filtering of the square-wave signal from the PCM to retain
only the fundamental carrier. In operation the typical duty cycle of the transmit-
ter is 0.2% with a pulse repetition frequency varying from 80Hz during the day to
40Hz at night. The output impedance of each module is less than 10Ω with optimal
performance occuring when the module is driving into a pure resistive 50Ω load.
The antenna array is constructed from 178 individual half-wave dipoles arranged
as 89 crossed dipoles as illustrated in figure 3.7. The array is orientated 4◦ west of
north which corresponded to the property fence line at the time of construction in
1967. The site itself is nominally flat with a drop of less than two metres towards the
south-west corner (Reid 1984). 75Ω coax with an integral number of half wavelengths
at 1.98MHz is used to connect each dipole back to the transmitter system, with a balan
used to provide matching between the nominal antenna impedance of 28Ω and that of
the coax feeder. The length of each dipole is 71.6m long and held about 10m above
the ground by wooden poles. In operation, each transmitter module is connected to a
group of three 75Ω antenna feeders to provide a nominal 25Ω load for the PA module.
Receiving of the return signal is carried out by receiver modules in a dedicated
Radar Data Acquisition System (RDAS). Each module consists of an RF receiver
with programmable gain control and a signal processor with 12 bit analog to digital
converters (ADC) which provide in phase and quadrature components of the return
2The delay is actually achieved using a Newport Microtek 60A-091 programmable delay chip whose
step is a 12 ± 2.0 ns giving a total delay of 91 ± 4.5 ns






Figure 3.7: The Buckland Park MF antenna array. The separate tranmission array
was not utilised for experiments conducted between 1995 and 2000, but may have been
used during data collection prior to 1995.
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signal with 12 bit resolution. Under software control, the gain control can be adjusted
to maximise the dynamic range attainable by the ADCs while preventing saturation
in the receivers in the presence of signals whose strength varies by several orders
of magnitude, although difficulties with the currently implemented control algorithm
meant this feature was not utilised for the current study.
In addition to the receiving functions described previously, the RDAS also makes
the data from the receiver modules available for acquisition by an IBM PC compat-
ible computer, and provides a control interface between the PC and the transmitter
modules. The RDAS is connected to the PC via a 50 way twisted pair ribbon cable
and a National Instruments NI-AT-DIO32F data acqusitition card. Operation of the
radar is completely controlled from software running on the PC.
The design of the RDAS hardware mandates that the digitally sampled in-phase
and quadrature components from all active receive channels (up to 16) are read at a
maximum latency of the order of a millisecond. This imposes a significant real time
requirement for the PC acquiring the data if no samples are to be missed. The simplest
method of achieving the required latencies was to run DOS (essentially a single task
operating system) which could dedicate all CPU cycles to the acquisition program;
the program itself was written in C and cross-compiled as a DPMI DOS application
under Linux using djgpp with maximum compiler optimisations activated. Because
the acquisition PC needs to be dedicated almost exclusively to the radar program it is
not possible to arrange reliable remote connectivity since the system is only available
to answer requests during times of no acquisition. A second PC (referred to as the
‘analysis PC’) is therefore utilised to carry out analysis of the digital time series and
to provide remote access to the analysed data. The two are connected via a dedicated
network with the acquisition PC running ‘MS-Client’ software allowing drive letter
access to the disk on the analysis PC via ‘Samba’ (Tridgell et al. 1992-2000).
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3.3.2 Software improvements
During the course of this study the author undertook a major upgrade of the radar
control software 3. In the form described by Vandepeer (1993) and outlined above, the
control software had several limitations:
• control and status observation of the radar was only possible from the radar site,
• only one set of operational parameters could be specified to the system at any
one time and these could only be changed by an operator physically present at
the radar, and
• some decisions relating to control logic made when the system was initially set
up meant that data acquisition was not always taken in intervals of two minutes
in the event of unexpected delays.
In order to address these problems the author designed a file-based protocol which
allowed the DOS acquisition program, at times when no data were being acquired, to
communicate with a ‘server’ program running on the analysis PC. The server program
(which was not constrained to respond only during non-acquisition periods) handled
the interfacing between the intermittent file-based protocol and continuous user input
provided by a graphical configuration program running under Xwindows. The config-
uration program, also written by the author, communicated with the server program
via TCP sockets using the FTP protocol which allowed configuration of the radar from
any machine with TCP access to the analysis PC.
Along with the implementation of the protocol described above, a number of other
enhancements and fixes were also applied to the acquisition software by the author as
part of this upgrade:
• support for flexible automatic sequencing of multiple experiment configurations
was added,
• a number of buffer over-run conditions were fixed,
3This work was supported by Atmospheric Radar Systems Pty Ltd
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• error handling was improved to facilitate reliable remote control, and
• the source code was verified which rectified several bugs and produced a warning-
free compile under the latest djgpp releases.
The resulting improvements to the radar control software increased the overall relia-
bility and consistency of the system and extended the flexibility of its operation.
3.3.3 Spaced antenna operation
Operation of the radar in spaced antenna configuration was simpler than for beam
steering work. In this mode, three suitable groups of three dipoles each were selected as
receiving antennas for the analysis. Transmission occurred on as many dipole triplets
as there were transmitter modules with consideration being given to the creation of
a beam with an acceptable polar diagram (for example, Holdsworth 1995). The
majority of the spaced antenna results included in this report were collected with ten
transmitter modules driving a total of thirty dipoles although results from mid-1999
onwards utilised up to twenty transmitter modules driving sixty dipoles.
Spaced antenna data acquisition involved running the transmitters for 102.4 sec-
onds with an allowance of up to seventeen seconds for data transfer from the acquisition
PC to the computer doing the FCA analysis. Data were thus acquired with a sampling
period of two minutes.
3.3.4 Doppler beam steering operation
As previously mentioned, each transmission module is connected to a single PCM.
A result of this arrangement is that there is complete flexibility when it comes to
phasing different antennas — no two antenna triplets necessarily need to be in phase.
The ability to arbitrarily program the phases of all transmission antennas relative to
each other means that the transmission beam can be steered in any direction (within
limits), not just the cardinals and vertical. Given an antenna located distance r from
the centre of the array at an angle α to the north, the relative transmit phase ∆Φ
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r cos (θ − α)sin(φ) (3.1)
where λ is the operating wavelength of the radar. For the system under consideration,
the resulting ∆Φ must be rounded to the nearest multiple of 8.5◦ since this is the
quantisation of the phasing system in use at 1.98MHz. When selecting antennas to
use care must also be taken to ensure that the polar diagram of the transmission beam
is reasonable.
Prior to an acquisition, each PCM was programmed with a delay calculated know-
ing the antenna’s position and the desired beam direction using equation 3.1. For this
study, beams in the four cardinal directions 11.6◦ off-zenith were used in addition to
a vertical beam. In order to “steer” the beam on reception, the time series from each
receiver were shifted in software by the corresponding ∆Φ of the respective antenna,
since design constraints prevented such delays being introduced using hardware.
When data collection was carried out with the radar operating in Doppler mode,
the beam was directed in the cardinal directions north, south, east and west with a
vertical acquisition between each; the resulting radial velocities were then used to allow
unambiguous determination of horizontal and vertical wind velocity. The off-zenith
angle used was nominally 11.6◦. Each acquisition in a given direction lasted 102.4
seconds with approximately seventeen seconds of dead time to allow for data transfer
to the analysis PC; an acquisition was therefore taken once every two minutes. This
gave a sampling period of 16 minutes for each cardinal direction and 4 minutes for the
vertical.
3.3.5 Operational difficulties
Unfortunately, routine collection of Doppler data were not possible over the duration
of this project due to a series of incidents involving the MF radar at Buckland Park.
Early in January 1998 lightning struck one of the antennas which severely damaged
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the RDAS and inflicted minor damage to the control computer and several trans-
mitter modules. This was rectified by May 1998; however, during trial Doppler runs
at the start of July and October 1998, further previously unidentified problems were
discovered in the transmitters which prevented more than ten modules being used si-
multaneously. With only ten modules driving thirty antennas the resulting beamwidth
was not sufficiently narrow to give reliable Doppler results. By December 1999 work on
the transmitters had progressed to allowing the use of up to twenty modules although
there were still reliability problems with the second ten.
The Doppler run in October 1998 would have provided sufficient data for a limited
optical/Doppler radar study. Unfortunately before the data could be backed up a hard
disk failure destroyed all but a few isolated data files. The few surviving files and the
limited data from the July 1998 run allowed analysis routines to be written and a
proof of concept to be undertaken, but the full intercomparison originally envisaged
was not possible.
During the period of downtime in 1998 it was further discovered that many of
the MF antennas had drifted significantly from their ideal impedance. While this has
marginal effects on the quality of FCA analysis it renders Doppler analysis difficult
to impossible. Since the start of 1996 the decrease in the quality of the vertical wind
component estimations provided through the routine analysis at Buckland Park was
noted, and the discovery of the antenna impedance problems explained this observa-
tion. During 1998 and 1999 problems with numerous antennas — including water in
cables, weather damage to balans and fallen dipoles – were progressively rectified.
Spaced antenna data were available from the Buckland Park MF radar for signifi-
cant periods between 1991 and 2000; almost continuous FCA wind data were accessible
for 1992–1994, the last half of 1996 through to 1997, and 1999–2000. Due to the prob-
lems discussed above, no spaced antenna data were available for significant periods
during 1998. Even during the ‘continuous’ periods, short periods of downtime (usu-
ally less than a week) did occur resulting from full hard disks and minor hardware
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breakdowns. The frequency of the filled hard disks decreased considerably in the lat-
ter part of this project due to the commissioning of a fulltime network link to the field
site, which made it much easier to keep track of disk usage and to transfer data when
appropriate.
3.4 Davis MF radar
Although it was originally intended to use photometer and radar data from Davis
to complement that from Buckland Park, practical difficulties outlined elsewhere pre-
vented this from occurring. For reference, details of the MF radar at Davis are included
as an appendix.
c h a p t e r
4
Data processing and analysis
This project had two main areas of focus: the identification of wave parameters ob-
served in individual nights of airglow data, and the study of the long-term properties
of both the airglow and radar data. This chapter outlines the separate processing car-
ried out on each instrument’s data before moving on to a description of the long-term
analysis.
4.1 Photometer data
As mentioned in a previous chapter, the photometer at Buckland Park developed a
number of hardware faults during the course of data collection for this study. In order
to deal with this as transparently as possible, it was decided that a data preprocessor
should be written which corrected all fixable faults and warned about the presence of
those which could not be rectified (like for example, an open circuit dynode resistor).
This greatly simplified the analysis programs since they could assume that the data
were in a usable form with no missing records, noise spikes and other corruptions. All
the complexity for dealing with the numerous faults was isolated into the preprocessor,
making it easier to maintain both it and the analysis software.
Once the preprocessor had been run, each data file not affected by an unrecoverable
hardware error was visually inspected for quality and presence of cloud. Cloud presence
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was typified by a high correlation between the three fields and a noisier overall signal.
This allowed compilation of acceptable files of high quality which were to be used for
subsequent analysis.
4.1.1 Data preprocessor
Two different types of noise spikes were evident in the data — those many orders of
magnitude above the data being recorded, and some roughly 25% above the signal.
The “duration” was always a single record; that is, less than twenty seconds. Physical
observations suggest that the origin was of a transient nature (such as electrical high
current switching noise) although occurrences did not seem to correlate with air con-
ditioners/coolers operating in the instrument’s vicinity. A peak detection routine was
developed which was capable of reliably sensing both these spike types and correcting
for them using linear interpolation.
Dark counts (normally taken every fifteen minutes) were sometimes not correctly
recorded. This could be caused either by the shutter failing to shut properly or more
commonly a noise spike occurring during an otherwise normal dark count. Interpo-
lation was used to correct for this, using good dark counts either side of the affected
one.
At times, peaks with a duration of 2 minutes were observed in a single field at only
one wavelength at a given time. An example of such a peak is shown in figure 4.1. They
were typically observed at different times in both the 730nm and 558nm time series and
there was no detectable correlation between fields or wavelengths. It was not possible
to conclusively identify the origin of these although the cause is interesting in its own
right. Checks of HV supply voltages and cable integrity suggested that the source was
not from the photometer hardware itself. At the same time the nature of the peaks
seemed contrary to the behaviour of the airglow layers being observed, and such events
have not been observed with other similar instruments or airglow imagers. Dewan &
Ricard (1998) describe the observation of a ‘mesospheric bore’ in OH airglow results
from the ALOHA-93 campaign which do give rise to a sharp increase in OH intensity
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Figure 4.1: Data from 2 August 1996 showing the occurrence of a peak of 2 minutes’
duration in field 3 (dotted trace) of the 557.7nm emission near 20:45. (Field 1 is the
solid trace and field 2 is the dashed trace.)
but the effect from such a feature lasts for the order of 30 minutes — much shorter
than what was observed in this study. The lack of field correlation in the present study
also suggests it is not related to the effects described by Dewan & Ricard (1998).
In addition, although models suggest lightning can produce mesospheric emissions
(Veronis et al. 1999) the observing geometry, enhancement duration and local weather
conditions during the present study rule this out as a possibility. It was therefore
concluded that some other mechanism was giving rise to these changes and they were
therefore removed from the time series using linear interpolation.
A number of hardware faults developed at various times during data collection
which had varying effects on the data. The most obvious one was the failure of a
resistor in one of the photomultiplier dynode chains. The effect of this was a time
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series of zeroes. In this case, the preprocessor simply alerted the operator to the string
of zeroes since there was no data available from which to reconstruct the missing field.
With only two of the three fields operational, data affected by this fault could only be
used for intensity studies since meaningful horizontal wave parameters could not be
resolved.
Another hardware fault was ultimately traced to the lightning detector. The same
interference which caused the large noise spikes in the time series could also falsely
trigger the detector resulting in a loss of data for roughly fifteen minutes. Once again
linear interpolation was used to fill the gap in the time series.
During 1997 and 1998, a problem with the filter wheel developed whereby the
requested position would not be reached in time for a record to start at the next 30
second boundary. This was ultimately observed to be caused by the wheel not moving
at all due to oil leaking from the gearbox onto the drive rotor and causing slippage.
Prior to 12 August 1997 such a fault would cause all subsequent acquisitions to be
displaced thirty seconds from their proper place, necessitating interpolation to replace
them onto their proper time grid. This was not implemented in the preprocessor due
to the relatively small number of data files affected up to that date. Following 12
August 1997 the control software was altered such that this synchronisation problem
did not occur in the presence of the wheel fault. In the latter case interpolation over
just two records was enough to rectify the fault.
Very late in the study (from about the middle of April 2000) evidence of the filter
wheel fault reappeared in the raw time series. While cleaning the drive rotor and
associated mechanics of oil and metal filings did reduce the occurrence of the fault it
did not totally eliminate it. Fortunately the quality of the data used for this study
was not adversely affected by the re-emergence of this problem, the cause of which is
still the subject of on-going investigations.
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4.1.2 Background filter techniques
The primary goal of the background filter was to remove contamination caused by the
galactic center of the Milky Way passing through the field of view of the photometer.
At Buckland Park, such contamination was mostly confined to OH observations made
during the months from May through to September. The contamination showed up
as two periods of large amplitude oscillations with period approximately 30 minutes.
Generally the first oscillation was about half the amplitude of the second. An example
of typical contamination can be seen in figure 4.2(a), where the Milky Way is evident
between 11pm and 1am. The exact location of the contamination varied across the
night according to the time of year, from 3am in April to 8pm in September. While the
shape of the contamination resembled a double Gaussian, the exact form was observed
to vary from night to night. This is attributed to differing background noise behaviour,
varying lower atmospheric conditions altering the transmission of light, and varying
galactic cross sections being transected by the fields.
The Milky Way contamination could not be ignored since its properties meant that
the spectral analysis would often identify components of it as valid phase velocities.
Since the contamination affected data from over 40% of the year, an effective filter
was sought to allow the use of this data without any uncertainty associated with the
Milky Way.
A number of alternative filtering approaches were considered as discussed below,
with evaluation of all but the first method carried out using a simulated dataset (see
figure 4.4). The “Signal” was generated using a noise function whose power spectrum
followed a power law of the form S(ω) ∝ f−k. A value of k = 5
3
was chosen to be
representative of typical gravity wave spectral slopes as discussed by Vincent (1984).
The Milky Way was simulated with a pair of Guassians. Comparison with actual data
(from for example, 20 June 1996, as in figure 4.2(a)) showed that the simulated data
behaved in a similar way, although observed data did not contain components of period
≈ 1 hour with as high an amplitude. A simulated signal was used to allow comparison
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between the original signal and the signal recreated from the contaminated signal. To











where n was the number of points in the dataset, the set of xi were the data output
from the filter and the set of si were the original signal.
The first method was evaluated using data collected on 20 June 1996 as in fig-
ure 4.2(a).
4.1.2.1 Subtraction of an average background
This was the most straightforward method trialled. To form the background, a number
of clear nights were averaged after shifting the nights to align the Milky Way contam-
ination and normalising to allow for inter-night intensity variation. The normalised
average background was then subtracted from the normalised data series of interest.
It became clear that all three fields needed different backgrounds since the shape of
the contamination did vary significantly between the fields.
While this method did go some way towards reducing the contributions from the
Milky Way, the variation in shape from night to night often left a substantial residue
after subtraction which was still sufficient to contaminate the cross spectral analysis.
An example of the typical behaviour of this filter is shown in figure 4.2. It is worth
noting that there was considerable short period activity present in the average back-
ground — these features had comparable amplitude to features with similar periods
in the signal proper, which is illustrated in figure 4.3. This shows that significant con-
tamination of short period signals can occur with the use of this approach. In addition,
application of this filter is unsuitable for nights where no contamination occurs; if this
method was to be employed, an effective detector would have to be used to trigger the
filter when required.
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Figure 4.2: (a) (top) Data from 20 June 1996 showing typical Milky Way contami-
nation in the photometer data. (b) (bottom) Performance of the average background
subtraction filter method when applied to the data in (a). The average background
was computed using the data from 8 obviously clear nights during the period of May
to August 1996.
4.1.2.2 Fourier amplitude filter
The Fourier amplitude filter (and all subsequent filter techniques) were evaluated using
the simulated data shown in figure 4.4.
This method was observed to be more successful than the subtraction of the average
background. To filter the data, each time series was first windowed with a 10% cosine
taper at each end to reduce the amplitude of the side lobes in the spectral window
and hence increase the reliability of the spectrum (Jenkins & Watts 1968). After
being Fourier transformed, components greater than an experimentally determined
threshold were zeroed. The time series was then recreated by applying the inverse
Fourier transform.
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Figure 4.3: A plot on an enlarged Y scale showing the higher frequency detail of
an uncontaminated area of the signal (top) and the average background in the same
region (bottom). It is clear that significant variations occur with similar amplitude in
both, which shows that subtraction of the average background will affect frequencies
of interest.
The threshold was determined using model data, and was chosen to give the small-
est total absolute deviation between the original and recreated signals. Fifty times the
average of the lowest 10 components was deemed the most successful.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the typical performance of this filter method. While the Milky
Way is removed, it is clear that long period activity with moderate amplitude is also
deleted from the time series. The variance as defined by equation 4.1 was of the order
of 2.0× 104 units2, where ‘units’ refers to the arbitrary units of the simulated dataset.
For brevity, formal notification of this will be omitted from the variances reported for
subsequent filter trials.
It is also evident that this method introduces artifacts of significant amplitude
with period the order of 30 minutes. This corresponds to the period of the Milky
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Figure 4.4: Simulated photometer data used to evaluate filter methods
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Figure 4.5: Typical performance of the Fourier amplitude filter demonstrated with
simulated data. The upper plot shows the simulated signal. The middle plot shows
the signal which was recovered using the Fourier amplitude filter, with the difference
between the two demonstrated by the lower plot. It is clear that the amplitude of the
signal with period approximately 60 minutes has been substantially enhanced through
the use of this filter.
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Figure 4.6: Performance of the Fourier amplitude filter when presented with uncontam-
inated data. Visually the performance is very good, with only long period information
adversely affected.
Way contamination and results from the continuous nature of the Fourier components
across the time series. The major disadvantage of this method is that activity with
similar period(s) to the Milky Way contamination is affected across the entire time
series, rather than simply in the originally contaminated region.
Ideally, any filter designed to remove the Milky Way should have no effect on
uncontaminated data. The performance of this filter on such data was reasonable, as
shown in figure 4.6, with a variance of the order of 1.5× 104 from the original signal.
The signal was the same as used for figure 4.5. While some long period information is
lost, there are no substantial artificial periodicities introduced in this case.
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4.1.2.3 Fourier phase filter
The assumption behind this method was that Milky Way contamination would be
present in all three channels with ideally zero phase observed between fields. That is,
it assumes that contamination varies much slower than the airglow intensity, and that
the spacial scale is much larger. After windowing with the aforementioned cosine filter,
cross spectra between all 3 fields were formed and components with phases less than
0.05 radians were identified as being indistinguishable from zero at the 95% confidence
level (Jenkins & Watts 1968). Where such phases were observed in two or more cross
spectra, the corresponding components in the Fourier transform of the time series were
zeroed, with the time series being recreated by an inverse Fourier transform.
While this method successfully dealt with the background components, it was not
able to remove the Milky Way due to the significant phase difference observed between
fields. This effect is clearly illustrated in figure 4.7. It could be seen that due to this
limitation, the difference between the recovered signal and the original was roughly an
order of magnitude larger than for the amplitude based filter, which was reflected by a
higher variance of 5.0× 104. It was observed through experimentation that the choice
of the phase threshold did not affect the results over the range 0.01 to 0.1 radians.
Like the amplitude based Fourier filter, the performance of this filter does improve
if the data are not contaminated. However, figure 4.8 (and typical variance figures of
between 1.5×104 and 2.0×104) showed that it was not as good as the amplitude based
filter: the differences were slightly higher, and significant high frequency information
was removed.
4.1.2.4 Wavelet filter method
Unlike Fourier components which extend right across a time series, wavelet components
are localised. Since the contamination from the Milky Way was also observed to be
generally localised in time, a wavelet based filter was trialled.
Here we follow the development of Chui (1992). We let R denote the set of real
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Figure 4.7: Typical performance of the Fourier phase filter. It is clear that substantial
traces of the Milky Way remain in the signal.
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Figure 4.8: Performance of the Fourier phase filter on uncontaminated data
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numbers. A wavelet transform involves the mapping of a signal onto the function space






a, b ∈ R, a 6= 0 (4.2)








Ψ(ω) is the Fourier transform of ψ(x). With appropriate normalizations, this mapping
can be energy preserving. The family of functions ψa,b are termed wavelets. The choice
of ψ(x) (the so-called mother function) determines the form of the basis functions
ψa,b, while the parameters a and b specify the translation and dilation of the mother
function. If Ψ(ω) is continuous, the admissibility condition is equivalent to requiring
ψ(x) to have a zero mean with a decay to zero at infinity (although in practice there
are no continuity requirements on Ψ(ω)).
When the parameters a and b are made to vary continuously, the resulting wavelet
transform is termed the Continuous Wavelet Transform. However, for this analysis the
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) was used since the wavelet expansion coefficients
can be independent and the computation time is much reduced. As the name suggests,
the DWT corresponds to the use of discrete values of a and b. If we first restrict a


















for m,n ∈ Z, (4.5)
(where Z is the set of positive integers) so long as further restrictions on ψ(x) (Chui
1992) are observed. For convenience, we now define
hm,n(x) ≡ ψa,b(x) (4.6)
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for a,b as defined by equation 4.5.
Finally, if independent wavelet expansion coefficients are desired (as for this study),
the choice of h(x) is restrained by the orthogonality requirement
∫ ∞
−∞
hm,n(x)hp,q(x) dx = Aδnpδmq, (4.7)
where A is a normalizing factor and m, n, p and q are as defined by equation 4.6.
After Daubechies (Daubechies 1988), the DWT of a function f corresponding to a








ψ(2mx− n)f(x) dx, (4.9)
where Whf(m,n) are termed the wavelet expansion coefficients. This corresponds to
a series of convolutions of the translated and dilated mother wavelet with the data
series f .
Given that the admissibility condition (equation 4.4) holds, the wavelet transform
is invertible. For the case of orthogonal wavelets, this allows the original signal to be







The above theory assumes a continuous function f(x). If, however, f(x) is a
sampled time series (for example) with N regular samples, the values of m and n can
be limited to





This demonstrates that for larger scales (larger a, smaller m), the number of wavelets
(and hence wavelet expansion coefficients) decreases.
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Threshold
Threshold
Average of coefficients < threshold
Consecutive coefficients > threshold
















adjacent to coefficient of maximum amplitude
Average of coefficients < threshold
Figure 4.9: Schematic representation of the functionality of the wavelet filter.
For this filter application, the wavelet transform (and its inverse) was calculated
using the wavelet transform algorithms as described by Press et al. (1986) and Mallat
(1989). Independent wavelet coefficients were desired since they make it much easier
to identify large amplitude coefficients with specific features in the original time series.
This has obvious advantages when the wavelet transform is being used to filter a time
series.
Each time series was treated separately by the filter which is illustrated diagra-
matically in figure 4.9. The mean of the time series was first subtracted, with the
resulting series windowed with a 10% cosine taper to reduce discontinuity effects at
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the ends. To increase the reliability of the wavelet coefficients (particularly at the
ends of each scale), each end of the time series was then zero padded with at least 64
zeros to a length of the next highest power of 2 (Shimomai et al. 1996). A wavelet
transform as described by Press et al. (1986) was then used to generate a series of
wavelet coefficents which were subsequently dealt with in 5 blocks. The first block
comprised of coeffients 0 to 7, corresponding to the longest period features. These
were observed to be the most seriously affected coefficients when the Milky Way was
present. The other blocks comprised of coefficients grouped according to decreasing
scale: coefficients 8 to 15, 16 to 31, 32 to 64, and 65 onwards respectively. For each
block except the last, the component with maximum amplitude was identified. If this
was above a predetermined threshold, it was marked. Components were then marked
out from the maximum until an amplitude below the threshold was observed. The
marked components were considered contaminated, and were replaced with the av-
erage of unaffected (that is, unmarked) coefficients within the block, with the sign
preserved. If all components were affected, they were set to 10% of the threshold,
again preserving the sign. Thresholds were determined experimentally using modelled
and real data. Time series were recreated by applying an inverse wavelet transform.
The method was originally developed using the Daubechies-20 wavelet (Daubechies
1988). However, since this wavelet is rather non-localised, artefacts of the filter were
observed in data which should have been unaffected by the filter. The Lemarie wavelet
as described by Mallat (1989) was applied and was seen to give a much better result.
The optimium number of coefficients for this application was determined to be 32; an
example of the typical performance of this filter is shown in figure 4.10. Variances as
given by equation 4.1 were of the order of 1.5× 104.
The advantage over the Fourier based methods was that due to the localised nature
of wavelets, components with period the order of 30 minutes (the same as the Milky
Way contamination) were removed only in the vicinity of the contamination. In prin-
ciple this would retain any information in these frequency components in areas totally
unaffected by the Milky Way. The fine detail of the signal was also not affected.
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Figure 4.10: Typical performance of the wavelet based filter. The simulated signal is
the same as that used for for figure 4.5. The upper plot shows the signal recovered
using the wavelet filter, while the difference between this signal and the original is
shown below. It is clear that in areas uncontaminated by the Milky Way (that is, the
ends) the wavelet filter has had little impact on the signal, in contrast to the Fourier
amplitude filter. Of note is the absence of any enhanced amplitudes.
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Figure 4.11: Response of the wavelet filter to uncontaminated data. The difference
between the recovered signal and the original is insignificant given the magnitude of
the signal.
Perhaps not surprisingly, any large amplitude variation in the intensity is removed
(or at least affected) by this method. This unfortunately includes tidal period varia-
tions. As expected, the greatest effect on the signal occurs in the region of contami-
nation, with only minimal short period (. 1 hour) effects elsewhere.
When uncontaminated data were provided the wavelet filter did very well, result-
ing in a mainly DC offset between the input and output of the filter as shown in
figure 4.11. This observation was backed up by typical variances from the original
signal (equation 4.1) of between 2.5× 103 and 5.0× 103 — between five and ten times
less than those observed for the Fourier-based filter techniques.
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4.1.2.5 Filter method summary
When focused on the analysis of data from individual nights for the purposes of the
identification of waves present over that night, the only advantage to the average
background method was that it had the potential to preserve long period activity not
associated with the Milky Way. However, due to nightly variations in intensity, signifi-
cant residue still remained after application of this method. The greatest disadvantage
of this method, though, was its effect on short-period signals. Since these were the
signals of interest in this study, contamination of these at the levels encountered with
this method was unacceptable.
It is clear from figure 4.7 that the Fourier phase filter was totally unacceptable
for this application due to the large residue. The strength of the method was that it
successfully removed background trends. Unfortunately though, the Milky Way does
not present itself as a background identical in all fields and it is therefore not effectively
filtered with this method.
The effects of the wavelet and Fourier amplitude filters are further illustrated in
figures 4.12 and 4.13. These show wavelet transforms of the indicated data using a
Daubechies wavelet filter to give a qualitative indication of the frequencies affected
by the filters and the time span of the effects. Both figures use the same colour scale
to represent wavelet amplitude, which is an indication of amplitude of the periodic
components in the signal being analysed. Figure 4.12 deals with contaminated data
whereas figure 4.13 illustrates the effects of the filter on uncontaminated data, which
gives an indication of how well tuned the filter is for the specific signals being removed.
For both figures, the performance of the filter is presented in terms of the data itself
and the difference between the recovered signal and the original simulated time series.
In the case of the Fourier amplitude filter, an exclusion affecting all data with periods
greater than 100 minutes is clear, whereas the wavelet filter affects these periods
significantly only at times where the Milky Way was present. Both filter methods
performed well when acting on data with no contamination, although the wavelet filter
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clearly retained almost the entire spectrum whereas high periods were still affected by
the Fourier amplitude filter.
The differences between the recovered and original signals were of similar magni-
tude for both the wavelet and Fourier amplitude filters when contaminated data were
processed. The primary problem with the Fourier amplitude filter was that, as typi-
fied in figure 4.5, artificial periodicities of significant amplitude were introduced into
the time series. Since the phase of these periodicities was determined by the location
of the Milky Way contamination within the time series, they would affect the cross
spectral analysis in the same way as the original contamination.
The wavelet method did not introduce significant artificial signals. It is worth
noting that long period signals with large amplitudes were affected, especially around
the times what Milky Way contamination was present. However, such signals, having
periods of the order of three hours and greater, were of marginal interest for the
section of this study for which this filter was developed. The method resulted in very
little Milky Way residue while not affecting the short period signals, and overall its
application was shown to produce the least variance between the original and recovered
data. Thus it was determined that for the purposes of identifying waves present in the
data from individual nights, the wavelet approach was more workable while producing
the least number of undesirable side effects.
4.1.3 Cross spectral analysis
Cross spectral analysis techniques were used on the time series acquired by the pho-
tometer to deduce apparent wave parameters of gravity wave induced disturbances in
the OH and OI airglow emissions. The methods used are similar to those described
by Jacob (1985) and to a certain extent, Giers et al. (1997). Each emission channel
(OH at 730nm and OI at 558nm) were treated separately.
The three filtered time series from the photometers were windowed with a 10%
cosine taper as before to reduce edge effects (Jenkins & Watts 1968). The prior
application of the wavelet filter effectively removed the DC offset component which
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Figure 4.12: The performance of the filters on contaminated data as shown using a
wavelet transform. The upper plot shows the simulated data which includes the Milky
Way contamination, followed by the simulated signal. The signal recovered by the
Fourier amplitude filter and the wavelet filter, and the differences between these and
the original simulated signal, complete the figure. All plots use the same colour scale
to indicate wavelet amplitude, which is an approximate indication of the amplitude
of periodic components in the original time series. Black represents an amplitude of
0 while red indicates the maximum. The units are the same arbitrary units of the
simulated data, shown in figure 4.4. The Fourier amplitude filter clearly has a greater
effect on periodicities greater than about 60 minutes.
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Figure 4.13: As for figure 4.12 but for uncontaminated data rather than data contain-
ing Milky Way contamination. The wavelet filter has practically no effect on the signal
whereas the Fourier amplitude filter does remove periodicities greater than about 200
minutes.
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minimised spectral leakage from the lower frequency components into the higher com-






was applied to the resulting time series using the FFTW library (Frigo & Johnson




were calculated cyclically (that is, X12, X23 and X31) using the method of Rayner
(1971), where F ∗ denotes complex conjugation. To increase reliability of the cross










(p, q = 1, 2, 3; p 6= q) were calculated to aid in the determination of the presence of
waves in all three fields. si is the sampling interval (60 seconds for Buckland Park)
and the overbar designates a three point smoothing.
In order to identify the presence of wave-like phenomena in the time series, a num-
ber of requirements needed to be met. The amplitude of a given frequency bin in all
three spectra was required to exceed a pseudo-background level set at three times the
average of the ten highest frequency components. The coherence-squared statistic of
the respective cross spectral components was also checked against a threshold corre-
sponding to the 95% confidence limit for the data under consideration (Julian 1974).
Similarly, the phase of individual cross spectral components was confirmed above the
95% confidence limit threshold (Rayner 1971). Finally, phase coherence was confirmed
across all three cross spectra. When all these requirements were satisfied by a cross










Figure 4.14: Method of calculating phase velocities given three component velocities
v12, v23 and v31.
spectral component it was concluded that there was significant wave activity at that
frequency over the night’s observation duration.
The effect of pre-whitening (Jenkins & Watts 1968, Jacob 1985) was investigated
with a wide variety of data. When coupled with the analysis used it was found to have
no significant effect on the results produced.
The test for the phase being significantly different from zero as described by Rayner
(1971) effectively addressed concerns that intensity variations due to photochemical
effects and vertical motion might be detected as waves. Across an area of the emission
layer comparable to the photometer’s total field of view (approximately 13km× 13km),
such variations were homogeneous. In the case of the three field photometer, this meant
that the phase difference observed between any two fields due to this variation were
very close to zero, and certainly indistinguishable from zero at the 95% confidence
limit. The analysis would therefore reject components affected in this way, and the
presence of a wave would not be recorded. In any case, the spectral components at risk
were those whose period was comparable to that of the induced intensity variations,
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namely periods of the order of six to eight hours. While a tidal study would be greatly
concerned with discerning true wave variations with these periods, waves with such
periods were of marginal interest in the present gravity wave study, especially given
the selection criteria imposed by the limited continous observation time possible on a
given night.
Knowing the phase φ of the spectral component Xpq, the velocity in the direction




where ν is the frequency of the component under consideration and d is the separation
of the fields p and q at the observation height. Knowing the relative positions of the
fields and vpq, the velocity vector vpq in the direction of field q from p could be trivially
found. The phase velocity of the associated disturbance was then found from the
length of the perpendicular from the origin to the line of best fit of the three velocity
vector endpoints vpq as shown in figure 4.14.
Since both the north-south and east-west components of vpq had equal and finite
uncertainties a fitting routine which took this into account was used (Press et al. 1986).
The final velocity v was calculated knowing the slope of the fit (and therefore θ, the
angle of the velocity from north) and the Y-axis (north-south) intercept using




θ = arctan(−b) (4.13)
where y = a + bx was the fitted line. When fitting lines with slopes greater than 1
and less than -1, the uncertainty in the Y intercept was enhanced, especially when the
resulting line was near-vertical. In order to more accurately calculate the velocity in
this case, the X and Y axes were reversed with the fit effectively finding the X-axis
(east-west) intercept c and the reciprocal of the slope d. The accuracy of the slope did
not depend on the fit used which allowed direction θ to be calculated as before. The
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expression for the final velocity became




θ = arctan(−b) = arctan(−d−1). (4.14)
4.1.4 Uncertainty estimations
An estimation of the uncertainties associated with the component velocities vpq fol-
lowed from Freund & Jacka (1979). Apart from mode of operation, the only significant
difference between Freund & Jacka’s (1979) instrument and the Buckland Park / Davis
model was in the number of fields.










If the variation in airglow intensity is assumed sinusoidal with period T , the expected
number of photons to be recorded in a field m in a second can be represented as a













where tm is the timeshift of the feature seen in fieldm relative to an arbitrary reference,













If the feature is observed for time TL where
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. In addition, the Nm quantities are governed by Poisson
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where the extra factor of TL accounts for the length of each observation in seconds. It





and therefore that consideration of σ2(tm) is equivalent to that of σ
2(φm) for estimation
of uncertainties associated with the phase measurements of the cross spectral technique
discussed previously.
Finally, if s is the distance between the fields of view being used to estimate a
transit velocity vm, vm =
s
ti−tj








Thus using equation 4.18, the standard error in the estimate of a transit velocity from










where Ω is the solid angle of the instrument’s field of view, d is the entrance pupil
diameter, I is the average intensity of the airglow in Rayleighs and ε is the optical
efficiency of the photometer. All quantities within this expression are in SI units;
distances (s and d) are in metres and times (T and TL) are in seconds.
With the instrument being considered in this report s ≈ 13km, d ≈ 20cm, ε ≈ 0.02
and Ω ≈ 1 × 10−4. Assuming vm ≈ 20ms−1, T ≈ 10min, β ≈ 0.1, I ≈ 50R and
TL ≈ 60s, equation 4.21 gives a standard error in each transit velocity magnitude of
. 10%.
Given the uncertainties in the transit velocity components, the line fitting routine
estimates the standard error in the fitted parameters as described by Press et al.
(1986). The use of the fitting procedure as described in the previous section therefore
results in two sets of parameter estimations: a±σa, b±σb and c±σc, d±σd. Using
equation 4.15 with 4.13 and 4.14 the uncertainties in the magnitude and direction can



























In practice, phase velocity measurements from Buckland Park showed typical magni-
tude and direction uncertainties of the order of ±10% and ±30◦ respectively.
4.1.5 Instrumental selection
In addition to the uncertainties associated with the data collection, the effects of the
physical setup and operation of the photometer need to be identified. It has been found
(Gardner & Taylor 1998) that optical instruments such as photometers and airglow
imagers are very insensitive to gravity waves whose vertical wavelength is shorter than
the emission layer thickness. This has two main causes, namely that the response of
the OH layer’s temperature and intensity to these waves is attenuated, and that the
presence of more than one half-cycle in the airglow layer means that the wave’s effects
are partially cancelled from the point of view of a ground-based instrument. Given
the generally accepted figures for the OH layer thickness the number of waves detected
with a vertical wavelength less than 10km would be expected to be small.
The field spacing at the emission height gives rise to an ambiguity in the horizontal
wavelength. Any wave with a horizonal wavelength less than the field spacing (approx-
imately 13km in this study) will effectively be aliased to a longer wavelength by the
analysis. It is not possible to directly detect when this has occurred although stringent
coherency requirements between the fields should minimise apparent identification of
aliased waves.
Sampling interval will affect the highest frequency wave observable in the standard
way. Thoughout this study the optical emissions were sampled at 60 second intervals
giving a Nyquist cutoff of two minutes. The long dwell time of twenty seconds did not
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adversely affect data for waves with period longer than 2 minutes. Its only effect would
be to reduce the apparent amplitude of waves with periods shorter than twenty seconds
due to partial cancellation on that time scale, thereby helping to prevent unwanted
aliasing. In reality, being significantly less than the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ period, there is very
little wave power at these very short periods making this feature somewhat academic.
4.1.6 Davis photometer data
At the outset of this study it was intended that data from Buckland Park and Davis
station be analysed together with the aim of carrying out a comprehensive gravity
wave parametric comparison between mid- and high-latitude sites. Following the de-
velopment of the afore-mentioned filter and preprocessor techniques data from Davis
was investigated to gauge the suitablility of these algorithms to this dataset.
It rapidly became apparent that like all high-latitude optical sites, Davis suffered
from significant high-level contamination due to auroral activity. As illustrated in the
typical time series plot in figure 4.15, the nature of this contamination is vastly different
to the Milky Way signal dealt with so effectively by the wavelet-based filter techniques.
Whereas the Milky Way gave rise to a slowly varying smooth background signal,
auroral effects in the airglow data tend to be very transient in nature. Furthermore,
unlike the transient noise observed in the Buckland Park time series, auroral transients
occur extremely frequently over the affected regions of the time series making methods
developed for the Buckland Park data inappropriate.
Figure 4.16 illustrates thirty minute averaged 730nm intensity data from field one
of the three field photometer for all of 1996, a representative dataset showing typical
Davis data. While a number of auroral-free nights were available from Davis it was
clear that their frequency was not high enough to allow a comparative study to pro-
ceed without also being able to utilise some data from nights affected by aurora. An
unfortunate consequence of these observations was that a totally new preprocessing
system would be required before the Davis data could be utilised in a similar way
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Figure 4.15: Example of typical Davis three field photometer data showing auroral
contamination. The most pronounced region of auroral activity is between 18:00 and
22:00, although sporadic activity is clearly visible at other times, namely around 01:00,
04:00 and 06:00. Not surprisingly the contamination affects the 557.7nm data the most
since this is an emission produced directly by the aurora.
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Figure 4.16: An overview of the 730nm airglow intensity recorded at Davis by field
1 of the three field photometer during 1996. The data have been averaged into 30
minute blocks. Throughout the year sporadic peaks can be seen in the data which
correspond to times of auroral activity. Often these peaks are isolated and very sharp
as illustrated in figure 4.15; the scale of this plot and the averaging itself makes them
less obvious than the periods of prolonged intense auroral activity. The bright border
seen most clearly during the evenings and mornings in the latter half of the year is
caused by light from the fading dusk and approaching dawn, respectively. Isolated data
at around 0800 seen in mid April and late September were caused by the instrument
starting at these times in error.
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envisaged for the Buckland Park data. The decision to drop the inter-latitude com-
parison aspect of this study was therefore made although it is emphasised that the
idea should not be abandoned completely. Other researchers (de Deuge et al. 1994, for
example) have successfully applied cross spectral analysis to photometer data partially
contaminated by auroral activity through the application of appropriate selection cri-
teria demonstrating that the situation is not impossible. This is discussed in greater
detail in section 7.3 on page 199.
4.2 MF radar Doppler analysis
In Doppler mode, the radar measures a velocity component directed radially to the
beam by utilising the Doppler shift in the frequency of the return signal. In the
presence of a mean wind field (u, v, w), the radial velocity measured by a beam pointing
in the direction (θ,φ) is (Vandepeer 1993)
VR(R, θ, φ) = u sin(θ) sin(φ) + v sin(θ) cos(φ) + w cos(θ), (4.24)
where u, v and w are all functions of R, θ and φ. Given two coplanar beams directed
at θ and −θ to the zenith measuring radial velocities V1 and V2 respectively, it is there-
fore possible to resolve the radial velocities into horizontal and vertical components








(V1 + V2). (4.25)
VH is the horizontal velocity component in the direction of the plane containing the
two beams, and VV is the vertical velocity component.
This method of finding velocities is complicated slightly by the fact that the return
power backscattered from the atmosphere drops significantly as a function of off-zenith
angle, forcing the effective receive beam direction to move back towards the zenith.
Unless this effect is accounted for, velocity measurements will be underestimated.
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In addition to measurements of the background wind field, gravity wave parameters
can also be measured using Doppler radial velocity data. When two coplanar beams
are combined with a vertical beam it is possible to unambiguously determine wave
properties as discussed by Reid & Vincent (1987a). By forming the cross spectral
power of (say) east and westward pointing beams at an off-zenith angle of θ (that is,
φ = 90◦, 270◦), the phase of the cross spectrum XEW = F
∗
EFW can be expressed as




k(ω20 − k2c2)Bc2 sin(2θ)
(ω20 − k2c2)2 cos2(θ)− k2c4m2 sin2(θ)
]
(4.27)
and k is the zonal wavenumber, ω0 the gravity wave angular frequency, c the speed of
sound, θ the off-zenith angle used and m the vertical wavenumber. The constant B
is given by B = 2−γ
2γH
, where H is the scale height, γ is the ratio of specific heats and
x = R sin(θ) sin(φ).
If coherence is significant in a given frequency interval centred on ω0 (as defined
by the coherence squared statistic given by equation 4.12), equation 4.26 can be used









where N is the buoyancy frequency and ωa the acoustic cutoff angular frequency. How-
ever, due to the inherent 2pi ambiguity in phase associated with equation 4.26, an asso-
ciated ambiguity arises in the wavelengths determined from this method. In addition,
questions of upward or downward propagation remains unresolved since equation 4.26
is symmetrical in m, the vertical wave number.
Additionally, information about the horizontal direction of propagation is only
partially complete since the difference in power returned in the east and west beams
(SE(ω0) − SW (ω0)) is positive for eastward downward propagation; at this stage the
vertical propagation direction is unknown.
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To resolve these ambiguities, use is made of the vertical beam data in conjunction
with one (or both) of the off-zenith beams. Considering the east (φ = 90◦) and vertical
beam, the phase of the cross spectrum can be written as





kc2m sin(θ) + (ω20 − k2c2) cos(θ)
]
. (4.30)
The existence of the vertical beam also allows direct measurement of the vertical
wavelength and phase velocity (and therefore the vertical propagation direction) by
calculating the cross spectra of vertical wind velocities from a range of heights.
Using all this information it is possible to deduce a complete set of gravity wave
parameters for the observations. Using the measured vertical propagation direction
and the sign of SE(ω0)− SW (ω0), the horizontal propagation direction can be found.
Equation 4.26 is then used for frequency components showing significant coherence to
obtain a zonal wavenumber (and hence wavelength). Finally, if there is an ambiguity
in the horizontal wavenumber and there is significant coherence between the east
(say) and vertical beam, equation 4.29 can be used to obtain the true unambiguous
horizontal wavelength. The cross spectral phases allow determination of phase velocity
in the zonal (east-west) direction.
Analogous equations to 4.26 and 4.29 can be used in the case of three beams
pointing north, vertical and south. In this case, meridional (north-south) components
of quantities will be determined allowing the full specification of the horizontal wave
parameters.
In addition to the gravity wave parameters, the use of the five beam directions as
discussed also allows determination of the vertical momentum flux components. As
per Reid & Vincent (1987b), the upward flux of zonal momentum can be determined
from
u′w′ =
V ′2E − V ′2W
2 sin(2θ)
(4.31)
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and the upward flux of meridional momentum can be similarly calculated using
v′w′ =
V ′2N − V ′2S
2 sin(2θ)
(4.32)






W are the mean square radial velocities measured in the
four cardinally directed beams respectively. As discussed by Reid & Vincent (1987a),
lengthy averaging times are required to reduce the random errors in the estimates
based on equations 4.31 and 4.32 with a six hour average resulting in an accuracy
of approximately 1 m2s−2. Consequently, any analysis based on these measurements
needs to be restricted to time periods of about this magnitude or longer.
4.3 MF radar spaced antenna analysis using FCA
Determination of background wind velocities using the full correlation analysis (FCA)
method relies on the measurement of the velocity of the ground diffraction pattern
produced by scatterers in the atmosphere. Using correlation techniques between pairs
of antennas the velocity of the pattern can be measured, which is twice the background
wind velocity.
Following Briggs (1984), the spatial correlation function of the ground diffraction
pattern in the ξ-η receiver plane can be approximated by
ρ(ξ, η) = ρ(Aξ2 +Bη2 + 2Hξη) (4.33)
for suitable constants A, B and H. Adding temporal variations into this expression
yields
ρ(ξ, η, τ) = ρ(Aξ2 +Bη2 + 2Hξη +Kτ 2). (4.34)
Inherent in equation 4.34 is an assumption that the spatial and temporal variations
in the coherence function are of the same form. Holdsworth (1995) discusses this and
shows that for application with MF data at least this is not a crippling assumption.
If this pattern is now allowed to move with respect to the observer (in the ξ-η
plane) at horizontal speed (Vx,Vy), the applicable Galilean transformation can be used
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to deduce that the spatio-temporal correlation function becomes
ρ(ξ, η, τ) = ρ(A(ξ − Vxτ)2 +B(η − Vyτ)2 + 2H(ξ − Vxτ)(η − Vyτ) +Kτ 2) (4.35)
which can be rewritten in the form
ρ(ξ, η, τ) = ρ(Aξ2 +Bη2 + Cτ 2 + 2Fξη + 2Gητ + 2Hηξ). (4.36)
where
C = AV 2x +BV
2
y + 2HVxVy +K, (4.37)
F = −(AVx +HVy), (4.38)
G = −(BVy +HVx). (4.39)
This specifies the correlation function completely in terms of the ellipsoid parameters




AB −H2 , (4.40)
Vy =
HF −BF
AB −H2 . (4.41)





This shows that in order to determine the velocity of the wind from spaced antenna
observations, the ellipsoid parameters must be estimated from the observed data.
Consider the situation where a number of receiving antennas are set up at coordi-
nates (ξi,ηi) with vectorial displacements between two antennas i and j being rij. By
setting δρ
δτ
= 0 where ρ is as defined by equation 4.36, the lag corresponding to the
maximum of the correlation function between receivers i and j can be found:










can be determined by finding the maximum in
each correlation function and solving a set of linear equations. Least squares fitting
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techniques can be employed to deduce the optimum values and error estimates since
in general more than two correlation functions will be available.
ρ(ξij, ηij, 0) is the value of the correlation function at zero lag. If the time shift τij
where the mean correlation function (that is, the average of all available correlation
functions) has this value, then
ρ(0, 0, τij) = ρ(ξij, ηij, 0). (4.44)
Again using equation 4.36 this gives the set of equations




ij + 2Hξijηij) (4.45)











By solving this set of equations (again using least squares fitting if more than three







At this stage, equations 4.40 and 4.41 can be used to calcalate the velocity of the
pattern since the extra factor of C cancels on the right hand side. In other words, if
a ≡ A
C
, b ≡ B
C
and similarly for F , G and H,
Vx =
hg − bf
ab− h2 and (4.47)
Vy =
hf − bf
ab− h2 . (4.48)
The true velocity Vt can then be calculated using equation 4.42.
In order to maintain reliability of the velocity estimates obtained using this method,
the data must satisfy a number of criteria. These are discussed in detail by Holdsworth
(1995) and Briggs (1984) along with other issues which arise when the above theory
is practically applied.
When running in spaced antenna mode the radar’s transmitting and receiving
beams are directed vertically. It is therefore possible to obtain an estimate of vertical
velocity in this configuration by utilising measurements of the Doppler shift in the same
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way that radial velocities are determined when operating in Doppler mode. For the
Buckland Park MF radar data such estimates have been routinely acquired whenever
FCA analysis has been employed.
4.4 Intrinsic wave parameters from optical data
The intrinsic wave parameters are those which would be measured by an observer
moving with the medium in which the wave is propagating. In the context of the
atmosphere the observer moves with the velocity of the background wind. Observa-
tion of airglow variations as in the present study only allows determination of wave
parameters relative to the geographically fixed instrumentation. Such parameters are
referred to as the ‘observed’ parameters. In order to deduce the intrinsic parameters,
information regarding the background wind is required. For this study the background
wind obtained from FCA analysis of MF radar data were used.
Given observed wave phase velocity v′p = (vx, vy), and period T
′ resulting from the
cross spectral analysis described previously and a background wind vbg = (u, v) from
radar observations, the respective intrinsic wave parameters can be trivially calculated.






which allowed calculation of the wind component in the direction of the phase velocity:
vα = α|vbg|. (4.50)
The intrinsic period (T ), frequency (ν), phase velocity (vp) and direction (θ) can then











p − vα, (4.53)







where λ is the (horizontal) wavelength of the gravity wave in question. The direction
of propagation (θ) and wavelength (λ) are invariant. If vp becomes negative as a result
of this calculation it simply indicates that the propagation direction is 180◦ from θ as
a result of the Doppler shift.
4.5 Flux estimation from optical data
Swenson & Liu (1998) have described a method for estimating monochromatic gravity
wave vertical flux of horizontal momentum (‘momentum flux’) and the vertical energy
flux from optical OH data providing background wind information is available. 1













where IOH is the mean OH airglow intensity, I
′
OH the perturbation in OH intensity
caused by a gravity wave (mean to peak), λx and λz the intrinsic horizontal and
vertical wavelengths respectively and CF the “cancellation factor” for OH. CF can be
modelled as (Swenson & Gardner 1998)
CF = 3.5− (3.5− 0.01)e−0.0055(λ′z−6)2 (4.57)
where λ′z is the vertical wavelength in kilometres (that is, λz = 1000λ
′
z). The optical




winds determined by the MF radar it is possible to calculate the intrinsic frequency
1This technique is refined in section 5.4.2 on page 132.
2Swenson & Liu (1998) reported a factor of 6 × 104 in this expression for momentum flux. In-
dependent derivation and comparison with Swenson et al. (1999) seems to indicate that this was in
error by a factor of two; the expression quoted here uses the revised constant of 1.2× 105.
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Raw 730nm intensity photometer data
Figure 4.17: Schematic illustration showing method of estimating the intensity of the
atmospheric component of the 730nm observations. Bins are sized dynamically such
that twenty bins exactly span the data’s range; a consequence is that the first and last
bin will always have at least one point in them. See text for details.
(equations 4.51 and 4.52) which can be used with the full dispersion relation (equa-
tion 2.15) to obtain estimates of λ′z. Note that the use of the approximate dispersion
relation (equation 2.16) for the calculation of λ′z can give rise to underestimations of
the vertical wavelength for waves with λ′z greater than 20km as per Swenson et al.
(2000). This would result in underestimations of energy and momentum flux of the
order of 20% and 10% respectively.
The constant factors in equations 4.55 and 4.56 include the square of the Brunt-
Va¨isa¨la¨ period in the numerator which in this case has been taken as five minutes
from the MSIS model atmosphere. If temperature estimates are available in addition
to the airglow intensity (as they are in the case of many imagers currently operating)
they can be used to dynamically obtain the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ period at observation time
rather than relying on model values which can routinely differ from experimentally




for a given wave requires a measurement of the average atmospheric
contribution to the OH intensity (IOH). Given the need to discount elevated intensities
due to the Milky Way when present (which could alter the average intensity by as much
as a factor of two), a straight-forward arithmetic average was not appropriate. Instead,
a method was derived which relied on the fact that in general the Milky Way would
smoothly increase the intensity to a level much higher than unaffected data.
The process is shown schematically in figure 4.17. For each field a histogram
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was formed in turn which contained twenty bins spanning the respective field’s data
amplitude range. The number of datapoints in each bin’s range was counted and
the bin with the most points was identified. The points counted in this bin would be
those clustered around the atmospheric mean since Milky Way points, being somewhat
higher, would be contained in bins with higher ranges. Also, because of the amplitude
reached by Milky Way signal, the contribution to any one bin is small which means
that the bin with the maximum points will refer to uncontaminated data. The first
bin higher than this with a count less than half of that of the maximum was then
found and a threshold of its midpoint set. All points in the time series less than
this threshold were then averaged to arrive at an estimation of the uncontaminated
airglow average intensity. Testing with a wide variety of data files showed this method
to accurately reflect the atmospheric amplitude mean independent of the presence of
the Milky Way.
An estimate of I ′OH was slightly more involved since it represents the (average)
variation from the mean due to only this wave. To estimate this, use is made of
Parsevall’s theorem:







where h(t) is some time series and H(f) is its Fourier transform. The discrete form of









indicating that the variance contribution from a band of frequencies in a time series
can be found by summing the power in those frequencies.
Because the time series from the photometer is real, the power was found by calu-
lating the positive half of the Fouier transform and multiplying by 2N . The factor of
2 accounts for energy in the negative frequencies; N results from the combination of
two factors:
• The Fast Fourier Transform routine used in this study divided the forward trans-
form by N . Equation 4.59 assumes this normalisation has not occurred so we
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must undo it by effectively multiplying the transform by N before squaring which
is equivalent to a factor of N 2 when applied to the power.
• The 1
N
term in equation 4.59 acts to reduce the N 2 term to simply N .
The power due to a given frequency bin Pf was then calculated by summing the power
components which contributed to that frequency bin.
The amplitude of a given frequency component was obtained from Pf as follows.
Consider a signal composed of a single sinesoidal component with frequency f . The
time series would thus have the form
h(t) = A sin (2pift) (4.60)
where A is the amplitude (mean to peak) and straight-forward application of equa-





sin2 (2pifti) . (4.61)


















where ∆t is the sampling period of the time series. Solving for the amplitude A
therefore allows estimation of the amplitude of variations due to the frequency f from




4pifl − sin (4pifl) (4.63)
Thus it was possible, given power spectra for the three fields, to estimate I ′OH for each
field and therefore form the fractional variance
I′OH
IOH
on a per-field basis. The value of
this ratio used in equation 4.55 was the arithmetic average of the three separate ratios
since there is no theoretical reason to prefer one over the others.
A somewhat simpler estimation of A can be made by identifying that over a single
signal period T = 1
f
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Numerical experiments showed however that due to the fact that the integral of a
sine-squared function is not linear, this estimation introduced significant errors in A
especially when l was of the order of the signal’s period T . As shown in figure 4.18
the estimate based on equation 4.63 typically gives errors less than the order of one
tenth of a percent whereas the error from the simpler method based on equation 4.64
is generally higher by as much as two orders of magnitude.
With the operation of a co-located MF radar producing wind estimations, equa-
tion 4.55 could be used to estimate momentum flux carried by gravity waves observed
in the photometer data. It was anticipated that when MF Doppler data were available
to make another independent measurement of momentum flux, this could be used to
verify Swenson & Liu’s (1998) theory, but unfortunately owing to difficulties outlined
in section 3.3.5 on page 48 this was not achieveable in the timeframe of the current
study.
4.6 Long-term analysis
In addition to the short period analysis detailed previously which focuses on the pa-
rameters of observed gravity wave events, an investigation of the long-term trends of
the airglow and radar data were also undertaken. This utilised the same set of optical
intensity and radar wind data as the short period analysis augmented with nights
where cloud contamination had little or no effect on the average intensity.
As before, the optical data utilised had been passed through the preprocessor prior
to the application of this analysis. Because the wavelet filter effectively removed the
mean (and other long-period trends) from each night, it was only used when investi-
gating wave-induced variances relative to each respective night’s mean, as discussed
later in this section. This limited most of the long-term analysis to the 557.7nm optical
data.
The radar data used for this aspect of the study consisted of two minute average
winds derived from the FCA analysis. Processing radar wind data in the ways outlined
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Figure 4.18: Absolute percentage difference between the two alternative methods of
estimating a signal’s amplitude from a power estimation based on varying time series
lengths. Signal period and sampling frequency were chosen as representative of the
photometer data. The dotted line shows the error when equation 4.64 is used while the
solid line shows the effects when equation 4.63 is used. The difference is typically nearly
two orders of magnitude under the conditions typically encountered in photometer
data. The actual behaviour of the graphs for time series with length less than the
signal period (600 seconds in this case) is somewhat academic since in practice one
must observe for at least a signal’s period in order to positively identify its presence
using cross spectral techniques as employed in this study. The region of practical
interest is therefore for time series lengths greater than the signal period.
It should be noted that the error resulting from the use of equation 4.63, while typically
better than that from equation 4.64, does depend on the ratio of sampling period (∆t)
to signal period (T ) with the error being smaller for higher ratios. When the ratio is
high more samples are taken each period resulting in a better estimate of the signal’s
behaviour.
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below is somewhat unusual; it has been done this way in the present case to facilitate
direct comparison with the optical data, for which this presentation yields a convenient
overview. To increase reliability of the wind data and to more accurately represent
the average wind present thoughout the emission heights, data were averaged in two
blocks, utilising the range bins from 84km to 88km, and 92km to 96km. Because
each range bin averaged the winds from its origin to 2km above it, this gave effective
coverage from 84km to 90km and 92km to 98km respectively.
For this investigation all available optical and radar data of sufficient quality were
loaded into a two dimensional data array which is shown schematically in figure 4.19.
Local time was assigned to the Y axis while the X axis indicated the date. Because
of the focus on the optical data, the local time axis ran from 1800 hours through
to 0600 hours of the following day. The date referred to on the X axis was the
date corresponding to the 1800-2359 portion of each nights ‘column’. A number of
different analyses could optionally be carried out on the data at this point including
the calculation of variances relative to a mean over either the whole data set or over
each respective night.
To increase statisical reliability, data were then averaged in three hour blocks within
each night separately; these blocks ran from 1800–2059, 2100–2359, 0000–0259 and
0300–0559. By not averaging over an entire night a more complete picture of the
wind was achieved since it was not subject to cancellation in cases where the wind
reversed direction over the observation period. Spectral and harmonic analyses could
then be applied to the resulting set of 4 time series to identify periodic variations in
four quantities: intensity and variance of optical data, and velocity and variance of
the MF wind data.
It should be noted that because of the strong contamination of the 730nm OH data
by the Milky Way as discussed previously, the analysis of the intensity and variance
relative to the overall mean of the OH emission was omitted since the data affected
by the Milky Way would tend to dominate, obscuring effects due to the airglow itself.
This contamination as noted previously applied mainly to data thoughout the second
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Average in 3 hour blocks
Raw data loaded into 2D array
Averaged 2D data array
Data from night beginning 1 May 1995
Data from night beginning 2 May 1995
Data from night beginning 3 May 1995
Data from night beginning 4 May 1995
Data from night beginning 5 May 1995
Data from night beginning 31 May 2000
Average of data from 0300−0559
Average of data from 0000−0259
Average of data from 2100−2359
Average of data from 1800−2059
Figure 4.19: Schematic representation of the two dimensional data array used for the
long-term analysis and the process used to construct it.
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third of each year. However, the aforementioned wavelet filter method enabled reliable
variances (relative to each day’s respective mean) to be calculated for the OH data.
An attempt was made to estimate the OH emission’s effective mean and variance on
a day by day basis using points with amplitude no greater than 120% of the day’s
minimum data point. While the results of this method gave reasonable estimations
of the mean OH airglow intensity across an entire night there was still considerable
uncertainty associated with the resulting variance due mainly to the form of the data
itself.
Furthermore, owing to equipment problems with the MF radar at Buckland Park,
wind data were not as continuous as the optical data in the interval between 1995 and
2000. For this reason, analysis of the radar data was extended back to 1991 to enable
more reliable identification of any long-term trends in the data.
4.6.1 Lomb analysis
Unlike the short period work which involved analysis of essentially continuous data
across a given night, the long period analysis had to deal with sparse data. In the case
of the optical data from the photometer, gaps in the data were inherent as observations
could not be made while the moon was visible. Besides this, both the photometer
and radar equipment suffered periods of downtime ranging from days to months as
previously discussed. While interpolation could be used to achieve a uniformly sampled
data set for spectral analysis via Fourier methods it was felt that it would be better if
analysis did not depend on the inclusion of points with no physical meaning. Extensive
use of interpolation, especially to the extent required by the data under consideration,
often produces spurious power at low frequencies with wavelengths of the same order
as the gaps themselves even if the gaps themselves are randomly distributed in the
time series.
The Lomb periodogram (sometimes referred to as the Lomb-Scargle method) is
an alternative method of spectral estimation, originally conceived by Lomb (1976)
and refined by Scargle (1982). Its development came about of a search for suitable
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spectral estimations of unevenly spaced data. Press & Rybicki (1989) later deduced
a more efficient calculation algorithm based on the Fast Fourier Transform, making
the use of this analysis computationally practical even for large datasets. Whereas the
FFT weights points on a ‘per time interval’ basis, the Lomb-Scargle method weights
them on a ‘per point’ basis, evaluating data, sine and cosine components only at times
where data have been taken. After Press & Rybicki (1989), given an N element time
series hi ≡ h (ti) where the ti are unevenly spaced, the spectral power as a function of


















































The presence of the 1
σ2
term in this definition of PN leads to its more complete name,
the “normalised Lomb periodogram” as it results in a PN amplitude independent of
the amplitude of the original data.
The lowest frequency resolvable by this method is one whose period T is equal
to the timespan of the data; if using FFT calculations, frequencies would be integer
multiples of 1
T
. However, in order to accurately determine the height of any spectral
peaks to enable reliable statistical interpretation it is usual to ‘oversample’ the data
by some amount (four is often used) resulting in frequencies separated by multiples of
(in this case) 1
4T
, so that the spectrum accurately samples peaks whose true centres
would otherwise lie between sampled frequencies. It is important to note, however,
that each resulting frequency bin is not completely independent.
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In addition, the method is not restricted to consideration of frequencies below a
Nyquist limit; in any case with unevenly spaced data there is no way to define such a
limit in the true sense of the term. Usually an upper frequency limit of 2fc is used,
where fc is the Nyquist frequency one would obtain if the N datapoints were evenly
spaced over the same time period. Given knowledge of the sampling theorem it is
initially hard to see why such oversampling can yield meaningful results. The key lies
in the realisation that fc effectively gives an average sampling interval; by definition
there are some points spaced much closer than this and it is from such points that
information regarding the finer and higher frequency structure comes.
One useful property of the normalised Lomb periodogram is that it is relatively
easy to test the significance of a peak in the spectrum (Lomb 1976). The probability
we observe values larger than z in M independent frequencies obtained from a signal
comprised only of noise is
P = 1− (1− e−z)M (4.66)
which can be readily rearranged to give
z = − ln
[
1− (1− P ) 1M
]
(4.67)
In other words, any peak in the Lomb periodogram greater than z has a significance
level less than P or alternatively, is significant to the (1 − P ) confidence level. This
makes it straightforward to identify whether a peak is significant or just due to the
random noise in the data so long as M can be found. As mentioned, M is the number
of independent frequencies in the spectral estimation; a complication is that in the
general case, the number frequency bins Nf are not independent, so M does not equal
Nf . To address this question, Horne & Baliunas (1986) carried out numerous Monte
Carlo experiments and found that in almost all cases, M is very close to N . There are
only two significant departures from this.
• When data are significantly clumped M decreases, but only by a factor approx-
imating the number of significant clumps present in the original time series.
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• If sampling frequencies up to kfc, M increases by a factor of k.
Given that the accuracy requirements of M are not rigid (Press et al. 1986) it is
fairly easy to arrive at a reasonable estimate of M in practice: assuming no significant
clumping, M ≈ kN .
Like Fourier analysis, care does need to be taken in relation to data windowing to
prevent undesired spectral leakage induced by side-lobe effects. Numerical experiments
have demonstrated that tapering, commonly used for Fourier-based analyses, can also
be applied to the unevenly spaced data with the same effect (Scargle 1982).
4.6.2 Cross spectral calculations
In addition to the identification of dominant periodicities it was desired to quantita-
tively examine the simultaneous presence of these signals in the long-term radar and
optical time series. As described above the Lomb periodogram gives only normalised
amplitude information, but Hocke (1998) showed that the method can be extended to
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The constants a and b are equivalent to those obtained by least-squares fitting of sine
waves of the form
yf (ti) = a cos (ω (ti − τ)) + b sin (ω (ti − τ))
3Other researchers (for example Zhang et al. 1993) had evidently employed this technique earlier.
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to the original data. Using trigonometric identities this can be rewritten as
yf (ti) = A (ω) cos [ω (ti − τ) + φ]





and A (ω) =
√
a2 + b2. Because both a and b are explicitly
known the ambiguity in the arctan dependency of φ is 2pi rather than pi. The quantity
A (ω) defines the amplitude spectrum and the phase spectrum Φ can be defined as the
cosine argument at time ti = 0:
Φ (ω) = −ωτ + φ. (4.68)
Hocke’s (1998) work dealt exclusively with the initial Lomb-Scargle algorithm de-
scribed by Press et al. (1986), pointing out that all necessary variables required by
equation 4.68 could be trivially identified or deduced within the code with little impact
on the overall speed. In principle similar considerations of the fast algorithm of Press
& Rybicki (1989) also allow the amplitude and phase to be calculated using the faster
code. While attempts at this were successful at extracting the amplitude spectrum,
the phase component appeared to be influenced by the ‘extripolation’ process in an
unidentified (but possibly mathematically definable) way. For this reason the slower
algorithm was employed whenever the phase spectrum was required.
The above method allows calculation of the complex spectrum of an unevenly
spaced time series. In order to use this to form the cross spectrum of two such time
series it was desirable to have spectral estimates occurring at the same frequencies
across both. In general this is not guaranteed because the number of frequency bins
and the difference between successive bins is a property of the temporal distribution of
the original time-domain data. However, since the lowest frequency and the frequency
resolution of the spectum is determined only by the temporal span of the data, these
properties can be matched across the spectrum of two time series by adding a zero-
value data point at the start/end of the time series which starts/ends last/first. This
has no significant effect on the spectrum because gaps in the data receive no weighting
in the analysis and any windowing function in use will reduce the data to zero at
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the ends. The question of the maximum frequency is then determined by the factor
k defined in the previous section. The somewhat arbitrary nature of the choice of k
means that without loss of generality it is possible to truncate the longer spectrum
to match the length of the shorter; a suitable choice of k together with reference to
the nominal data sampling time ensures that the resulting spectra contain data at the
maximum significant frequency.
Having calculated the complex spectrum of two unevenly spaced time series the
cross spectrum between them and the coherence-squared statistic could be formed
in the usual way allowing investigation of the relationship between long-term trends
observed in the airglow and radar wind data.
c h a p t e r
5
Short period gravity wave analysis
In this chapter the results of the gravity wave parameter analysis concentrating on
short period activity (periods less than three hours) is presented. The upper limit
on period was instrumental in nature, being due to the night-time restriction on the
photometer’s operation. Optical data from Buckland Park from 1995 through to 2000
were used for this analysis although as previously noted data were not continuous
throughout this entire period.
5.1 Acquisition of wave parameters
After applying the data preprocessor, but before analysing for wave parameters, it was
first necessary to manually inspect each night’s data to identify those nights affected
by cloud and exclude them from the analysis. Manual intervention was needed because
there was no absolutely definitive way of mathematically identifying cloudy periods
given the data available. From experience it was found that clouds would routinely
cause one or both of the following effects in the data time series.
• The preprocessed time series contained larger-than-usual amplitude variations
which appeared significantly ‘rougher’ than unaffected data.
• There was a high degree of correlation at zero lag between the time series of the
three fields, particularly in the case of data which had been processed using the
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Figure 5.1: Preprocessed photometer data from 10 June 1999 showing the typical
appearance of data unaffected by cloudcover.
wavelet filter.
Cloud would more reliably trigger the second of the two effects and the wavelet-filtered
data were treated as the definitive cloud indicator. The preprocessed data were used
to obtain an overall feel for the nights data, and certainly if the data were smooth
there was no need to further investigate for clouds.
Figure 5.1 shows preprocessed data unaffected by cloud, while the data presented
in figures 5.2 and 5.3, from the night beginning 23 May 1998 clearly illustrates the two
main effects of cloud. The preprocessed time series (figure 5.2) is more uneven than
one observes when no cloud is present (figure 5.1) and there are regions (particularly
between 02:00 and 03:00) when the data appears to contain high-level noise. When
one invokes the wavelet filter (figure 5.3) both channels clearly exhibit a high degree of
inter-field correlation at zero lag, confirming suspicions resulting from the observation
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Figure 5.2: Preprocessed data from 23 May 1998 showing the effect of cloud on the
photometer time series. Strong effects of cloud can be seen between 02:00 and 03:00,
although cloud was present over the entire night.
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Figure 5.3: Data from 23 May 1998 having passed through the wavelet filter. A high
degree of correlation between the three fields, particularly the 730nm channel, is clearly
evident. The appearance of such a high inter-field correlation was a reliable indication
that thick cloud cover was present.
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Figure 5.4: Example phase velocity plot from the Buckland Park photometer data.
Amplitude uncertainty is typically ±10% while direction uncertainty is of the order of
±20◦.
of the preprocessed time series.
Once the list of known good nights had been identified they were processed in
turn to yield parameters of gravity wave activity observed thoughout the night. The
results were available both as a phase velocity plot and as ascii data containing all
wave parameters for later analysis. Figure 5.4 shows typical phase velocities obtained
from the analysis; here we see the effect of some wave activity moving towards the
east and south-east in the 730nm data, while the 557.7nm data shows activity moving
towards the north. Inspection of the wavelet-filtered data for this night (figure 5.5)
is instructive: compared to figure 5.3 there is very little visual zero-lag correlation
between fields and a timelag between wave-like disturbances in the fields is visible
throughout much of the night.
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Figure 5.5: Wavelet-filtered data for a cloudless night
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Using this procedure on data acquired between 1995 and 2000, around three hun-
dred clear nights were identified containing three to four hundred wave events in each
of the two channels (557.7nm and 730nm). Cloud-free nights thus accounted for about
20% of all nights in the five year period, or nearly 50% of the nights when continuous
observations could be made for two hours or longer.
5.2 Observed wave parameters
As mentioned in the previous section, routine analysis of data from the clear nights
gave rise to a complete set of observed wave parameters: phase velocity, period and
wavelength. Parameters except direction for all observed waves are summarised in
figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6 contains no out-of-range checks to allow evaluation of the methods used
and to verify that a majority of the results make physical sense. A sudden cut-off in
phase speed is observed as expected around the speed of sound although the actual
value of the cut-off is slightly higher; at least some of the higher phase speeds could be
the result of propagation through a background wind. It is also clearly apparent that
no waves were observed with wavelengths shorter than approximately 50km which
is expected given the field separation at the observation heights being of the same
order of magnitude. The effect of the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency/period is also clearly
visible at the low end of the period range. As for the phase speed case there are a few
waves whose parameters take them beyond this cut-off frequency (around four to five
minutes at mesospheric heights) and some of these could be due to Doppler shifting
by a background wind.
A comparison was made between waves identified in the present study and those
published elsewhere. Many of these were summarised by Reid (1986). Figure 5.7 show
the relationship of the current 557.7nm and 730nm datasets to previously reported
sets while 5.8 summarises both the 557nm and 730nm data. Generally speaking the
period and wavelength values span similar ranges to the other datasets, although it is
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730.0nm: Wavelength vs Period, 1995−2000














557.7nm: Wavelength vs Period, 1995−2000














730.0nm: Phase speed vs Period, 1995−2000















557.7nm: Phase speed vs Period, 1995−2000















Figure 5.6: Summary of all observed wave parameters from 1995 to 2000. Using a χ2
fit powerlaw fit, the slope of the wavelength vs period data is 0.45±0.03 for the 730nm
observations and 0.41±0.03 for 557.7nm; for phase speed vs period the respective
slopes are -0.50±0.03 and -0.58±0.03 respectively. Typical uncertainties are ±10% for
phase speed, ±5% for period and ±15% for horizontal wavelength.
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557.7nm: Horizontal wavelength vs observed period














730nm: Horizontal wavelength vs observed period














Figure 5.7: Summary of observed wave parameters inferred from optical data reported
in the literature (crosses), overlaid with the results of the present study (circles). The
upper plot is for 557.7nm observations and includes data from Moreels & Herse (1977),
Gavrilov et al. (1978), Freund & Jacka (1979), Armstrong (1982), Gavrilov & Shved
(1982), de Deuge et al. (1994) and Fagundes et al. (1995), while the lower plot is for
the 730nm emission and includes data from Krassovsky et al. (1977) and Takahashi
et al. (1998).
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Horizontal wavelength vs observed period














Figure 5.8: Composite plot of data shown in figure 5.7 giving observed wave parameters
deduced from both 557.nm and 730nm optical observations. As before, circles represent
data from the present study while crosses denote data from the literature.
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clear that in the case of the present dataset there are more waves being reported with
lower period and wavelength values. One possible explanation for this was that at
least some of the studies (for example de Deuge et al. 1994) were conducted in higher
latitude sites. Observing at high latitudes results in longer continuous observation
times during the winter months which are up to double the maximum observation
time possible at the Buckland Park facility, although such studies do have to deal with
auroral contamination. The cross-spectral methods applied across entire datasets to
identify wave parameters in these studies essentially dealt with an average spectrum
for the night, where activity present for only several cycles of period less than the
order of the observation length would contribute little to the final spectrum. Con-
versely, longer datasets are be able to resolve information regarding longer periods
more readily than shorter ones. Longer observation times would therefore be expected
to be more sensitive to longer-period wave activity, which has been demonstrated by
the comparisons presented in figures 5.7 and 5.8.
Gravity wave observations reported in the literature (for example Hall et al. 1995,
Wiens et al. 1997) and other studies conducted at Buckland Park (Hecht et al. 1997,
Walterscheid et al. 1999) have demonstrated a seasonal dependence particularly in
relation to gravity wave directions. For this reason occurrence histograms of gravity
wave parameters for summer, autumn, winter and spring were generated and are
presented in figures 5.9 to 5.12. The months were assigned to the seasons as shown in
table 5.1. The ‘autumn’ and ‘spring’ seasons as used in this context are really picking
out the equinoctal periods rather than the months traditionally associated with the
respective seasons to allow for any changes associated with the changeover between
summer and winter atmospheric circulations (Andrews et al. 1987).
A summary of the number of gravity wave observations in each season is given in
table 5.2. The reader’s attention is drawn to the fact that Buckland Park is in the
southern hemisphere, meaning the autumn equinox occurs in March and the spring
equinox in September. While the ‘per month’ statistics indicate the likelihood of a
fall-off in coherent gravity wave structure over the March equinox no such conclusion
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Season Included months
Summer January, February, November, December
Autumn March, April
Winter May, June, July, August
Spring September, October
Table 5.1: Assignment of months to seasons used in seasonal parameter plots
Season Number of waves Waves per month
558nm 730nm 558nm 730nm
Summer 109 85 27 21
Autumn 51 18 25 9
Winter 141 111 35 27
Spring 48 60 24 30
Table 5.2: Number of gravity wave events observed per season
can be made regarding the September equinoctal period.
The general form of these histograms is certainly in agreement with other similar
results in the published literature (Giers et al. 1997, for example). However, whereas
many datasets yield little or no horizontal phase speeds greater than 100ms−1, the
present results consistently record speeds in excess of 200ms−1. The observed pe-
riod is clearly limited to less than two hours generally, although isolated examples of
long-period activity do exist. This is not highly surprising given the operation of the
instrument; as explained earlier maximum observation time per day ranges from be-
tween six and ten hours depending on time of year and this is reduced throughout any
given month by the moon. The average observation time across all observing nights
is of the order of four hours.
5.3 Intrinsic wave parameters
When available, wind data from the Buckland Park MF radar were used to calculate
intrinsic wave parameters from the optical observations of the photometer. While
this was not always possible for every night of the photometer’s operation due to
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557.7nm velocity (ms−1)








































































































Figure 5.9: Occurrence histograms of parameters from gravity waves observed in sum-
mer.
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557.7nm velocity (ms−1)









































































































Figure 5.10: Occurrence histograms of parameters from gravity waves observed in
autumn.
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557.7nm velocity (ms−1)











































































































Figure 5.11: Occurrence histograms of parameters from gravity waves observed in
winter.
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Figure 5.12: Occurrence histograms of parameters from gravity waves observed in
spring.
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Season Number of waves Waves per month
558nm 730nm 558nm 730nm
Summer 60 54 15 13
Autumn 32 13 16 7
Winter 83 88 27 22
Spring 26 35 13 17
Table 5.3: Number of gravity wave events observed per season for which background
wind data (and hence intrinsic parameters) were available.
equipment problems, the intrinsic parameters of around four hundred waves detected
by the photometer were calculable over the period of this study. A summary of these
intrinsic parameters is shown in figure 5.13.
As for the observed parameters reported earlier no assumption has been included in
the analysis code regarding what the various values should be. Given this the results
are pleasing as they are in general within the theoretical limits imposed by gravity
wave theory, with only five points lying below the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ period. These points
were omitted from later analyses.
Figures 5.14 to 5.17 show histograms of the seasonal occurrence of wave parameters.
In a wind field horizontal wavelength is invariant, and the direction of the phase
velocity — if changed — can only be reversed (that is, shifted by 180◦). The occurrence
statistics of these respective quantities shown in the figures differ in appearance from
the observed case shown earlier mainly because not all the waves detected occurred at
times when MF wind data were available. Table 5.3 summarises the number of waves
observed across the seasons.
The number of waves with phase speed greater than 250ms−1 is relatively lower
than in the observed case which could be caused by two effects. Firstly there are fewer
waves in this ensemble and it could be that many of those not included due to a lack of
concurrent MF data also had the higher speeds. Secondly, the waves concerned could
be shifted to a lower intrinsic phase speed by the wind field. A comparison between
the observed and intrinsic histograms and the continued (albeit less frequent) presence
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730.0nm: Wavelength vs Period, 1995−2000

















557.7nm: Wavelength vs Period, 1995−2000

















730.0nm: Phase speed vs Period, 1995−2000


















557.7nm: Velocity vs Period, 1995−2000


















Figure 5.13: Summary of all intrinsic parameters available for gravity waves observed
by the photometer. Power-law slopes of the 557.7nm and 730nm wavelength-period
graphs, obtained through a χ2 fit, are 0.46±0.04 and 0.38±0.04 respectively; for the
phase speed-period graphs the slopes are -0.50±0.04 and -0.62±0.04. Typical uncer-
tainties are ±15% for phase speed, ±5% for period and ±20% for horizontal wave-
length.
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Figure 5.14: Occurrence histograms of intrinsic parameters from gravity waves ob-
served in summer.
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Figure 5.15: Occurrence histograms of intrinsic parameters from gravity waves ob-
served in autumn.
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Figure 5.16: Occurrence histograms of intrinsic parameters from gravity waves ob-
served in winter.
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Figure 5.17: Occurrence histograms of intrinsic parameters from gravity waves ob-
served in spring.
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of high phase speeds in the intrinsic cases tends to suggest that any decrease which is
observed is more due to the first mechanism rather than the second.
The direction histograms derived from both the observed and intrinsic phase ve-
locity show a clear anisotropy throughout the year, although the prevailing direction
does shift around from season to season. There are at times noticeable differences
between the two observing heights. Generally speaking there is a definitive lack of
wave activity propagating towards the west and (to a lesser extent) the north. Earlier
studies (Walterscheid et al. 1999) have shown similarly strong directionality of wave
activity although the specific behaviour of the directionality in the present study differs
from that study. The presence of the winter westward jet in the mesosphere has the
potential to explain the lack of westward waves observed in winter as these waves will
encounter a critical layer and therefore not propagate to mesopause heights. However
in summer when the jet is reversed, eastward wave activity still dominates. Since the
jet would be expected to prevent eastward waves propagating from the lower atmo-
sphere into the mesopause region during summer, it therefore seems that the waves
being observed may not originate below the jet.
Using a CCD imager at the Buckland Park field station (Walterscheid et al. 1999),
many instances were observed where the intensity and temperature of airglow layers
were perturbed by strong disturbances propagating through the field of view over
a time period of the order of thirty minutes. Similar wave-like structures have been
observed in other imager-based studies throughout the world (Swenson et al. 1999, Frey
et al. 2000). These disturbances usually persist for about an hour or less at a time and
appear to consist predominantly of a single spacial frequency; they are therefore often
referred to as ‘quasi-monochromatic’ (QM) waves. Walterscheid et al. (1999) identified
that quasi-monochromatic waves preferentially propagated southward in summer and
northward in winter suggesting a shift in tropospheric wave sources from the convection
over Northern Australia to unstable weather at high southern latitudes in winter as
the most likely cause. The strong eastward waves present in the photometer data at
both heights at most times thoughout the year and the lack thereof in Walterscheid
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et al.’s (1999) study therefore suggests that the waves detected by the photometer are
not from the same population as the QM waves (as defined above) seen in imager data.
There is a weak suggestion of varying north-south behaviour in the photometer data
mirroring that of the imager study although it is clearly not the dominating effect.
When comparing the present results to other optical gravity wave studies in the
literature it is important to note that whereas most recent work has concentrated on
so-called ‘quasi-monochromatic’ (QM) wave features, the photometer data presented
here will be less sensitive to QM effects and more sensitive to the total wave field.
This comes about because the Fourier-based cross spectral analysis used to detect wave
activity by definition more readily detects structures present over an entire observation
period (a night in this case) rather than those active over shorter periods. QM waves
tend to occur over a limited temporal range (although there are exceptions) and as
shown by Walterscheid et al. (1999) there can be considerable differences between the
total wave field and QM wave directionality. While one might expect to observe some
wave activity of QM origin with the photometer it needs to be realised that a majority
of the observed activity is more likely to be from the total wave field and this certainly
appears to be the case.
Knowledge of the intrinsic wave parameters (specifically the horizontal wavelength
and period) allows the use of the dispersion relation to further test the detected waves
for adherence to gravity wave theory. Figure 5.18 shows the result of the application
of this relation to obtain estimates of the waves’ vertical wavelengths.
The most notable feature of these plots is the rapid fall in the number of waves with
vertical wavelengths less than 10km; roughly 95% of all waves have vertical wavelengths
greater than 10km. This is the nominal width of the OH and OI emission layers and
as discussed by Gardner & Taylor (1998) airglow instruments are necessarily sensitive
to waves with vertical wavelengths greater than the order of the emission layer width
making the fall-off an expected feature.
It is worth noting that in nearly all cases it was not possible to identify wave
signatures in both channels on a given night as being from the same wave. This
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730.0nm: Vertical wavelength vs Period, 1995−2000

















557.7nm: Vertical wavelength vs Period, 1995−2000

















Figure 5.18: Vertical wavelength vs horizontal period for all waves observed at Buck-
land Park. Uncertainties are typically ±10% for vertical wavelength and ±5% for
horizontal period.
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strongly suggests that the waves being detected by the photometer at the emission
heights are not propagating vertically between the two layers and may in fact be
ducted. However, it could also be an effect of the Fourier-based analysis used - if there
is a timelag between the wave arriving at the emission heights (as one would expect
in the case of a vertically propagating wave) the coherence measured could be low,
especially in the case where a wave is not present over an entire night.
5.4 Optical flux estimations
With knowledge of horizontal and vertical wavelengths and the method outlined in
section 4.5, estimation of the vertical flux of horizontal momentum and the vertical
energy flux carried by the observed waves could be made. The original approach by
Swenson & Liu (1998) was first used and found to be deficient for the waves being
identified by the photometer. Following the development of an improved procedure
which did not include many of the approximations of the original, the fluxes were
recalculated and examined in detail. Note that since an analytic expression for the
cancellation factor applicable to the OI emission was not available, evaluation of the
method was limited to the OH data.
5.4.1 Original Swenson approach
Using the procedure outlined by Swenson & Liu (1998), the momentum flux estima-
tion for each wave identified by the photometer was calculated. These are shown in
figure 5.19. Similar calculations have been performed by Swenson et al. (1999) using
data obtained from an airglow imager. OH data were collected with a sampling inter-
val of 120 seconds and analysed for monochromatic features. The arithmetic mean of
the flux values obtained in the present study was calculated as 4.2±25m2s−2, exclud-
ing the two physically unrealistic values greater than 103m2s−2. Although this average
momentum flux value was comparable to the mean magnitude reported by Swenson
et al. (1999), inspection showed that the data depicted in figure 5.19 contained many
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730.0nm: Mom flux vs vertical wavelength, 1995−2000






























Figure 5.19: Estimations of the vertical flux of horizontal momentum for each gravity
wave identified, for which intrinsic parameters and background wind were available.
Excluding the two clearly unrealistic values greater than 103m2s−2, the arithmetic
mean of these flux values is 4.2m2s−2. The typical uncertainty in the vertical wave-
length is of the order of ±10%.
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momentum flux values less than 1m2s−2 and some greater than the order of 100m2s−2
which Swenson et al.’s (1999) results do not appear to contain. The large uncertainty
in the average flux of the present results is due the extensive spread of the data which
is clearly evident in figure 5.19.
Figure 5.20 summarises the amplitude of the vertical energy flux and the vertical
flux of horizontal momentum associated with observed waves; propagation direction of
the waves is also indicated. A comparison with the results obtained by Swenson et al.
(1999) showed that the current study identified considerably more waves with very low
energy and momentum flux values. This was also reflected in lower component mean
values when unrealistically high values (that is, energy fluxes greater than 1Wm−2
and momentum flux components greater than 1000m2s−2) were excluded: zonal and
meridional energy flux means were -0.07mW−2 and -1.77mW−2 respectively, while the
corresponding component means for momentum flux were -0.03m2s−2 and -0.90m2s−2
respectively — roughly an order of magnitude lower than those reported by Swenson
et al. (1999).
5.4.2 Refinement of method
In order to address the issue of the large number of very small flux values produced,
the method used to estimate them was reviewed. When describing the original theory
Swenson & Liu (1998) applied a number of approximations which are not completely
valid for the current dataset.
• N2 À ω2 À f 2 was assumed, where N is the Brunt–Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency, ω is
the intrinsic frequency of the wave in question and f is the inertial frequency.
While this is reasonable for waves with periods between fifteen minutes and
one hour, inspection shows that the current dataset contains many waves well
above this interval. An investigation of figure 5.18 shows that waves for which
this assumption holds have typical vertical wavelengths less than about 30km,
while inspection of flux values corresponding to vertical wavelengths less than





































Figure 5.20: Polar plot of vertical energy flux (top) and vertical flux of horizontal
momentum (bottom) of all waves observed at Buckland Park. Waves propagate from
the origin towards the points indicated.
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30km in figure 5.19 reveals flux values closer in average magnitude to those of
Swenson et al. (1999). This reinforces the need to address this approximation
when studying waves with vertical wavelengths greater than 30km.
• An approximate polarisation expression was used to relate the horizontal and
vertical wind perturbations which is again only valid when N 2 À ω2 À f 2.
• The method inherently assumes that all waves associated with an intensity per-
turbation are vertically propagating. This aspect of the present method is com-
mon to a similar procedure used to estimate the total flux based on wavenumber
spectra (Gardner et al. 1999) and has been strongly emphasised by Fritts (2000)
as being a significant problem. It is acknowledged that this is a limitation of this
method which must be recalled when interpreting the results.
To address the first two problems the expressions for the energy and momentum
fluxes were re-derived. Starting from the expression for energy flux given by Vincent
(1984)
FE = −ρ ω
m
(
ω2 − f 2
ω2 + f 2
)
V 2 (5.1)
where ρ is the density, m is the vertical wavenumber and V 2 is the mean square
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Here g is the acceleration due to gravity and 〈〉 denotes an average over a complete
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where λx and λz are the horizonal and vertical wavelengths respectively, and c is the

















is the fractional OH intensity perturbation and CF is the cancellation factor















The factor of 1
2
in equation 5.6 is the result of time averaging the squared sinesoidal
temperature perturbation term over a complete period.








where u′ and w′ are the perturbations of horizontal and vertical wind respectively
(Fritts 2000). The polarisation relationship
w′ =
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relates the fractional temperature perturbation to the vertical wind perturbation (Tsutsumi
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In the limit where α = 0 and N 2 À ω2 À f 2, equation 5.13 tends to the original
expression given by Swenson & Liu (1998) and Swenson et al. (1999) (see equation 4.55
on page 91).
5.4.3 Revised flux estimates
Utilising equations 5.7 and 5.13 the energy and momentum fluxes for waves observed by
the 730nm channel of the photometer were recalculated. Figure 5.21 shows a summary
of the momentum fluxes as a function of vertical wavelength, while figure 5.22 is a polar
plot of the energy and momentum fluxes similar to figure 5.20.
The effect of the revised expressions for energy and momentum flux are clearly
visible in figure 5.21: the flux values are higher by several orders of magnitude for
waves with vertical wavelengths greater than thirty kilometres. This was expected
due to the nature of approximations inherent in the orginal method. Compared with
figure 5.19 there are more flux values above 100m−2s−2, although they are no longer
confined to low wavelengths and values greater than 1000m−2s−2 are no longer present.
Taking into account the large uncertainties associated with the high flux values, about
20% of the values now clearly lie well above 100m−2s−2, a value which is physically
unreasonable. Furthermore, momentum fluxes as high as this have not been previously
identified in the literature: their plausibility must therefore be questioned. This is
reinforced by their arithmetic mean of 130 ± 200m−2s−2 which is clearly too high by
almost an order of magnitude. If consideration is restricted to a range of flux values
more consistent with the literature (that is, less than 100m−2s−2) the arithmetic mean
becomes 25 ± 24m−2s−2, although this is still slightly too high compared with most
other published values (for example, Reid & Vincent 1987a, Swenson et al. 1999).
When considering the source of these large values, the assumption of vertical prop-
agation should be recalled. Using this method, a wave which is ducted (that is, not
propagating vertically at all) will not transport any momentum physically, but this
method will still calculate a momentum flux as if it were. High flux values could result.
Another important point to note is that the vertical wavelength reported for some
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730.0nm: Mom flux vs vertical wavelength, 1995−2000





























Figure 5.21: Momentum fluxes of waves observed in the 730nm emission calculated
without utilising approximate polarisation and dispersion relations. Uncertainties in
the vertical wavelength are of the order of ±10%. Inspection reveals that fluxes of
all waves have been affected. Since N 2 À ω2 À f 2 is regarded to hold for waves
with vertical wavelengths less than 30km given their intrinsic period (see text), it
may not be clear how the approximations can significantly affect fluxes of waves with
these vertical wavelengths. It should be recalled that the momentum flux estimation
depends not only on vertical wavelength but also on the exponential cancellation factor,
which tends to infinity as vertical wavelength approaches zero. Therefore, while the
approximations have only a small effect on the calculated vertical wavelength of waves
satifying N 2 À ω2 À f 2, the resulting change in cancellation factor remains significant
since such waves tend to have vertical wavelengths less than 30km. Consequently, the
fluxes associated with waves across the entire vertical wavelength range are affected
when approximations are removed from the calculation.





































Figure 5.22: Revised polar plot of vertical energy flux (top) and vertical flux of hori-
zontal momentum (bottom) of all waves observed at Buckland Park. As in figure 5.20,
waves propagate from the origin towards the points indicated. Estimates shown in
this figure use the revised flux equations.
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these waves is less than 10km–20km and the analytical expression used for the cancel-
lation factor (CF) as part of the flux calculation has not been validated for wavelengths
as low as this. Certainly the analytical expression deviates from the cancellation fac-
tor resulting from model calculations and there is a suggestion that the uncertainty
in CF at these wavelengths could be greater than 50% (Swenson & Liu 1998). An
additional issue is that waves of these wavelengths are not detected reliably by optical
instruments due to the vertical wavelengths being of similar order the extent of the
emission layer, which introduces further sources of error. These large uncertainties in
CF and in the wave parameters themselves have not been included in the error bars
of figure 5.21 and could well explain these higher than expected values for low vertical
wavelengths.
Higher energy and momentum flux estimates are also evident in figure 5.22 when
compared to figure 5.20. Both plots demonstrate an eastward directionality preference
although it is arguably clearer in figure 5.22. This is in part due to the points lying away
from the centre of the figure where directionality is not clearly visible. Even so, the
clarity of a preferential direction is not as obvious as that demonstrated by Swenson
et al. (1999), where the south-westward quadrant was almost completely empty. If
consideration is restricted to the same flux magnitudes as shown by Swenson et al.
(1999) (that is, energy flux amplitudes between 0.1mWm−2 and 100mWm−2, and
momentum flux amplitudes between 1m2s−2 and 100m2s−2 as shown in figure 5.23),
the eastward preference remains visible with the north-western quadrant appearing
emptier than the other three. In any case the single nearly empty quadrant seen
by Swenson et al. (1999) does not occur in the present results, although the limited
temporal span of Swenson et al.’s (1999) results could be a factor. Another important
point to note is that these two studies could be observing different wave populations;
while Swenson et al.’s (1999) study dealt with QM waves observed over five nights,
the method used to acquire the results presented herein are likely to be more sensitive
to waves present over the whole night.
It is clear when considering the flux and directionality results of the present study,

































Figure 5.23: Polar plot of vertical energy flux (top) and vertical flux of horizontal
momentum (bottom) as for figure 5.22 but restricted to magnitudes greater than
0.1mWm−2 and 1m2s−2 respectively.
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that they do not display a directionality trend as strongly as those found in other stud-
ies which dealt with QM waves. Studies by Walterscheid et al. (1999) have indicated
that the total wave field (which the photometer is inherently more sensitve to) does
tend to show weaker directionality than the QM waves, and this is consistent with the
present results. It is also worth recalling that few waves detected in either the 557.nm
or 730nm data were found to have plausible concurrent signatures in the other optical
channel, suggesting that the majority of waves detected by the photometer were not
freely propagating between the two layers. This could be caused either by ducting or
the presence of a critical layer between the two airglow emission heights preventing
downward or upward propagation of a given wave.
To further classify the momentum flux values being calculated, figure 5.24 was
generated. The upper plot shows the distribution of momentum flux values using a bin
size of 10m2s−2. The lower plot shows the average momentum flux recorded by waves
in each 5km vertical wavelength bin. Although the lower plot of figure 5.24 suggests
that higher flux values may result from waves with vertical wavelengths less than 40km
and greater than 70km, the large uncertainties encountered across data the prevent a
definitive conclusion. With reference to the distribution (the upper plot of figure 5.24),
nearly 25% of the fluxes calculated occur in the lowest flux bin (0–10m2s−2), and
over 50% lie between 0m2s−2 and 50m2s−2. Recalling figure 5.21 it can be seen that
the vertical wavelength of most of these waves are between 20km and 70km which
corresponds with the range observed in other studies (Swenson et al. 1999). It therefore
seems reasonable that at least 50% of the waves being identified by the photometer
are physically significant and are probably propagating vertically. Determining the
origin of the waves giving large flux values and verifying those with lower flux values
will require an independent measure of momentum flux such as that provided by the
co-located MF radar at Buckland Park. Pursuit of this could provide a valuable insight
into any further limitations of the method which may exist, and the reliability of fluxes
measured from optical data. On the basis of such a study it may be possible to assign
a confidence limit to each wave’s flux value on the basis of the probability that the
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Distribution of 730nm momentum flux















Average flux in 5km vertical wavelength bins


















Figure 5.24: Two alternative ways of visualising the fluxes resulting from the revised
method. The upper plot shows the distribution of momentum flux values using a bin
size of 10m2s−2, while the lower plot shows the average momentum flux within 5km
vertical wavelength bins. The error bars on the lower plot represent the standard
deviation of flux values which contributed to each respective bin. The large span of
the error bars indicate that waves with large momentum flux values do not have a well
defined vertical wavelength range.
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flux is real. The existence of additional limitations and the method’s reliability must
be questioned on the basis of the results presented here.
The seasonal variablility in the vertical flux of horizonal momentum is summarised
in figure 5.25 which shows the magnitude of the zonal and meridional components of
the momentum flux associated with all waves detected against day of year. It should
be noted that this presentation does not specify the waves uniquely since the sign of
the components has been neglected and the components themselves are products of
two perturbation quantities. For both the zonal and meridional case there is a clear
indication that the flux measurements tended to peak in winter and summer, with
winter recording the higher overall values. With maxima in summer and winter, the
general form of the flux magnitudes is in agreeance with other published work (for
example Tsuda et al. 1990, Gavrilov et al. 2000).
5.4.4 Considerations arising from the method
When applying this method to the estimation of fluxes from optical data, there are a
number of other issues to be considered. The cancellation factor used to relate inten-
sity perturbations to atmospheric temperature variations as part of the calculation of
energy and momentum fluxes is valid so long as the wave under consideration has fully
propagated into the OH emission layer. It is possible that occasionally a wave will be
observed which does not satisfy this condition; the effect is that the photometer will
record a lower total volume intensity than would be associated with the wave if it was
affecting the entire OH emission layer and this will result in an underestimation of
the fluxes. In the case of waves identified by the photometer in this study, the occur-
rence of this situation is expected to be low; the coherence requirements across a night
would normally mean that any wave detected would have had more than enough time
to propagate through the entire emission layer unless a turning level was encountered
part way through the layer.
A large number of waves (approximately 20%) were found to have unusually large
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730.0nm: Zonal mom flux vs time of year, 1995−2000

































730.0nm: Meridional mom flux vs time of year, 1995−2000







































Figure 5.25: The seasonal variation of zonal (top) and meridional (bottom) compo-
nents of the momentum flux associated with each wave detected by the three field
photometer. Contributions from all waves recorded between 1995 and 2000 are in-
cluded in this figure.
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fluxes associated with them. This could indicate that for some waves at least the inten-
sity perturbation amplitudes calculated in this study may be higher than they should
be. The algorithms used to estimate the perturbed and unperturbed intensity in the
present work may need further attention and possible refinement since any respec-
tive underestimation of the perturbed intensity or overestimation of the unperturbed
intensity will result in an overestimation of the momentum (and energy) fluxes.
5.5 Summary
Using data obtained from approximately three hundred cloud-free nights between 1995
and 2000 by the three field photometer, a total of around 400 coherent waves were
identified in each of the two airglow emissions being observed (557.7nm and 730nm).
The development of a wavelet-based filter allowed the use of nights heavily contami-
nated by the Milky Way. The observed parameters were deduced using cross-spectral
techniques, and these were used with wind data from a co-located MF radar to infer
intrinsic wave parameters. A strong preference for eastward propagation was seen,
although a consistent seasonal variation of other wave parameters was not observed.
The intrinsic wave parameters were used to evaluate a method for obtaining gravity
wave momentum and energy flux from optical data. The original method described
by Swenson & Liu (1998) was found to be inadequate for the waves identified by
the photometer due to a number of assumptions made during its derivation. A refined
method was developed which, while giving more realistic flux values in general, resulted
in a large number of values (about 20%) which were physically unreasonable. Even
with consideration of the limitations of this method raised by Fritts (2000), further
research is needed to identify the true nature of these values, especially with reference
to photometer data.
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c h a p t e r
6
Long-term airglow variability
In addition to analysis identifying parameters for specific gravity wave observations,
long-term variations in gravity wave activity was also investigated using both the
optical and radar data collected at Buckland Park. Whereas the wave parameter
study concentrated on the classification of the wave activity observed across nights in
isolation, this chapter deals with the general behaviour of the wave field across the
entire five year observational period.
6.1 Optical intensity data
In order to get an overview of all available data the intensities from all 557.7nm and
730nm observations were plotted as shown in figures 6.1 and 6.2. The intensity values
displayed in these figures are the result of averaging each night into thirty minute
blocks and then averaging the respective blocks across adjacent days. A given cross-
day average ceased (and a new one started) when a substantial break (more than three
days) existed in the observations or the average represented eight days’ data.
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 neatly summarise many of the features of the optical data
acquired at Buckland Park for this study. The near-sinesoidal variation in start and
end times is a direct consequence of the variation in sunrise and set times across a
year. The periodic interruptions to data coverage is a result of the moon being up. In
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1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 1
1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 2





































































































































Figure 6.1: Overview of all 557.7nm intensity data recorded at Buckland Park. Data
have been averaged in thirty minute blocks and then averaged across adjacent days as
described in the text.
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1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 730nm line, field 1
1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 730nm line, field 2



































































































































Figure 6.2: Overview of all 730nm intensity data recorded at Buckland Park. Data
treatment is the same as for figure 6.1.
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any given month the moon’s effect was to move the observation start time later and
later until no data acquisition was possible. After roughly five days observations could
begin again in the evening building up to eventually cover the whole night once again.
Other irregular interruptions in the data series are also evident. The non-uniform
coverage of 557.7nm data in March–April 1995 occurred while the instrument was
still being set up and fine-tuned. During this time only 557.7nm data was taken —
concurrent OH observations commenced in late April 1995. The roughly six week
gap around November 1996 and a somewhat smaller interruption between December
1998 and January 1999 were caused by an equipment outage. The significantly lower
amplitude recorded in field three mainly during the last half of 1997 was due to a
slowly failing photomultiplier tube which was replaced in January 1998 as discussed
previously. Other isolated regions of low counts in a single field were caused by dynode
resistor failures which were quickly identified and replaced. It is also clearly evident
that although the replacement photomultiplier for channel three was adjusted to give
a similar signal to noise ratio to the original when it was installed in early 1997 its
sensitivity to the emissions being observed was an order of two less than the original.
A strong feature in the 730nm OH data in figure 6.2 is the Milky Way, visible as
a bright oblique band running through the data every year. Its influence begins in
the morning around April and moves through the night, arriving progressively earlier
in the data series over a period of five to six months until finally passing outside the
observation times by early September.
The Milky Way’s influence on the 557.7nm OI data, although detectable, is not
of the same order of magnitude as for the OH data. Of particular interest is that
while there appears to be a signature in morning data around April the signal fades
considerably to be almost undetectable by June. This is in stark contrast to the 730nm
observations where the Milky Way’s intensity is fairly consistant. A very weak trace is
visible particularly in field three around July 1997 but it clearly has much less influence
on the 557.7nm time series than it does on the 730nm data; generally speaking, what
Milky Way contamination was present in the OI data had a lower amplitude (relative
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to the airglow signal) than in the case of OH data.
At least part of the reason for the stronger Milky Way signal in the 730nm data
is to do with the filters in use. For the OH observations, the filters have a full width
half maximum (FWHM) of approximately 12nm whereas the FWHM of the 557.7nm
filters is only about 3nm. Because of the wider bandwidth there will be more op-
portunity for background light to be transmitted by the 730nm filters resulting in a
lower signal-to-noise ratio. Furthermore, the brightness of the 557.7nm OI emission
line is approximately double the integrated brightness of the OH emission across the
bandwidth of the filter used (Broadfoot & Kendall 1968) resulting in an inherently
higher signal to noise ratio for the green line data.
In order to quantitatively investigate the long term behaviour of the airglow fig-
ures 6.3 and 6.4 were produced. In this case data have not been averaged across days
but has been binned into three hour blocks running from 1800–2059, 2100–2359, 0000–
0259 and 0300–0559 respectively. In addition to giving a closer estimate of the actual
average intensity free of most short-period wave-induced fluctuations, the use of three
hour averages facilitated the comparison with MF winds as discussed in section 6.5.
The choice of a three hour average was also influenced by a desire to have at least
two bins present in their entirety across the whole dataset; a choice of three hour bins
neatly fulfilled all these requirements. Having multiple bins across a night also meant
that when considering the wind in section 6.5, a reversing wind field during the night
did not result in an artificial indication of little or no wind across the night.
The effects of the malfunctioning photomultiplier are clearly visible in field three’s
data in both figures 6.3 and 6.4 in the second half of 1997 as previously discussed.
These figures also confirm that the relative effects of the Milky Way are considerably
more prevalent in the 730nm data. Inspection shows that the 557.7nm intensity does
peak around April of each year which is when the Milky Way is present in the 0300
time bin, although significantly this peak occurs in all four time bins simultaneously.
Figure 6.2 clearly illustrated that the Milky Way could influence at most two adjacent
three hour bins, and only one most of the time. Furthermore the lack of any coherent
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1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 1
1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 2










































































































































Figure 6.3: Three hour averaged 557.7nm intensity observations from Buckland Park.
Aside from the time average, no other binning has been performed.
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1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 730nm line, field 1
1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 730nm line, field 2















































































































































Figure 6.4: Three hour averaged 730nm intensity observations from Buckland Park.
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structure moving through the night in the 557.7nm data as the year progresses is ad-
ditional confirmation what the Milky Way’s influence on the 557.7nm data is minimal.
A different situation is evident in the 730nm data: a peak in the intensity of the 0300
time bin is found in April but unlike the 557.7nm data it is clear that corresponding
peaks in earlier time bins occur later in the year rather than simultaneously. This is
particularly clear around July 1999; it is therefore concluded that a significant propor-
tion of the April peak observed in the 0300 OH observation bin is attributable to the
Milky Way and that galactic light continues to have a clear influence on the intensity
of other time bins in the six months following April. In the OI case the Milky Way
possibly contributes to the peak observed in the 0300 time bin; however the concur-
rency of peaks in all other time bins — which could not be due to the Milky Way —
point to the existence of a real geophysical effect.
Turning to figure 6.3, a number of other points are worth noting. Inspection shows
that all time bins from all fields are very similar in general appearance which allows
instrumental variation to be discounted as a cause of any trends across the five years
of observation. It also shows that the extreme time bins (1800 and 0300), although
having few points particularly around mid-summer still yield reasonable indications of
the intensity as indicated by the more or less complete bins immediately surrounding
local midnight. There appears to be an intensity peak occurring from the September
equinoctal period extending into early summer, and there is a suggestion that the
amplitude of this peak has a significant two-year component given the total absence
of the peak in 1996-7 and the somewhat weaker peak in 1998-9 relative to 1999-2000.
There is also an indication that the average intensity did tend to increase over the
five years of observation suggesting a not-unreasonable link to the 11 year solar cycle
which was approaching a maximum during 2000, which is further discussed later in
this chapter.
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6.1.1 Bright nights
Although not clearly evident in figures 6.1 and 6.2 due to the averaging employed,
a number of bright nights were observed over the observation period. Such events
comprised of a night (or two consecutive nights) whose average airglow intensity was
enhanced by as much as a factor of two compared to other nights immediately sur-
rounding it. The amplitude of perturbations in the intensity, however, did not increase
by a similar factor. Nights with increased airglow intensity have been reported in the
literature (for example Armstrong 1982) and one explanation for the observations has
associated such occurrences with the passage of a gravity wave with large amplitude
and long horizontal extent. While such a mechanism might explain some of the effects
visible over a single isolated night, it does address those which extend over two or
more nights.
Recent analysis of global airglow emission images from the UARS satellite has
identified tongues of enhanced airglow emissions which extend outwards from the po-
lar regions to latitudes as low as thirty degrees (J. Kafkalidis 2000,1 private commu-
nication). These features can be present over a given geographic area for several days
and show intensity increases of a similar order of magnitude to those seen in this
study. The features themselves are thought to be caused by a planetary-scale wave
disturbance and the effects on the airglow layers seen by the satellite would explain
the photometer data being observed. A detailed comparison between the UARS data
and data from the photometer could help in the positive identification of the observed
intensity enhancements.
6.1.2 Harmonic analysis
To test the plausibility of these qualitative suggestions, a harmonic analysis was carried
out on the 557.7nm OI data shown in figure 6.3 using a Lomb periodogram as discussed
in section 4.6.1. The periodogram is shown in figure 6.5. To maintain consistency
1From the Space Physics Research Laboratory, University of Michigan
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1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 1
1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 2












































































Figure 6.5: Eight times oversampled normalised Lomb periodogram of 557.7nm OI
intensity data. The raw periodogram has undergone three point smoothing prior to
plotting. The 99% confidence level for this data is the order of 10 Y-axis units.
with other parts of the analysis and to improve the reliability of the estimation the
periodogram underwent three point smoothing before being plotted.
Inspection shows significant similarity in the spectral content of all time series
investigated which was expected based on the proceding discussion of the optical in-
tensity data. There are clear peaks with a confidence level greater than 99%, present at
periods of approximately 100 days, 180 days, 360 days and 700 days with considerable
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suggestion of a period between 2000 and 5000 days. There is also marginal suggestion
of a component with a period of the order of 70 days, predominantly in field 2.
Narrow sporadic peaks are also evident around the thirty day period, the most
obvious possible cause being the near-thirty day periodic appearance of data gaps in
the raw dataset caused by the presence of the moon. The amplitude of these peaks is
close to the 50% confidence limit, however, and in a dataset of this length apparent
signals of this level are expected (Press et al. 1986). In any case, to test the effect of
these regular gaps, a simulated dataset was constructed and run through the Lomb
analysis. The data were obtained by first generating a separate time series with a flat
spectrum for each field, which was copied into the respective field’s four three-hour
time bins to represent three hour averages. The amplitude of the DC level of this
signal was set to 4× 104 (a typical average observed in actual data). All other Fourier
components were assigned an amplitude of 200 with random phase. The gaps created
by the moon were simulated by removing data from comparable regions in each of
the three fields. By using the same orginal data in each field’s time bins the effect of
the moon’s movement through the night could be investigated since the time series
were otherwise identical; the three fields allowed easy investigation of the effects of the
moon on several different time series. The result of the Lomb analysis of the simulated
data both with and without the moon-induced gaps is plotted as figures 6.6 and 6.7
respectively, with eight times oversampling and a three point smoothing as before.
A comparison between figures 6.6 and 6.7 gives insight into both the behaviour of
the Lomb analysis with data of this type and allows evaluation of the typical impact
the moon gaps might have on the periodogram. From figure 6.7 we see that although
the spectral estimate deviates from the theoretical uniform amplitude, the ‘peaks’ fall
well short of the 99% confidence level. Furthermore, while the effect of the moon in
figure 6.6 is noticeable it does not change the general behaviour of the periodogram
nor does it introduce significant signatures with periods around thirty days. To a
certain extent this was expected as the Lomb method is not meant to be adversely
affected by the nature of the gaps in the data. This means, however, that the cause
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Simulated 1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 1
Simulated 1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 2












































































Figure 6.6: Normalised Lomb periodogram of simulated data with moon-induced gaps
present. Although there is measurable deviation from the theoretical flat amplitude,
the amplitudes of of the deviations are significantly lower than the 99% confidence
level.
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Simulated 1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 1
Simulated 1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 2












































































Figure 6.7: Normalised Lomb periodogram of data without moon-induced gaps in the
data. Comparison with figure 6.6 illustrates the effect the moon-gaps typically have
on photometer data.
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of the cluster of signals around a periodicity of thirty days cannot be attributed solely
to the windowing effect of the moon-induced data gaps.
The discrete peaks with periods around thirty days might be explained by an effect
observed in the data: the airglow, being solar energy driven, is generally brightest
during the early part of the evening. After the period of no observations — when the
moon is up all night — data collection commences in the early part of the evening,
spreading across the night as time progresses. Towards the end of the observation cycle
where the moon is once again up for most of the night it is the early part of the evening
which is ‘lost’ first. Averages taken across an entire night might therefore be expected
to have a slightly higher average earlier in the cycle. However for data averaged across
selected times of the night as in figures 6.3 and 6.5 this effect is not expected since
all points in a given time series have contributions only from comparable local times.
Thus this mechanism does not apply to the data under consideration.
Another possible source of a periodicity of around thirty days is the 27 day solar
rotation; a modulation of the solar radiation intensity could alter the airglow intensity
given that the excitation mechanism itself is driven by solar radiation. To investigate
this, separate Lomb periodograms of each year were generated to see if a significant
signal, present only some of the time, was being obscured through not being present
continuously. While some peaks close to a 27 day period were evident they did not
have consistent frequency and amplitude across fields, across timebins of the same
field or between different years. Further periodograms of data spanning three and six
months again showed little consistency; peaks would be present at apparently random
times and did not occur at a set frequency. Finally the unaveraged intensity data from
figure 6.3 (interpolated over data gaps to allow Fourier analysis) and the corresponding
OH data (for completeness) were bandpass filtered with a passband corresponding to
periodicities of between 25 and 29 days. As expected, the amplitude of the signal
within these periods varied greatly, although no inter-field or inter-timebin correlation
was evident. The peak amplitude observed was less than 5% of the average intensity
value which is of similar magnitude to the measurement uncertainty.
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It is therefore concluded that as observed, the series of discrete peaks with a period
around thirty days does not yield any useful geophysical information. The cause of this
specific signature is thought to be associated with a beating between sporadic weak
signals around this period and the moon-induced periodicity of the data window.
When present, the weak signals’ amplitude is similar to the noise level in the data,
which prevents any further analysis being carried out and significant conclusions from
being made.
To confirm that the spectral peaks identified in figure 6.5 were realistic, a χ2 fit
of selected periodic functions was performed on the data. Each timebin was fitted
separately. The candidate signals were those with periods of 121 days, 183 days, 365
days, 730 days and 2000 days; these resulted in a minimum χ2 statistic of the order
of 2 × 1011 and gave a visually good fit to the data. Attempting to fit any periods
around thirty days did not significantly affect the χ2 statistic — further evidence that
any activity around the thirty day period was sporadic and incoherent. The data with
the fit overplotted are shown in figure 6.8. Thus it is concluded that the predominant
periods affecting the long-term 557.7nm airglow intensity are a one third year, a one
half year, one year, two years and five and a half years. It is thought that the one third
year periodicity is an inter-modulation product produced by a non-linear interaction
between the one year and one half year periodicities. The results of probable non-linear
interactions have been observed in the atmosphere between tides and planetary waves
(for example, Beard et al. 1999, Pancheva & Mukhtarov 2000), and between gravity
waves themselves as discussed by Yeh & Liu (1981), showing that such processes can
certainly occur within the atmosphere.
Semi-annual and annual oscillations in 557.7nm airglow intensity with equinoc-
tal maxima have been observed elsewhere, particularly in equatorial regions (see, for
example, Takahashi et al. 1995, and references therein). This contrasts with the inten-
sity behaviour at high latitudes which is characterised by an annual oscillation. The
differences are understood to be due to the latitude-dependent variation in vertical
transport which affects atomic oxygen concentration (and therefore the intensity of
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1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 1
1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 2














































































































































Figure 6.8: Three hourly averaged OI photometer data shown overplotted with a
fitted harmonic time series as discussed in the text. The data are the same as shown
in figure 6.3. The sharp peak seen in mid-May 1997 corresponds to a series of four
consecutive nights (13–16 May) over which the airglow intensity steadily increased.
The intensity recorded on 16 May 1997 was the highest recorded during the five year
observation period, being a factor of four higher than the mean. The fall-off in intensity
from this event was unfortunately not recorded due to the moon preventing significant
observations from 17 May onwards. This peak is visible in figure 6.3 although it is not
as obvious due to the scale used in that figure.
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the 557.7nm emission) over the time scales of these oscillations. The relative ampli-
tude of the semi-annual and annual variations recorded in this study (±50%) matched
values observed in equatorial studies, suggesting that any switch from the equatorial
cycle to that seen in the lower latitudes occurs at latitudes well beyond 40◦, at least
in the southern hemisphere.
If there was a cycle greater than 1000 days only in channel three it could be argued
that it was due to the drop in sensitivity in 1997 as noted previously. This could
give rise to an apparent signal with period of the order of twice the data length (and
perhaps harmonics thereof). However, since there is a significant peak present in all
three fields it is concluded that the 5.5 year periodicity is real, and is suggested to
originate from the eleven year solar cycle. Because this period is essentially equal to
the timespan of the data it is not possible to say with certainty whether the real period
is half a solar cycle or one complete cycle, or whether a true variation with this period
exists at all — a minimum of a five further years’ data would be required to remove
this ambiguity. However, a comparison between the 10.7cm solar flux (retrieved from
the NOAA Solar-Terrestrial Physics division website2) and 557.7nm intensity data
from figure 6.9 (filtered with a lowpass filter) shows some correlation in the location
of the minima and maxima which would be the expected behaviour if intensity was
modulated by the solar cycle variation in radiation flux.
A final point to consider in connection with the long period intensity variations
concerns itself with a springtime weakening of the OI emission which follows a short-
lived increase, as reported by Shepherd et al. (1999). While at first it may appear that
such a weakening may permit the thermospheric OI emission to become relatively
more significant and provide a possible link between OI intensity and solar activity,
the evidence presented here does not support this suggestion. Most importantly, the
thermospheric emission from the height region around 250km is very weak at latitudes
away from the pole, making it unlikely that significant thermospheric OI signal would
be detected in the instrument at Buckland Park. Another consequence of the weak
2currently located at http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/stp.html
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thermospheric emission is that in the presence of a weakening mesospheric emission,
the overall intensity would be expected to decrease. However, over both autumn and
spring the photometer consistantly records an intensity increase. Furthermore, this
increase generally persists over two months making it unlikely to be related to the
short intensity increases noted by Shepherd et al. (1999). It is therefore conluded that
long period intensity variations with periods comparable to the solar cycle are unlikely
caused by the thermospheric OI airglow emission.
For completeness the three-point smoothed lomb periodogram for OH intensity
is shown in figure 6.10. As would be expected, the periodicities for one year and a
half year are very strong due mainly to the yearly appearance of the Milky Way in
the data. Of interest is the region of this plot for periods greater than 1000 days;
although not conclusive, there appears to be significant power occurring around 2000
day periods for most of the three hour blocks suggesting that the 2000 day cycle may
also be present in the OH airglow intensity.
6.2 Variance of optical intensity
An investigation of the variance present in the optical data was carried out in much the
same way as the intensity study detailed in the previous section as a way to estimate the
level of gravity wave activity across the dataset. Within each three hour time interval,
two variance calculations were performed. Firstly, the variance for each night relative
to the mean of the time interval across the entire dataset was calculated, followed by
the variance relative to the respective night’s mean, again within the time interval
concerned. An advantage of the latter option was that it could be approximated
through the use of the wavelet filter before the calculation of the variance since this
filter ideally removes the DC component (and the Milky Way if present) leaving a
signal relative to the mean intensity due to airglow only. This meant it was possible
to utilise the 730nm data in addition to the 557.7nm data for this part of the study.
Figure 6.11 shows the variance of the 557.7nm data across the observation period.
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1995−2000 Buckland Park 557.7nm emission, field 1





























































































Figure 6.9: A comparison between the observed 10.7cm solar flux and the 557nm
airglow intensity from photometer field one. The 10.7cm flux data come from the
NOAA website (see text); the photometer intensity data have been lowpass filtered
with a cut-off frequency corresponding to a period of 1000 days. Lyman-α data,
although arguably more directly relevant to the airglow excitation mechanism, were
not available over the period which the 557.7nm data spanned. Of particular interest
is the similarity of the four photometer timebins and the correlation of times at which
the minima and maxima of the airglow intensity and 10.7cm flux occur. Also note
that for minimum χ2, the phases of an eleven year and five and a half year period were
appropriate when individually fitted to the data.
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1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 730nm line, field 1
1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 730nm line, field 2


















































































Figure 6.10: Normalised Lomb periodogram of 730nm airglow intensity
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1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 1
1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 2








































































































































Figure 6.11: Variance of 557.7nm photometer data relative to the overall data mean.
To reduce noise in the variance time series an eight day average has been performed.
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Because the raw variance data were rather noisy, eight-day averages are shown. Of par-
ticular interest are the regular variance peaks occurring in over the autumn equinoctal
period, usually between March and April. Smaller peaks are evident over the spring
equinox.
The normalised Lomb periodogram for this data is presented in figure 6.12. The
Lomb analysis shown was carried out without any eight-day averaging. Unlike the
intensity data there is no consistent suggestion of periods beyond one year in the
data at hand. The behaviour displayed for long periods (beyond 1000 days) within
the variance periodograms may become more defined once further data is available,
although at this stage it is not possible to draw any conclusions regarding this region.
On the other hand, periods at one year and half a year are still present, with a
majority of the power in these periods being due to the equinoctal peaks mentioned
above. There is a suggestion of a periodicity at one third of a year although in most
cases it lies very close to the 99% confidence limit.
The variance relative to each day’s individual mean intensity is shown for both
557.7nm and 730nm in figures 6.13 and 6.14 respectively. A direct comparison between
the 557.7nm variance in this case with that in figure 6.11 shows that the peaks are not
as pronounced when this ‘local variance’ is considered which demonstrates that at least
some of the apparent activity in the equinoctal periods suggested by figure 6.11 is due
more to a long-term drift from the dataset’s mean at those times rather than simply to
gravity wave fluctuations of increased magnitude. However, even when taken relative
to the night’s mean there is indication of increased variance around the equinoxes
which is not due solely to long-term intensity variations.
Lomb periodograms for the local variance data are displayed in figures 6.15 and
6.16. As expected from the appearance of the time series the spectral peaks are not as
pronounced as those in figure 6.12. However in both sets of observations periodicities
are still identified which exceed the 99% confidence level. In the 557.7nm case the
half-year period is dominant, whereas in the 730nm case it is the one year period
which is significant. This appears to be due to the spring equinoctal variance peak
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1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 1
1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 2












































































Figure 6.12: Normalised Lomb periodogram of 557.7nm variance data shown in fig-
ure 6.11. The eight-day averaging performed to enhance the clarity of figure 6.11 was
not performed prior to calculation of the periodogram shown here.
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1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 1
1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 2










































































































































Figure 6.13: 557.7nm variance data from the photometer relative to daily mean in-
tensities. As for other variance plots, data have been averaged across eight days to
reduce noise.
being far more prevalent in the OI data than in the OH observations. From the OI
results it is clear that the local variance is less sensitive to the activity peaks, so it is
not possible to qualify without ambiguity whether the spring peak is truly absent from
OH or simply lost in the noise. Given the extremely weak half-year signal though it
would seem likely that the OH data does not exhibit the spring variance peak.
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1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 730nm line, field 1
1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 730nm line, field 2








































































































































Figure 6.14: 730nm variance data from the photometer relative to daily mean inten-
sities. Eight day averaging has been performed as for figure 6.13.
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1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 1
1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 557.7nm emission, field 2












































































Figure 6.15: Normalised Lomb periodogram of data given in figure 6.13. Three point
smoothing has been used as for previous periodograms.
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1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 730nm line, field 1
1995−2000 Buckland Park photometer 730nm line, field 2












































































Figure 6.16: Normalised three point smoothed Lomb periodogram of data given in
figure 6.14.
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6.3 Spectral variations
Given the seasonal variations observed in the photometer variances a logical question
is whether these variations are well defined in the frequency domain; in other words
whether there was any substantial seasonal variation in the power associated with
gravity wave activity of differerent frequencies. To investigate this, all time series
from cloud-free nights were filtered using the wavelet-based filter and the spectrum
calculated for each field in turn. After amplitude normalisation the spectra from all
available years were averaged in blocks of half a month; a series of 24 spectra were then
formed by averaging fields one and two within these half-month blocks. Field three
was omitted from the average due to extended outages during the data collection.
Figure 6.17 shows a typical half-month average spectrum resulting from this analysis.
A notable feature of most of the half-monthly spectra was a distinct downward
level shift which affected periods below about five minutes. This is most likely an
artefact of the local Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency; since propagating gravity waves have a
high frequency limit defined by the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency, the sharp drop in power
simply reflects the lack of these waves in this region of the spectrum. Unlike spectra
measured by some radar studies (Vincent 1972) the energy-preserving photometer
spectra do not exhibit a peak in the region of the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency but usually
only a simple level shift, although in a small number of cases the drop was more
pronounced in the energy-preserving spectra. The absence of a peak is not totally
unexpected due to the effective filtering of the optical observations due to the finite
layer thickness, which is five to ten times thicker than the range resolution of most
radars. An attempt was made to use the location of the power fall-off as an estimate
of the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency. Assuming an isothermal atmosphere thoughout the
emission layer this would allow calculation of temperature, although the accuracy of
such an estimate would be limited by the possible Doppler shifting of the apparent
Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency by the background wind. However in practice the location of
the shift within the half-month spectra was not consistently identifiable to the accuracy
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Photometer 557nm power spectrum: fields 1,2; March 1−15
























Figure 6.17: The average spectrum of photometer observations recorded between 1
and 15 March. Years represented by this data are 1996 through to 2000. The dotted
line represents a least-squares powerlaw fit to the spectrum between periods of eight
and two hundred minutes. A notable feature of this spectrum was a distinct downward
level shift which affected periods of the order of five minutes and below. See text for
details.
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required to give a meaningful temperature estimate, probably due to smearing effects
of the background wind.
The 24 half-month average spectra were combined to systematically investigate
seasonal differences between the spectra such as variations in spectral slope and total
variance; this information is summarised in figure 6.18.
By inspection a half-year variation in the power at periods of the order of ten
minutes is clearly evident for both the 557.7nm and 730nm observations. The amount
of power in higher frequency peaks in summer and winter with a substantial decrease
occurring in the equinoctal regions, although the ‘minima’ of the cycle appear to occur
in mid-to-late April and late August — on the winter side of each equinox. Because
the spectra have been normalised the variation is not due to a simple level-shifting
of the spectrum and further confirmation of this is seen in the total variance where
there is no correlation with the variations seen in the main spectral plot. It would
be expected therefore that the variation could be seen as a change in the spectral
slope with more negative values occurring during the periods of ‘minima’; figure 6.18
does appear to support this although the minima in the spectral slope plots are weak.
The numerical average of the spectral slopes shown in figure 6.18 is −1.5± 0.3 for the
557.7nm data and −1.3± 0.4 for the 730nm data.
When comparing this spectral variation with the behaviour identified previously in
the optical intensity and variance from the photometer it is seen that the times when
there is a lack of power in the higher frequencies corresponds to the times when the
intensity and variance of figures 6.11, 6.13 and 6.14 show some form of maximum.
The increase in gravity wave activity seen around the equinoxes therefore appear to
consist more of periods longer than thirty minutes since there is a substancial power
drop in periods shorter than this at those times. On the other hand, activity during
winter and summer would seem to contain considerable activity at shorter periods
which is lacking at equinoctal times. Furthermore, comparison with the momentum
flux results discussed earlier (see page 136 and figure 5.25) shows that the short-period
waves give rise to higher momentum flux values, since momentum flux is highest in
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Figure 6.18: Seasonal variation of normalised averaged spectra obtained from the
557.7nm (upper two plots) and 730nm (lower two plots) observations of the photometer
at Buckland Park. The second of each group of two plots shows the yearly variation of
selected spectral characteristics of the unnormalised spectra, namely the total variance
(dotted line) and the spectral slope (solid line). Error bars for the latter indicate the
standard deviation for the slope parameter fitted to the spectral data using a χ2
method.
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summer and winter when there is an increase in the short-period activity.
6.4 MF Wind data
To facilitate a comparison between the optical and radar data, the two minute wind
records from the MF radar were processed in the same way as the optical data outlined
previously. Figures 6.19 and 6.20 show the resulting time series. Eight-day averaging
has been employed to reduce the noise present in the data.
The most obvious feature of the 84–88km data is the winter maximum in the zonal
component and the summer maximum in the meridional wind. This general trend is
present at the higher height as well, although the dynamic range of the data observed
is significantly less, as seen in numerous studies. Data from the lower height also
displays evidence of a component with period 180 days (half a year).
The vertical velocity component from both MF height ranges shows only a weak
suggestion of a maximum during autumn and very little increase over spring, the times
of maximum wave activity as detected by the photometer. Signs of an increased vertical
component are clearer in the years leading up to 1996. Airglow intensity variations
come about due to vertical transport of atmospheric constituents and strong vertical
motions would therefore be expected to occur concurrently with significant OH and OI
intensity variations. One possible reason for the lack of a significant vertical signature,
particularly after January 1996, was a series of equipment problems which adversely
affected the vertical component estimations. The estimations of the vertical wind
component were made using Doppler techniques which relied on phase information
from the radar receivers. Around the beginning of 1996 the antenna array at Buckland
Park developed significant problems which adversely affected the phase detected by
the receivers. These problems persisted into 1999 and therefore the vertical wind
components obtained from 1996 through to the start of 2000 cannot be relied on.
The effects of these issues are also clear in the variance of the vertical component as
discussed on page 183.
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1992−2000 Buckland Park MF radar: 84−88km Zonal wind
1992−2000 Buckland Park MF radar: 84−88km Meridional wind























































































































Figure 6.19: Eight-day averaged wind components measured by the Buckland Park MF
radar. The data presented here are the average wind in the 2km range bins between
84km and 88km inclusive.
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1992−2000 Buckland Park MF radar: 92−96km Zonal wind
1992−2000 Buckland Park MF radar: 92−96km Meridional wind





















































































































Figure 6.20: Eight-day averaged wind components measured by the Buckland Park
MF radar as in figure 6.19 but for range bins between 92km and 96km inclusive.
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1992−2000 Buckland Park MF radar: 84−88km Zonal wind
1992−2000 Buckland Park MF radar: 84−88km Meridional wind












































































Figure 6.21: Three-point smoothed Lomb periodogram of data shown in figure 6.19.
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1992−2000 Buckland Park MF radar: 92−96km Zonal wind
1992−2000 Buckland Park MF radar: 92−96km Meridional wind












































































Figure 6.22: Three-point smoothed Lomb periodogram of data shown in figure 6.20.
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A Lomb analysis of the unaveraged data used to create figures 6.19 and 6.20 was
carried out to quantify the significance of these periodic components, with results
shown in figures 6.21 and 6.22 respectively. As would be expected from observation of
the time series, both zonal and meridional components at both height ranges have a
very significant signal with period of one year. A significant half-year periodic signal
is only present in the zonal component of the 84–88km data in all time bins and in
the 92–96km data over the first two time bins. Evidence of components with two-year
and one-third year periods is also present; again these are strongest in the zonal wind
component.
Like variances in airglow intensity, the variance of winds recorded by the MF
radar can also give information on the gravity wave activity. The variances were
calculated relative to the overall mean in each respective time interval. The plots
shown in figures 6.23 and 6.24 show the eight day averaged result for zonal, meridional
and estimated vertical components for the two altitude ranges of interest. A first
glance clearly shows that variance enhancements are nowhere near as pronounced as
they are in the optical data. Even so, both zonal and meridional wind component
variances at both height ranges do exhibit a periodic variance increase around the
equinoctal periods as observed in the optical data. Significantly the autumn peak
appears somewhat earlier than in the optical case; whereas the airglow peak was
usually located between March and April, the wind variances appear to peak between
January and February. The spring peak appears in a similar location to that in the
optical data and likewise is not as strong as the autumn peak.
The relative height of the spring peak compared to the autumn peak is higher in the
vertical component, although given the obvious noise in the vertical data (especially in
the 84–88km height range), care must be taken that noise peaks are not interpreted as
geophysical in nature. The deterioration of the vertical data was the result of problems
in the antenna array as previously noted. The variance time series was more severely
affected than the vertical component time series itself.
Three-point smoothed Lomb periodograms of the radar variance data are displayed
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1992−2000 Buckland Park MF radar: 84−88km Zonal wind
1992−2000 Buckland Park MF radar: 84−88km Meridional wind




























































































































Figure 6.23: Eight-day averaged variance of wind components measured by the Buck-
land Park MF radar. The data presented here are derived from the average of wind
in the 2km range bins between 84km and 88km inclusive. As in figures 6.19 and 6.20
the eight-day averaging was employed to improve the clarity of the plot.
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1992−2000 Buckland Park MF radar: 92−96km Zonal wind
1992−2000 Buckland Park MF radar: 92−96km Meridional wind




























































































































Figure 6.24: Eight-day averaged variance of wind components measured by the Buck-
land Park MF radar as in figure 6.23 but for range bins between 92km and 96km
inclusive.
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in figures 6.25 and 6.26. The horizonal 84–88km and 92–96km data show strong peaks
at one, two and half year periods as well as a cluster of others at around 200 days
and 500 days. The vertical data agrees with this to a certain extent although the
peaks are not as strong particularly for periods greater than half a year. The two-year
peak is weakest in meridional data at both height ranges. A significant peak with a
period around 2000 days occurs in both horizontal 92–96km components whereas in
the lower height range it occurs only at certain times, and then only at a much lower
(and less than significant) amplitude. The vertical periodogram shows a suggestion of
a peak with period between 2000 and 3000 days which, like the similar period seen
in the optical data might be associated with the eleven year solar cycle. However,
the difficulty with vertical data after 1996 necessitates careful consideration of any
apparent feature in the vertical wind. In this case it can be said that such a periodicity
might be real but more data are required in order to confirm this beyond doubt.
6.5 Radar–photometer intercomparison
Although the variance time series from the radar and optical data contain significant
levels of noise, a comparison between them is informative since both are directly com-
parable as an indication of the level of wave activity; being from the same height regions
of the atmosphere some degree of similarity between the two observations would be
expected. By inspection, the spectra obtained from the Lomb analysis of the radar and
optical variances have some obvious differences although there are features common
to both. Like the optical data, the horizonal 84–88km and 92–96km data show strong
peaks at one, two and half year periods. As noted earlier these are accompanied by
others clustered around 200 days and 500 days which have an appearance which is
reminiscent of the discrete peaks observed in the optical intensity spectra with periods
around 30 days and therefore may also be signatures of pseudo-periodic activity.
The strong peaks at one, two and half year periods seen in the wind variances
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1992−2000 Buckland Park MF radar: 84−88km Zonal wind
1992−2000 Buckland Park MF radar: 84−88km Meridional wind












































































Figure 6.25: Three-point smoothed, normalised Lomb periodogram for MF wind vari-
ance data for 84km to 88km as shown in figure 6.23.
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1992−2000 Buckland Park MF radar: 92−96km Zonal wind
1992−2000 Buckland Park MF radar: 92−96km Meridional wind












































































Figure 6.26: Periodogram as for figure 6.25 but utilising data from 92km to 96km from
figure 6.24.
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correspond to similar peaks observed in the optical variances. It has been well es-
tablished that gravity wave activity can be deduced from radar wind variances, and
the correlation noted in this study therefore confirms that similar conclusions can be
validly reached using observations from photometers and spectrometers. The present
study had the advantage of being able to utilise three effectively independent pho-
tometers which, among other things would lead to the identification of any long-term
instrumental variation which might otherwise be attributed to geophysical effects. As
an example, this redundancy was useful here in determining that the drop in field
three’s response in 1997 had no appreciable effect on the spectrum of the long-term
signal. An instrument design which incorporated routine calibration capabilities would
remove this ambiguity from spectrometer and single-field photometers.
Optical OI intensity data showed a suggestion of a 2000 day (5.5 year) periodicity
which is being attributed to solar cycle effects. Such a link was not totally surprising
given that the airglow mechanism is excited by solar radiation. Although weak, it was
interesting to observe an indication of this signal in the wind data at 92–96km as well,
whereas it was almost totally absent from the 84–88km wind data. Unfortunately its
presence in the OH optical intensity data cannot be checked thoroughly because of
Milky Way contamination, although based on the periodogram of the OH intensity
data shown in figure 6.10, it appears more than likely that this periodicity is present at
least to some extent. Comparison between the 92–96km wind variance and the 557.7nm
airglow periodograms shows that the 2000 day period signal is certainly weakest in the
wind data; given that the 2000 day peak is also considerably weaker in the OH data
compared to OI data its apparent absence in the 84–88km wind variance may simply
be due to an extremely low amplitude. This would not be surprising; if the eleven
year solar cycle is behind the periodicity observed in optical data the most obvious
mechanism for this is the varying solar energy flux affecting the number of excited
molecules — and therefore overall airglow intensity — at mesopause heights. The
wind variance is a measure of gravity wave activity and any solar-cycle related effect
in the wind data would have to be via an interaction between solar radiation level and
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gravity wave generation, an interaction which would be very weak if it existed at all.
However, in order to make any conclusive statements regarding this long-term trend a
more extensive dataset would be required since the optical data under consideration
has a span of only five years. In any case it certainly appears that the airglow is more
sensitive to the mechanism causing the 2000 day period than the MF wind data which
is what would be expected if it was of solar-cycle origin.
6.5.1 Cross spectral comparisons
To quantify the relationship between the data observed with the photometer and the
radar a number of cross-spectral estimations were made following the method outlined
in section 4.6.2 on page 102. Because of the relatively large amount of noise in the
variances this part of the study was restricted to consideration of wind component
magnitudes and photometer intensities. Even so, it became clear from observations
of various phase spectra and simulated data that phase estimations could be made no
better than ±pi
4
given the data under consideration.
Photometer field 1 was chosen as representative of the optical data with cross spec-
tra formed between this field and meridional/zonal wind components. The 557.7nm
data were compared to average wind data between 92km and 98km (range bins 92km
to 96km) while wind data from 84km to 90km (range bins 84km to 88km) were used
with the 730nm data. Data from the middle two timebins (2100–2359 and 0000–0259)
were used since these times are unaffected by the effects of shorter observation times
during summer. A representative cross spectral result is shown in figure 6.27 with ta-
bles 6.1 to 6.3 summarising the phases observed for significant periodicities identified
previously from the Lomb periodograms of the long-term time series.
Although there was considerable phase noise present, it was usually possible to
identify a unique phase for each of the selected periodicities. Generally, phase coher-
ence between the datasets and across local timebins is good, with the phases being
in agreement with qualitative obervations noted earlier in this chapter. At times,
however, ambiguities in the phase and noisy phase spectra clearly had an affect as
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Figure 6.27: Cross spectrum between the 557.7nm intensity observed by field one of
the photometer and the average zonal wind observed by the MF radar between 92km
and 98km. The time series used were the average of the respective quantities recorded
between 2100 and 2359 local time at Buckland Park for each day data were available.
Significant peaks can be identified with periods of approximately 720 days, 360 days
and 180 days as would be expected based on the previous harmonic analysis.
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Period Zonal/Meridional 558nm/Zonal 558nm/Meridional
720 days −pi
2
, ±pi 0 , 0 −pi , −pi
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Table 6.1: Phases of selected periodicities in the cross spectrum between the 557.7nm
optical intensity and MF wind components between 92km and 98km. For each cross
spectrum, phases are reported for the timebins running from 2100–2359 and 0000–0259
local time, separated by commas. Hyphens indicate a lack of a clearly defined cross
spectral peak at the respective period; ±pi denotes that in the region of the respective
period the phase was changing rapidly between these two values and its true value is
therefore in doubt.
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Table 6.2: As for table 6.1 but for 730nm optical data and 84km–88km radar wind
components. Due to actions of the Milky Way on the 730nm optical intensity data as
outlined in the text, it should be noted that reliability of the results for at least the
360-day period are dominated by the galactic light rather than light of atmospheric
origin.
Period 558nm/730nm













Table 6.3: As for table 6.1 but for 557.7nm and 730nm optical data. The Milky Way’s
adverse influence on the 730nm data should be recalled when considering these figures.
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evidenced by inconsistent phases and phase coherence.
6.6 Summary
A Lomb-Scargle analysis of optical intensity data identified significant signals with
periodiciteis of two years, one year and one half year which have been linked to seasonal
processes. A periodicity identified at one third of a year is thought to be the result of
interactions between the one year and one half year signals, while a five and a half year
period appears likely to have its origin in the eleven year solar cycle. The variance
of the optical intensity showed clear periodicities at two years, one year and half a
year. Signatures at other periods were well below even the 50% confidence limit. An
equinoctal enhancement in activity was seen, with the autumn enhancement (during
March and April) being generally higher than that in spring (September and October).
The long-term behaviour of the spectrum of the variance of optical intensity was
studied, and showed a drop in spectral power associated with periodicities less than
thirty minutes during autumn and spring. Comparison with summer and winter spec-
trum suggested that the increase in wave activity observed during the equinoctal pe-
riods was concentrated in the longer periods (more than thirty minutes).
Wind data from a colocated MF radar were analysed in a similar way to the optical
data. Periods of one year and two years were clearly identified with a somewhat weaker
signal at half a year. There was a weak suggestion of a five and a half year signal,
although it was not conclusive. Vertical wind velocities, although adversely affected
at times due to equipment problems, appeared to maximise concurrently with optical
intensity maxima.
A complex extension to the Lomb method allowed cross spectral comparisons to
be made between the optical and radar data. In general, the correlation between the
periodicities observed qualitatively were found to be statistically significant and have
consistent phase relationships.
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c h a p t e r
7
Conclusions and further work
The work presented in this thesis concerns the analysis of 557.7nm OI and 730nm
OH airglow photometer data from Buckland Park with two separate goals in mind:
to obtain a climatology of gravity-wave disturbances seen in the airglow layers, and
to study the long-term behaviour of the airglow emissions themselves. In doing so a
number of data processing techniques were developed which increased the amount of
optical data available for use in the analyses. An overview of the major findings and
outcomes within these areas is presented in this chapter, followed by suggestions for
further work which build on the results of this project.
7.1 Gravity wave analysis
Cross-spectral analysis was successfully employed on a five year optical dataset to
obtain parameters for wave activities observed. Interference from the Milky Way
was virtually eliminated through the application of a wavelet-based filtering technique
which had minimal impact on the time series in regions not originally affected by
the Milky Way. Intrinsic wave parameters were deduced using FCA (full correlation
analysis) wind data from a co-located MF radar system. In addition, data from the
OH (730nm) channel were used to estimate the vertical flux of horizontal momentum
associated with each identified wave.
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Wave directionality showed clear anisotropies in all seasons, with the preferred
direction varying from season to season. Generally there was a distinct lack of waves
with northward and westward components which is only partially explainable by the
filtering effects of the winter mesospheric jet. Furthermore, the persistence of the
eastward waves during summer would not be expected if the waves originated in the
lower atmosphere due to filtering by the eastward summer jet. Seasonal variations
of other wave parameters (namely horizontal phase speed, horizonal wavelength and
period) were not pronounced.
The published procedure for calculating momentum and energy fluxes based on
optical data was refined since assumptions made originally proved to be inappropriate
for many waves detected by the photometer. Analysis of each previously identified
wave event with the revised method resulted in apparently reasonable flux estimates
in around 90% of the cases with about 50% being well within limits of other published
work. This indicates what while the methodology might be sound in principle, there
appears to be issues with its practical application which have not been fully quantified.
There are also additional issues which still require attention: the assumption made by
the method that all waves are vertically propagating, and the question of whether a
more accurate intensity perturbation estimate is required and/or possible. While the
latter can be addressed in time, the question of vertical propagation is not so easily
dealt with. There is no method whereby optical observations such as those presented
can indicate whether a given disturbance is caused by a vertically propagating wave
or a ducted wave. Observations at two heights can only show an apparent lack of
propagation between the layers which could be due to either ducting or the presence of
a critical layer between the two emissions. When analysing optical data for momentum
and energy fluxes, this limitation must be acknowledged.
Comparison with other studies and a consideration of the Fourier-based cross-
spectral method employed throughout this study suggests that the waves identified
by the photometer are most likely to be part of the total wave field rather than the
temporally isolated quasi-monochromatic (QM) waves often seen in airglow imager
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data. It is therefore expected that differences will arise when comparing wave param-
eter statistics from the two types of instruments, since different wave populations are
being considered.
7.2 Airglow variability
Using three hour average intensities, a time series comprising one point per day was
formed using the optical data, spanning the years from April 1995 to May 2000. Sim-
ilar treatment was afforded to concurrent MF radar data to facilitate comparisons.
To investigate periodic behaviour of these time series a Lomb-Scargle analysis was
performed, with a complex extension of this allowing calculation of the cross spec-
trum between optical intensities and radar winds. Because this analysis relied on the
optical contribution of the terrestral atmosphere’s airglow, only the 557.7nm OI data
were used throughout this section due to an inability to successfully remove the Milky
Way from the 730nm data while leaving the mean intensity undisturbed. 730nm data
were used only when considering variance relative to each night’s respective mean. A
Lomb-Scargle analysis was chosen due to the discontinuous nature of the data caused
by both the moon preventing optical observations when up, and miscellaneous equip-
ment outages.
The Lomb analysis of the optical data identified periods of two years, one year,
one half year and one third year with a high degree of certainty in the optical data. In
addition, a signal with a period of around 2000 days (5.5 years) was also consistently
seen. The one half, one and two year periodicities are thought to be seasonal in
nature with the one year and two year signals being dominated by the equinoctal
enhancements, while the one third year period is considered to be a product of a
non-linear interaction between the one year and one half year signals. The 2000 day
period appears to be linked closely to the 11 year solar cycle, although more data are
necessary in order to confirm this.
Discrete peaks with period around thirty days were also identified by the Lomb
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analysis of the OI data, although their amplitude was no greater than the 50% confi-
dence limit. Modelling with a simulated dataset showed that peaks of this amplitude
are not typically caused by the windowing effect of the moon-induced non-observation
times. No seasonal or yearly consistency could be identified in this period region,
ruling out a significant signal caused by the 27 day solar rotation. It was concluded
that these peaks are most likely due to an interaction between a weak signal with
amplitude comparable to noise and the sampling effect of the moon. The low level of
such a signal (if it exists) makes it impossible to quantify within the confines of the
present dataset.
Lomb periodograms of the variance of the OI intensity was used as a measure
of overall gravity wave activity. An enhancement in wave activity as inferred from
this data is seen in the equinoctal periods although significantly it is missing from
some years. Also significant is the suggestion that the spring enhancement was not
particularly prevalent in the OH data.
A standard spectral analysis of the optical variance for both OH and OI showed
that the equinoctal enhancements in gravity wave activity predominantly occurred at
periods greater than thirty minutes. A correlated reduction in the power of shorter
period waves was also identified.
A similar Lomb-based analysis of concurrent radar data identified one half year,
one year and two year periods in the wind velocity and variance data. No consistent
signature of a one third year period was identified, although there may be a weak
signal with 2000 day period. Once again, a longer dataset would be required to
further pursue the possible existence of the latter signal. Vertical wind estimations do
show an increase during equinoctal periods which is expected since the enhancement
in airglow intensity seen at these times is associated with increased vertical transport
of atmospheric species, particularly atomic oxygen.
Finally, a cross-spectral comparison between the radar winds and the optical in-
tensity data demonstrated that many of the periodic signals identified in the separate
time series maintained consistent phases across the instruments and across local time
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intervals.
7.3 Further research
The results of this study have highlighted some promising areas of enquiry for further
research. Obviously the acquisition of a further five years of optical data at Buckland
Park will present the possiblity of more complete evaluation of the existence of links
between the eleven year solar cycle and the airglow intensity. Furthermore, introduc-
tion of routine Doppler-mode operation of the Buckland Park MF radar will enable
direct measurements of the momentum flux to be made with the optical intensity data,
enabling a more thorough investigation of the optical momentum flux derivations and
the numerous issues raised by the present study.
This study used Fourier-based cross spectral techniques to identify wave signatures,
although this has the acknowledged restriction that it is less sensitive to disturbances
which persist for only a fraction of the night. A possible way around this restriction is
to employ a so-called ‘cross-wavelet’ method described by Torrence & Compo (1998)
and demonstrated by Pancheva & Mukhtarov (2000) which will be, by definition, more
sensitive to shorter-lived disturbances. Statistics gathered from such an analysis are
likely to give a more complete picture of the perturbations experienced by the airglow
layers. In addition, this method could be more sensitive to coherent features in both
layers which are displaced temporally which might allow more reliable detection of
the vertical properties of the waves being observed. Another alternative would be
to divide each night up into three hour blocks and re-analyse with the Fourier-based
methods, the shorter time series reducing the masking effects present when a signal
is temporally isolated in a much longer time series. A comparison between these two
methods could also prove valuable.
As mentioned, an attempt to compare Buckland Park and Davis Station optical
data did not proceed due to the unique problems associated with auroral contami-
nation of the latter. However, it should be possible to construct a reliable detection
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and exclusion algorithm to deal with this contamination since the Davis instrument
includes a filter which reliably detects the presence of auroral activity. The presence
of the MF radar at Davis means that a Davis MF/optical dataset could be utilised
in a similar way to the Buckland Park set presented herein, resulting in a potentially
useful cross-latitude comparison.
As mentioned earlier, concurrent MF Doppler radar operation will give an indepen-
dent measure of the gravity wave energy and momentum fluxes at the height of the OH
airglow layer. Such results could be used to determine whether the optically estimated
values are representative of the physical processes. The large number of high flux val-
ues calculated in the study, the previously explored limits of the Fourier methods and
the lack of agreement between the photometer and imager data do, however, warrant
attention. One significant question is whether the waves identified by the photometer
are real gravity waves or simply produced within the analysis by the passage of many
different waves at various times during the night. If investigations suggest the latter,
the physical significance of the detected ‘waves’ should be determined. The present
study indicates that it is likely that at least 50% of the waves detected by the pho-
tometer are real. Further work with a co-located imager and the Doppler MF radar,
in addition to the exploration of alternative data processing methods could go a long
way to fully classifying (and possibly improving) the photometer’s observational limits
and overall reliability.
The study of the long-term variability of optical and radar data suggested that a
number of periodic components may be present with periods below 100 days. With
the analysis employed here their significance levels were low but perhaps not so low as
to preclude further, more detailed investigation into their origin. A brief investigation
was made of signals with periods around thirty days observed in the optical data,
but this could not identify any consistent behaviour. However, given the nature of
signals seen in the present results with periodicities below 100 days, a more exhaustive,
targeted study of these signals may prove valuable in expanding our understanding of
the airglow dynamics and the properties of the analysis methods when applied to this
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data.
To further enhance the reliability of the Buckland Park optical data, a real-time
cloud detector (Clay et al. 1998) should be installed to operate in conjunction with the
photometer. This would give an unambigious indication of the cloud-cover and thus
a quantitative test for the reliability of the optical data, which could then be used to
implement a more autonomous mode of analysis operation.
At various times during the study problems were noticed with the operation various
components of the photometer. Although it was usually possible to program the
control and analysis software to circumvent these, the time is fast approaching when
the causes will have to be addressed rather than the effects. For example, at this time
problems with the filter wheel have resurfaced which possibly cannot be dealt with
efficiently in software. In order to build on the comprehensive dataset collected over
the past five years it is important to continue the instrument’s operation and improve
its reliability. Possible issues to be addressed are outlined below:
• replacement of the current filter wheel drive mechanism with a directly connected
stepper motor;
• replacement of the ‘position indicator’ microswitches with a Hall-effect mecha-
nism;
• improvement of the shielding of the interconnecting cables between the control
electronics and the host computer to try to prevent spurious spikes in the data;
• replacement of field three’s photomultiplier tube with a IR-sensitive model sim-
ilar to those currently in fields one and two; and
• implementation of a controlled temperature environment within the instrument
to maintain filter temperature.
With the implementation of these hardware improvements the instrument’s effec-
tive lifetime should be extended indefinitely. In addition to this, an alteration of the
filters in use would extend the usefulness of the data further to include OH rotational
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temperature. The 557.7nm filters could be retained as they are to maintain total com-
patibility with the previous five year dataset, enabling the solar cycle intensity link to
be pursued. The 730nm filters could be removed and replaced with two narrow-band
filters each centred on a specific vibrational-rotational OH line and a ‘background’ fil-
ter. This would enable temperature measurements to be made and allow a correction
for background light in a similar way to that employed by Hecht et al. (1997) and oth-
ers. A 20 second sampling of the 557.7nm emission every 60 seconds could be retained
(again for compatibility with past datasets), followed by approximately 7 second dwell
times for each position corresponding to the three new filters. Allowance has been
made for a finite filter wheel rotation rate, although the exact timing would be depen-
dent on the performance of the upgraded system. Based on experiences at Buckland
Park and Davis, the seven second dwell time should give an adequate signal amplitude.
This arrangement would allow each channel to see its own dedicated 557.7nm filter
and each of the three new filters in turn every 60 seconds, giving three independent
measurements of OI brightness and OH rotational temperature every minute. The
instrument would still give gravity wave propagation information at the two emission
heights as before, but for the OH emission this would be through OH temperature
perturbations rather than via an uncalibrated intensity.
a p p e n d i x
A
Davis MF radar
The Davis MF radar was recommissioned in 1994 having been moved from Mawson
and significantly upgraded after 10 years of operation. Davis station is located in
Antarctica at 68◦35′S, 77◦58’E. Transmission occurs at 1.94MHz. Design and logisitic
decisions related to the environment at Davis meant that the system was considerably
smaller and simpler than that operating at Buckland Park. Originally it was intended
to use data from the photometer and MF radar at Davis to compare with the Buckland
Park dataset. However, due to issues raised in the main text this was not possible.
A.1 Hardware
The arrangement of the antennae is shown in figure A.1. Transmission occurred on an
array of four half wave dipoles 10m above the ground, arranged in a square with sides
approximately 80m long. Opposite elements (sides) were driven in parallel. Either
right hand or left hand circular polarization could be selected by appropriate choice
of phasing for the two pairs of elements. Reception occurred on three crossed dipole
antennae arranged to form an equilateral triangle with 180m sides. The height of the
crossed dipole elements ranged from 10m in the centre of the dipole to 2m at the
extremities. The system used a pulse repetition frequency of 80Hz with a data set
acquisition taking 102.4 seconds — the same as the Buckland Park MF system.
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Figure A.1: Davis MF radar antenna arrangement
A.2 Radar operation
As at Buckland Park, the MF radar system at Davis was controlled by an IBM PC
compatible, although the actual acquisition software in use was different. The system
was simpler than the Buckland Park version owing mainly to the smaller antenna
array and the lack of beam steering capabilities. This latter point meant that Doppler
measurements could not be carried out by the Davis MF radar and therefore only
spaced antenna wind data was available.
a p p e n d i x
B
Trends of airglow imager
observations near Adelaide,
Australia
This appendix contains a copy of the paper ‘Trends of airglow imager observations
near Adelaide, Australia’, by J. H. Hecht, R. L. Walterscheid, J. Woithe, L. Campbell,
R. A. Vincent and I. M. Reid, published in Geophysical Research Letters 24, 587–590,
1997. Also included is a comment on this paper (Geophysical Research Letters 25,
21–22, 1998) and a subsequent reply.
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a p p e n d i x
C
Analysis and interpretation of
quasi-monochromatic gravity waves
This appendix contains a copy of the paper ‘Analysis and interpretation of airglow and
radar observations of quasi-monochromatic gravity waves in the upper mesosphere and
lower thermosphere over Adelaide, Australia (35◦S, 138◦E)’, by R. L. Walterscheid, J.
H. Hecht, R. A. Vincent, I. M. Reid, J. Woithe and M. P. Hickey, published in Journal
of Atmospheric and Solar-Terrestrial Physics 61, 461–478, 1999.
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Abstract
Observations of wave!driven ~uctuations in emissions from the OH Meinel "OHM# and O1 Atmospheric band were
made with a narrow!band airglow imager located at Adelaide\ Australia "24S\ 027E# during the period April 0884 to
January 0885[ Simultaneous wind measurements in the 79Ð099 km region were made with a co!located MF radar[ The
directionality of quasi!monochromatic "QM# waves in the mesopause region is found to be highly anisotropic\ especially
during the solstices[ During the summer\ small!scale QM waves in the airglow are predominately poleward propagating\
while during winter they are predominately equatorward[ The directionality inferred from a Stokes analysis applied to
the radar data also indicates a strong NÐS anisotropy in summer and winter\ but whether propagation is from the north
or south cannot be determined from the analysis[ The directionality of the total wave _eld "which contains incoherent
as well as coherent features# derived from a spectral analysis of the images shows a strong EÐW component\ whereas\
an EÐW component is essentially absent for QM waves[ The prevalence of QM waves is also strongly seasonally
dependent[ The prevalence is greatest in the summer and the least in winter and correlates with the height of the
mesopause^ whether it is above or below the airglow layers[ The height of the mesopause is signi_cant because for
nominal thermal structures it is associated with a steep gradient in the Brunt!Vaisala frequency that causes the base of
a lower thermospheric thermal duct to be located in the vicinity of the mesopause[ We interpret the QM waves as waves
trapped in the lower thermosphere thermal duct or between the ground and the layer of evanescence above the duct[
Zonal winds can deplete the thermal duct by limiting access to the duct or by negating the thermal trapping[ Radar
measurements of the prevailing zonal wind are consistent with depletion of zonally propagating waves[ During winter\
meridional winds in the upper mesophere and lower thermosphere are weak and have no signi_cant e}ect on meridionally
propagating waves[ However\ during summer the winds in the duct region can signi_cantly enhance ducting of southward
propagating waves[ The observed directionality of the waves can be explained in terms of the prevailing wind at
mesopause altitudes and the seasonal variation of distant sources[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[
0[ Introduction
The appearance in airglow images of distinct wave!like
features having one to several cycles seems to be a very
 Corresponding author[ Tel[] ¦0!209!225!6421^
e!mail] richard[walterscheidÝaero[org
common occurrence "Gardner and Taylor\ 0886^ Wu and
Killeen\ 0885^ Swenson et al[\ 0884\ Taylor et al[\ 0884a
b#[ In accordance with common usage\ we refer to these
disturbances as quasi!monochromatic "QM# features
even when they have as few as one cycle[ QM airglow
features were observed in ½64) of the all!sky broad!
band images of OH Meinel airglow during some periods
of a recent study reported by Wu and Killeen "0885#[ Why
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QM features are so common is still an open question[
The prevalence of QM waves may be in large part an
observational bias in favor of waves that have long ver!
tical scales "and do not su}er strong cancellation e}ects#
and have horizontal structure that is well!de_ned within
the _eld of view " fov#[ We have found that wavenumber
spectra of images that contain QM features typically do
not show dominant spectral peaks at the observed QM
wavelengths[ Power is greatest at the longest resolvable
scale and decreases with decreasing scale down to the
noise ~oor "Hecht et al[\ 0883\ 0884#[
Even though QM features are not dominant they are
obvious features of the data and can show up as enhance!
ments in power spectra that have been ~attened to remove
the overall slope[ The nature of these features is of inter!
est[ They have short horizontal wavelengths "I099 km#
and they have su.ciently long vertical wavelengths to
avoid strong cancellation e}ects "u09 km#\ or are evan!
escent[
Waves with long vertical wavelengths are good can!
didates for ducted waves[ Ducted waves are internal
waves trapped between two evanescent regions or
between an evanescent region and the ground and in the
strongest sense exhibit some degree of resonance
"Francis\ 0862#[ Nonresonant waves cannot exist as per!
manent free waves and will decay without continuous
forcing[ However\ trapping favors long!distant propa!
gation whether or not the waves are resonant and we
loosely refer to trapped internal waves as ducted[ Fairly
modest gradients in the background state can cause waves
with long vertical wavelengths to be trapped by evan!
escence[ They can be trapped by gradients in the Brunt!
Vaisala frequency "N# or by wind shear or by both[ Ducts
where wave trapping is caused primarily by N gradients
are thermal ducts\ while ducts where trapping is caused
primarily by wind gradients are Doppler ducts "Pitteway
and Hines\ 0854^ Francis\ 0862^ Richmond\ 0867^ Schu!
bert and Walterscheid\ 0873^ Chimonas and Hines\ 0875^
Wang and Tuan\ 0877#[ A recent study by Isler et al[
"0886# argues that Doppler ducting may explain a sig!
ni_cant fraction of the QM events seen in all!sky images[
Wind shear can also have the opposite e}ect] it can
diminish the trapping of waves in a thermal duct[ Jones
"0861# was the _rst to examine this e}ect[ When there is
a wind shear across a thermal duct the winds at the top
or bottom of the duct "depending on the sense of the
shear# can Doppler shift the wave away from evan!
escence[ If the shear is strong enough\ the thermal trap!
ping can be annulled and ducting eliminated altogether[
Wind shear has its maximum e}ect when it is aligned
with the direction of wave propagation[ Waves pro!
pagating normal to the shear do not feel Doppler e}ects[
Jones found that there is a range of allowed propagation
azimuths for ducted waves that depends on the strength
of the wind shear[ As the shear increases\ the range of
permitted azimuths decreases[ Propagation normal to the
shear is always allowed[ Similarly\ Doppler ducting is
azimuth sensitive\ being greatest for wave propagation
aligned with the ~ow and nil for propagation normal to
the ~ow[ Thus the directionality of ducted waves at a
given location can be sensitive to the wind direction[
The purpose of this paper is to present the seasonal
observations of small!scale QM waves made at Adelaide\
Australia and discuss them in terms of wave sources and
propagation\ including the ducting concepts introduced
above[ The organization of the rest of the paper is as
follows] in section 1 we discuss wave types and the cor!
responding domains of dependence for waves observed
overhead at mesopause altitudes^ in section 2 we present
the theory of critically re~ected waves^ in section 3 we
describe the instruments\ data and analysis methods^ in
section 4 we present results^ in section 5 we present full
wave analysis of some numerical examples^ in section 6
we discuss the results^ and in section 7 we summarize our
conclusions[
1[ Waves in the mesopause region
Waves in the mesopause region\ as elsewhere\ may be
internal or external "evanescent#[ The former may be
vertically progressive or vertically standing[ Standing
waves are trapped waves[ The sources of wave generation
for ducted waves can be distant compared to the sources
for internal waves that propagate freely without trapping[
We _rst examine the domain of dependence for a point
in the mesopause region ignoring refractive e}ects[
Ignoring wind shear and thermal gradients\ an internal
wave packet seen in an airglow layer at a height Z has
traveled a horizontal distance X where X is related to














where ug and wg are\ respectively\ the horizontal and
vertical group velocities k and m\ respectively\ are the
horizontal and vertical wavenumbers "k  1p:Lx and
m  1p:Lz\ where Lx and Lz are\ respectively\ the hori!
zontal and vertical wavelengths#[ "Note] m³ 9 for
upward energy transfer[# The quantity H is the scale









v¼  v−k = u¹ "1b#
where v is wave frequency\ k  "k\ m#\ u¹ is the mean
wind\ and v¼ is wave intrinsic frequency[ There are two
categories of waves for which X is very large for _xed Z]
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waves for which m: 9 and waves for which m:[ The
former category includes waves that have high intrinsic
frequencies and large horizontal wavenumbers and are
subject to strong refractive e}ects "including ducting# in
realistic background atmospheres[ In the large m "small
wavelength# limit\ waves are subject to very strong scale!
dependent dissipation and should not propagate into the
airglow region[ In addition\ the airglow response to these
waves is suppressed because of strong cancellation e}ects
and these waves should not be evident in airglow obser!
vations[
For waves that are more or less typical of internal





For Lx:Lz ratios in the range 09Ð091 "typical½ hour!
period waves# and Z½ 099 km\ X½ 092Ð093 km[ Subject
to dissipation\ the fairly long!period waves can propagate
long distances before reaching the mesopause region
because the ray paths have shallow slopes[ These waves
are not representative of the QM waves contained within
the fov of the airglow images[
Unless they experience strong refraction related to
ducting\ the observed QM waves should not have traveled
great distances[ Ignoring refraction\ the minimum X for
a given Z is obtained by solving 1"Z:X#:1m  9 for m\
where Z:X is the slope of the wave!packet trajectory[







For typical airglow altitudes Z½ 89 km and H½ 6 km\
giving Xmin½ 1Lx[ For waves resolved in the fov of the
airglow imager Lx³½ 099 km and Xmin³½ 199 km[ On
the short wavelength side of mXmin\ observability is limited
to waves with vertical wavelengths that are comparable
to or greater than the thickness of the emission layers[
Equation "2# gives X³½ 0999 km for layer thicknesses
½09 km and Lx³½ 099 km[ On the long wavelength
side of mXmin\ observability is limited to waves that can
penetrate the region of small N in the upper mesosphere
"see below# without undue attenuation by evanescence[
Thus\ without signi_cant refraction waves seen in the
mesopause region overhead should mainly originate in
the area ½099Ð0999 km distant from the observation
site[
Also of interest are the evanescent extensions of ducted
waves[ The lower boundary of the region in the lower
thermosphere where thermal ducting can occur is formed
in proximity to the mesopause[ Figure 0 shows N1 vs
altitude for summer and winter for Adelaide based on
the MSIS model "Hedin\ 0880#[ Both pro_les show a thick
region of large values of N1 in the lower thermosphere[ On
the bottom side\ values of N1 increase strongly upwards
Fig[ 0[ BruntÐVaisala frequency squared vs altitude for summer
and winter for Adelaide based on the MSIS model "Hedin\ 0880#[
from a fairly thick layer of comparatively small values
of N1 in the upper mesosphere[ The rapid bottom!side
increase commences ½74 km in winter and ½09 km
lower in summer[ The vertical displacement with season
roughly matches the vertical displacement of the meso!
pause^ which is located ½4Ð09 km above the bottom!
side of the duct\ depending on season[
During the winter months\ the mesopause appears to
be above the O1 Atmospheric and OH Meinel "OHM#
airglow layers[ Nominally\ the OHM layer peaks around
76 km and the O1 Atmospheric layer peaks around 82
km\ and both have full widths at half maximum of about
09 km\ or less "Hecht et al[\ 0884#[ During the summer
months\ however\ the mesopause is at or below 74 km
and therefore is located below the centroid of the OHM
layer and below essentially the entire O1 Atmospheric
layer "von Zahn et al[\ 0885#[ This means that during
summer the airglow layers are almost totally "O1 Atmo!
spheric# or mostly "OHM# within the lower ther!
mospheric thermal duct[ During the winter both layers
are below the duct[
Waves ducted in the lower thermosphere and strongly
attenuated by evanescence below the duct should not
have appreciable amplitudes in airglow layers situated
well below the duct "e[g[\ OHM during winter#[ However\
the results we will discuss below indicate that QM fea!
tures are still common during the winter "though less
common than during the summer#\ suggesting rather
weak attenuation[ This will be taken up in the section
where we discuss critical re~ection[
Henceforward\ we refer to the region of large N in the
lower thermosphere as the LT duct[ This terminology
will be used to denote the region where thermal ducting
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can occur[ Whether ducting actually occurs depends on
wave properties and winds[
2[ Critically re~ected waves
In this section we present the theory of critically
re~ected waves[ We consider ducted waves incident from
above on an interface that represents the lower boundary
of an idealized LT duct "see Fig[ 1#[ The boundary sep!
arates two isothermal regions with di}erent values of N[
We denote the lower region as region 0 and the upper as
region 1[ Region 1 is within the duct[ The subscripts I
and R denote the incident and re~ected waves\ and T
denotes the transmitted wave[ The arrows show the direc!
tion of energy "group# propagation[ In region 1







where w"x\ z\ t# w¼ exp i"vt−kx# exp "z:1H# and w is
the vertical velocity\ x is the horizontal coordinate\ z is
the vertical coordinate\ and H is the scale height[ The
boundary between regions 0 and 1 is located at z  9[ In
region 0




The interface conditions are the continuity of w and
dw:dz[ This gives
"m−1 −m−0 #AI  "m¦1 ¦m−0 #AR "6#
Fig[ 1[ Schematic for critically re~ected waves[ The _gure shows
a wave A0 incident from above on an interface that represents
the lower boundary of a thermal duct[ The boundary separates
two isothermal regions with di}erent values of BruntÐVaisala
frequency denoted N0 and N1 in regions 0 and 1 respectively[
Region 1 is within the duct[ The symbols I and R denote the
incident and re~ected waves\ and T denotes the transmitted
wave[ The arrows show the direction of energy "group# propa!
gation[
where m2i  mi3 iai\ ai  0:1Hi and i  0\ 1[ Equation










The re~ection coe.cient is unity "total re~ection# for
m10¾ 9[ The wave is critically re~ected when m0  9[ This
occurs when the wave in region 0 is on the boundary of
evanescence[ "If region 0 is marginally evanescent and
_nite\ near total re~ection requires that the region be
thick[# Among the waves that are totally re~ected at the
boundary of the duct\ the attenuation of energy density
in region 0 is least for critically re~ected waves[








where dN1  N11−N10 and similarly for d"0:3H1#[ The
quantity m11 should be large enough for incident waves
to _t in the LT duct[ For ducts that are not too thick
m11¼ "N11:v1#k1[ For critically re~ected waves with values
of v and k more or less typical of the observed QM
waves m11¼ "dN1:v1#k1[ This implies that if N1½ dN1 the
waves that may be critically re~ected are not too di}erent
from the waves that may be ducted[ The pro_les of N1
shown in Fig[ 0 indicate that a signi_cant population of
ducted waves may be close to critical re~ection[
If the waves in the duct itself are QM waves\ the evan!
escent extensions would also be QM waves[ The greatest
observed prevalence of ducted QM features should be in
the duct\ but QM features should appear in the airglow
layers with an occurrence frequency that depends on how
far below the duct the airglow layer is situated\ and on
the population of waves that is not too far from critical
re~ection[
3[ Measurements and data analysis
In this section we describe the instrumentation for the
airglow and wind observation\ the data and the methods
used to obtain the prevalence and directionality of tra!
veling coherent structures in the mesopause region[
3[0[ Air`low
The measurements reported on in this paper are from
the data set described in Hecht et al[ "0886#[ These
measurements were obtained with the Aerospace CCD
camera\ described in Hecht et al[ "0883#\ which was situ!
ated at the Buckland Park Field Station located approxi!
mately 39 km north of Adelaide\ Australia "24 S\ 027E#
from April\ 0884 to the end of January\ 0885[ The camera
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operated in an autonomous mode taking data every night
between sunset and sunrise during periods when the
moon was no more than one hour above the horizon[
Images of the OH Meinel "7329 Aþ# emission and the O1
Atmospheric Band "7559 Aþ# emission were exposed for 0
min and taken approximately every 6 min during the
night[ These data were corrected for background con!
tamination\ mostly from starlight\ by taking an exposure
through a _lter centered at 7469 Aþ "Hecht et al[\ 0883#[
The fov of the camera is slightly less than 099 by 099 km[
Good\ cloud free data were obtained from over 49
clear nights\ most of these within one week of new moon[
Examination of the data image by image indicated that
a total of 0726 O1 images and 0747 OHM images were
su.ciently free of clouds to be useful in the analysis[ That
is\ clouds were not visible on the 7469 Aþ image and
individual stars were seen to propagate in successive
images[ Clouds would be easily visible on the 7469 Aþ
image due to re~ections from man made light sources
such as the city lights of nearby Adelaide[
The observed QM waves have characteristics con!
sistent with those of Gardner and Taylor "0887# cited
earlier[ We found that typically the horizontal wave!
lengths were a few tens of kilometers while the measured
phase speeds were typically ½49Ð79 ms−0[ Observed per!
iods of ½4Ð19 min were typical[
Using these data\ two di}erent methods were used for
calculating both the percentage of time waves observed\
and their directionality[ One method was a simple wave
counting technique[ First\ the image was divided into
octants^ north "226[4 to 11[4>#\ northeast "11[4 to 56[4>#\
east "56[4 to 001[4>#\ southeast "001[4 to 046[4>#\ south
"046[4 to 191[4>#\ southwest "191[4 to 136[4>#\ west "136[4
to 181[4>#\ and northwest "181[4 to 226[4>#[ If a discrete
feature was seen to propagate between two successive
frames it was counted as the presence of a wave on these
two frames[ The direction toward which the feature was
propagating was judged by eye[ The number observed
was recorded for each of three seasonal periods "around
the summer and winter solstices and the spring equinox#
and for the entire observation period[ The percentage of
time waves were present was calculated by dividing the
total in each direction by the total number of image
frames for each period[ These percentages therefore rep!
resented the fraction of the time discrete QM features
were seen to travel toward a given direction[
The second technique relied on a spectral analysis of
the data as discussed in Hecht et al[ "0886#[ The power in
any direction was calculated from a Fourier analysis in
each image "Hecht et al[\ 0883\ 0884#[ However\ because
this analysis is done in wavenumber for each image but
not in frequency\ there is a 079> ambiguity in the direction
of the waves[ The power for each image is calculated
for four directions] northÐsouth\ eastÐwest\ southwestÐ
northeast\ and southeastÐnorthwest[ The _rst two are
calculated from the "0\9# and "9\0# components of the
Fourier transformed image[ The power in the southwestÐ
northeast direction is the sum of the power in the "0\0#\
"1\1#\ "1\0#\ and "0\1# Fourier components and the power
for the southeastÐnorthwest direction is the sum of the
"0\−0#\ "1\−1#\ "1\−0#\ and "0\−1#[ In order to have
as much power in the diagonal directions "southwestÐ
northeast\ and southeastÐnorthwest# as in the northÐ
south and eastÐwest directions for an isotropic spectrum\
the power in the diagonal directions was modi_ed as
follows[ The 1D power spectrum for these images was
observed to fall o} as the 1D horizontal wave number
raised to the −1[3 power "Hecht et al[\ 0886#[ Thus\ the
0D power spectrum should fall o} as the 0D wave number
raised to the −0[3 power[ This gives a weighting of 9[56
for each sum de_ning a diagonal so that if there were no
preferred wave directionality on average the power in all
four directions would be equal[
3[1[ Radar
The radar results were taken with the Buckland Park
MF radar operating in the spaced antenna mode[ Wind
measurements were taken continuously during the period
of the imager observations\ although equipment mal!
functions and modi_cations to the antenna array meant
that observations were not made from mid!September to
early November 0884[
At night\ winds were measured every 1 km in the 67Ð
87 km height range with a nominal 1!min time resolution[
Whether a wind value was recorded at a particular height
and time depended on the presence of suitable scattering
irregularities so that the e}ective sampling period was
usually greater than 1 min[
In order to obtain information on the directions of
wave propagation\ the data were analyzed using the so!
called Stokes method "Vincent and Fritts\ 0876#[ This
method makes use of the fact that gravity waves are
transverse oscillations that are polarized such that the
horizontal perturbation motions are aligned along the
horizontal direction of propagation[ The raw data at each
height were high!pass _ltered to remove periods longer
than one hour and the mean square amplitudes for the
zonal "u?1#\ meridional "v?1# wind components\ and their
covariance "u?v?# computed[ The Stokes method makes




and the covariance term\
P  1u?v? "01#
Waves propagating predominantly in the eastÐwest
"northÐsouth# direction will give a D which is positive
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"negative#[ The sign of P provides further information
since positive "negative# values imply propagation in the
NE:SW "NW:SE# quadrants[ More quantitatively\ the
alignment\ 8\ of the mean perturbation motions is given
by
18  tan−0"P:D# "02#
where 8 is measured counterclockwise from east[ This
also gives the predominant direction of propagation\ with
an uncertainty of 079>[
The directions were computed for each hour and the
results grouped over two height ranges centered on the
mean heights of the OHM and O1 layers[ Angular dis!
tributions with 29> bin sizes were then constructed for
the summer and winter seasons[
4[ Results
The data describe the directionality and mono!
chromicity of waves in the upper mesosphere and lower
thermosphere[ There are three measures of direc!
tionality*two based on airglow images and the other on
a Stokes analysis of radar data[ One analysis of airglow
imagery involves a two!dimensional Fourier analysis and
gives the directionality of the total wave _eld "including
QM and non!QM features# with a 079> ambiguity[ The
other analysis involves a visual inspection of images and
gives the unambiguous directionality of QM features[
Both techniques based on airglow images give direc!
tionality information for waves on the scale of the fov[
The Stokes analysis of radar data gives the directionality
of coherent features "not necessarily QM# irrespective of
scale size[ Each technique gives information on direc!
tionality as a function of altitude "emission# and season[
Information on monochromicity is obtained from the
inspection of the airglow images[ This technique gives
the frequency of occurrence of QM features that can be
discerned in the images as a function of altitude and
season[
4[0[ Directionality
In this section we discuss the directionality of waves
based on airglow and radar observations[
4[0[0[ Air`low ima`es
The di}erence between the two image!based tech!
niques gives an indication of how the directionality of
QM features di}ers from the directionality of the total
wave _eld including coherent and incoherent non!QM
features[ Figures 2 and 3 are for OHM and show\ respec!
tively\ the amplitude of the radial wavenumber 0 com!
ponent "as de_ned above# of the horizontal wave number
spectrum versus azimuth and a histogram of wave occur!
rence frequency versus azimuth[ The results in Fig[ 2
are subject to a 079> ambiguity\ and for presentation
purposes have been re~ected so that points that di}er by
079> represent the same information[ The directions given
in Fig[ 3 refer to the direction toward which the waves
are seen to propagate[ Although this convention is des!
tination rather than source oriented and the source of the
waves is of greater interest\ it is consistent with standard
usage[ Figures 2 "total wave _eld# and 3 "QM waves#
show a very di}erent directionality for the total wave
_eld and QM waves[ The QM wave _eld shows a much
greater tendency for anisotropy "much less zonal propa!
gation# and shows somewhat greater seasonality[
During the solstitial seasons\ in particular\ there is a
very pronounced NÐS anisotropy for the QM waves and
a very strong seasonality "the designation NÐS means
northÐsouth propagation with a 079> ambiguity\ simi!
larly for EÐW#[ During the summer\ QM waves propa!
gate toward directions south of east and west "south!
poleward# and in the winter they propagate northward
"equatorward#[ The poleward anisotropy in summer is
by far the stronger[ By contrast\ the total wave _eld
exhibits a high degree of isotropy "subject to the 079>
ambiguity# and\ in particular\ shows a signi_cant EÐW
component[ Whether the waves are all toward the west
or all toward the east\ or "most likely# something in
between is indeterminate[ The QM results for the spring
equinox show an anisotropy favoring somewhat propa!
gation toward the northeast[
The corresponding results for O1 Atmospheric are
shown in Figs 4 and 5[ The results are similar to those
shown in Figs 2 and 3[ During the solstitial seasons\ there
is a very pronounced NÐS anisotropy for the QM waves
with a strong seasonality[ During the summer the waves
propagate toward directions south of EÐW while in the
winter they propagate toward directions north of EÐW[
The poleward anisotropy in summer is stronger[ The total
wave _eld shows a much higher degree of isotropy\ with
a signi_cant EÐW component[ To the 079> inde!
terminacy\ the total wave _eld in the O1 Atmospheric
layer is more or less isotropic[
4[0[1[ Stokes analysis of radar data
Figures 6 and 7 show the results of the Stokes analysis
for the summer and winter seasons[ Each _gure shows
results of wave directionality in polar histogram form for
two di}erent altitude ranges "75Ð77 km and 81Ð85 km#[
The data have been normalized to the azimuth bin with
the highest frequency of occurrence[ The results of the
Stokes analysis are ambiguous to 079>[ No data were
available for the spring season[
The results of the Stokes analysis are consistent with
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Fig[ 2[ The amplitude of the radial wavenumber 0 component of the horizontal wave number spectrum vs azimuth for OHM[ The
amplitude is normalized by the mean emission brightness[ The results are subject to a 079> ambiguity and have been re~ected so that
points that di}er by 079> represent the same information[
the results of the wave!counting analysis of QM waves
described in the previous section[ The direction of wave
propagation is predominately NÐS during the solstitial
seasons[ The anisotropy is greater in summer than winter
and greater in the higher range of altitude than the lower[
The altitude increase in anisotropy is more striking in
winter when the lower range of altitudes is near the bot!
tom boundary of the LT duct[ In common with the QM
results\ the Stokes analysis applies to coherent features
in the wave _eld[ They di}er in that the coherent features
in the Stokes analysis do not have to be QM features and
the scales of the Stokes analysis are not limited to those
scales that can be de_ned over the fov of the airglow
imager[ However\ the similarity in the results suggests
that the phenomena described by the airglow QM analy!
sis are closely related to\ if not a subset of\ the phenomena
described by the Stokes analysis[
4[1[ Monochromaticity
Figures 3 and 5 also indicate the number and frequency
of occurrence of QM waves by season and for the total
period of observation[ These values are given in the upper
right corner of each panel[ One should not compare the
frequency of occurrence for OHM and O1 Atmospheric[
The noise level is higher for the latter emission and a
greater proportion of waves will not be apparent in O1
Atmospheric images will not be apparent in OHM[ In a
similar vein\ OHM is not noise!free and some weak waves
may be obscured as well by noise in the OHM images[
Therefore\ it is the seasonal variation of the prevalence
of QM features in the airglow\ rather than the observed
occurrence frequencies or their variation with emission
layer\ that has the greatest signi_cance[
We note a strong seasonal variation for each emission[
The greatest prevalence is in the summer solstice period\
the least is in the winter solstice period and it is inter!
mediate around the spring equinox[ The results of Hecht
et al[ "0886# are consistent with the summertime meso!
pause being at or below the centroid altitude of the OHM
layer and well below the O1 Atmospheric airglow layer[
Thus both layers are located in the lower thermospheric
thermal duct during the summer[ The wintertime meso!
pause is above the OHM layer and this layer\ at least\ is
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Fig[ 3[ Polar histogram of occurrence frequency vs azimuth for QM features seen in images of OHM[ The directions refer to the
directions towards which the waves are seen to propagate[
below the duct[ The inferences of Hecht et al[ "0886# are
consistent with the results of Scheer and Reisin "0889#\
She et al[ "0884# and von Zahn et al[ "0885#[ Thus the
frequency of QM waves correlates with the height of the
mesopause and whether the waves in the airglow layers
are within the lower thermospheric duct\ or below it[
The seasonality does not appear to be a consequence
of a seasonal variation in the background brightness[
Hecht et al[ "0886# show the intensities of the airglow as
a function of time of year[ The OHM brightness is con!
stant to within 19)[ There is no obvious summer to
winter trend and for some periods the winter intensities
are larger than the summer ones[ The O1 Atmospheric
airglow is about 19) stronger than average in the
summer\ near average in the spring\ and around 19) less
intense in the winter[ These trends do not correlate with
the frequency of occurrence of the QM features[
For OHM\ the day!to!day intensity variations can be
much larger than the seasonal trend[ Taken together these
intensity trends do not support a signi_cant observational
bias in the OHM QM results due to seasonal intensity
~uctuations[ For O1 Atmospheric there could be some
bias\ although the change in intensity from winter to
spring is the same as the change from spring to summer[
A bias could exist if there is some threshold level below
which QM features could not be seen[ However\ since the
same trend is seen in the OHM and O1 Atmospheric
data\ the existence of such a threshold for the range of
brightness levels experienced can be e}ectively ruled out[
Since the QM waves in OHM in winter are below
the lower thermosphere duct they are not likely to have
internal structure locally[ They may be the evanescent
tail of waves ducted in the lower thermosphere or waves
ducted between the thermosphere and the ground "Makh!
louf et al[\ 0887# or they may be the extensions of waves
that are not too far from critical re~ection and thus are
minimally attenuated[
5[ Full!wave modeling of waves and implications
We have performed numerical simulations of QM
waves using a steady!state full!wave model[ The simu!
lations were performed for conditions that are more or
less representative of the upper mesosphere and lower
thermosphere over Adelaide[ The model solves the lin!
earized equations of motion for a plane rotating atmo!
sphere subject to dissipation by molecular and eddy vis!
cosity and heat conduction[ The model is described in
detail in Hickey et al[ "0886\ 0887#[ The basic!state tem!
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Fig[ 4[ Same as Fig[ 2 except O1 Atmospheric[
perature pro_le is de_ned using the MSIS!89 model
"Hedin\ 0880# and the winds were obtained by combining
the radar!derived winds for Adelaide with the diurnally
averaged Horizontal Wind Model "HWM!82# "Hedin\
0885#[ The radar winds are shown in Figs 8 and 09 for
the altitude region 67Ð87 km for the winter and summer
seasons\ respectively[ The radar winds and the HWM
agreed well in the region of overlap[ The winds used in
the calculation are shown in Fig[ 00[ In winter\ the pro_le
is characterized by strong eastward winds in the meso!
sphere "with a peak wind of 69 ms−0 near 59 km# and
fairly weak winds in the lower thermosphere[ Compared
to winter\ the summer pro_le is characterized by weaker
winds in the mesosphere "with a peak westward wind of
44 ms−0 near 59 km#\ but signi_cantly stronger winds in
the mesopause region and lower thermosphere\ with a
broad region of fairly strong westward winds in the LT
duct and a shallower region of comparably strong east!
ward winds near its base[ We remark that the simulations
based on the basic!state described above do not represent
numerical case studies of observed waves over Adelaide\
they are meant to illustrate wave and wind e}ects for
conditions more or less representative of the mesopause
region over Adelaide[
Results are shown in two sets[ The _rst set is for wave
propagation opposite to the prevailing wind in the meso!
sphere] eastward propagation in summer and westward
in winter[ Propagation in this sense increases the intrinsic
frequency in the mesophere and drives vertical structure
toward evanescence\ or toward yet stronger evanescence[
The second set is for propagation in the direction of the
prevailing wind in the mesosphere[ Propagation in this
sense decreases the intrinsic frequency in the mesophere
and drives vertical structure toward vertical propagation\
or toward freer propagation "toward smaller vertical
wavelengths that are less sensitive to thermal gradients#[
The results for the _rst and second sets are shown in Figs
01 and 02\ respectively[
Given the parameters of the wave\ an approximate
WKB vertical wavenumber can be calculated from the
dispersion relation[ The vertical wavenumber for wind
and windless condition is shown for sets 0 and 1 in Fig[
03[ The location of the base of the duct is a function of
the refractive index\ being located approximately where
m1  9[
All calculations are done for a wave period of 5 min\
a horizontal phase speed of 64 ms−0 and horizontal wave!
length of 16 km[ These values are within the range of
observed values[ Figure 01"a# shows wave amplitude
given by the square root of the kinetic energy density
"kinetic energy density  mean density×perturbation
velocity squared# and "b# shows the phase of the zonal
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Fig[ 5[ Same as Fig[ 3 except O1 Atmospheric[
wind perturbation[ The actual values of kinetic energy
density are arbitrary and were normalized to the same
value at 29 km[ Four cases are shown] windless January
case "solid curve#\ windless July case "dotted curve#\
mean!wind January case "dot!dashed curve# and mean!
wind July case "dashed curve#[
During summer the waves for the windless case show
dominant internal standing wave structure between
about 89 and 039 km and evanescent structure above and
below this range\ in agreement with where m  9 "Fig[
03#[ During winter\ the transition between internal and
evanescent behavior near the mesopause occurs higher
by about 09 km\ re~ecting the seasonal variation in the
mesopause height[ The evanescent decay below where
m1³ 9 occurs much lower in winter than summer[ This
downward penetration of the ducted wave is allowed by
the fairly small values of m1 in accordance with the critical
re~ection arguments given above[ Thus\ even though the
OHM layer is largely below the winter duct\ the occur!
rence of QM waves observed in winter can still be the
manifestation of ducted waves[ The phase variation dur!
ing both seasons shows a progressive "untrapped# com!
ponent in the LT duct[ Because evanescence below the
mesopause is weaker during winter the duct is leakier and
the progressive component is larger[
The zonal winds for set 0 result in a severe reduction
of amplitude in the duct[ This occurs because the winds
shift to m1 larger negative values in the mesosphere\ mak!
ing the evanescence in this region stronger "Fig[ 03a#[
This means that waves propagating up from below are
severely attenuated through the mesosphere[
Figure 02 is the same as Fig[ 01 except for set 1 wave
propagation] propagation such that Doppler e}ects shift
the waves away from evanescence in the mesosphere[ The
windless cases are repeated for reference[ Relative to the
windless case\ the wave in summer shows stronger ampli!
tudes and non!evanescent wave structure over a larger
range of altitudes[ The reason for this is evident in the
variation of m1 "Fig[ 03b#[ For both winter and summer
the region of evanescence in the mesosphere is gone[
In summer\ the winds have also shifted m1 away from
evanescence on the topside of the duct[ The result is
much freer access to the lower thermosphere for waves
propagating up from below and minimal trapping[ This
is seen by the phase rotation "as opposed to phase jumps#
throughout the LT duct[ The ability of the LT duct to
support ducted waves in summer is severely diminished
by the winds[ This is a manifestation of the Jones e}ect
limited to waves propagating eastward[
During winter\ the phase behavior indicates that trap!
ping is more e}ective[ However\ access to the lower ther!
mosphere is limited by strong dissipation of the wave
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Fig[ 6[ Polar histogram of occurrence frequency vs azimuth for
Stokes analysis for the summer seasons for two di}erent altitude
ranges "75Ð77 km and 81Ð85 km#[ The data have been nor!
malized to the azimuth bin with the highest frequency of occur!
rence[ The results are subject to a 079> ambiguity and have been
re~ected so that points that di}er by 079> represent the same
information[
through the mesospheric wind maximum[ In this region
the wave is Doppler shifted to very small phase speeds
"½4 ms−0# and very short vertical wavelengths "½1 km#\
with the result that the wave is strongly absorbed by scale!
dependent dissipation[ Somewhat slower waves would be
_ltered out by the combination of critical!level and vis!
cous absorption[ Wave _ltering has been studied exten!
Fig[ 7[ Same as Fig[ 6 except winter[
sively by a number of authors "see for example\ Taylor
et al[\ 0882^ Alexander 0887 and references therein#[
The meridional mean radar winds "not shown# cor!
responding to the zonal winds shown in Figs 8 and 09
are small[ In winter\ the magnitudes are ½1Ð2 ms−0 and
rather variable in direction "slightly northward#[ In sum!
mer they are more consistently northward "out of the
summer pole# and peaking near 81 km with magnitudes
3Ð5 ms−0[ The HWM shows that in winter the meridional
winds remain weak above the region covered by radar[
In summer\ the winds are 19 ms−0 southward at 004
km and about 14 ms−0 northward at 039 km\ gradually
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Fig[ 8[ Prevailing monthly zonal winds for winter 0884 for the
altitude region 67Ð87 km based on radar measurements[
Fig[ 09[ Same as Fig[ 8 except summer 0885[
Fig[ 00[ Prevailing monthly zonal winds for winter 0884 for the
altitude region 49Ð049 km based on the HWM model[
increasing to ½49 ms−0 northward at 299 km[ This com!
bination strengthens the summertime duct for southward
waves without limiting access to waves coming up from
below[
5[0[ Implications for ductin` of QM waves
The full!wave results serve to indicate thermal and
Doppler e}ects on trapping and _ltering in the various
atmospheric regions and to indicate the access of small
scale waves to the airglow region[ However\ it should be
noted that the results from the full!wave model are for
forcing that is nonlocalized in space and time[ On the
other hand\ the QM waves that we observe are localized[
Localized waves have a _nite residence time in atmo!
spheric layers and\ further\ may not always self!interfere
to give standing!wave behavior even when they are sub!
ject to strong re~ection[
The prevalence of QM waves in the airglow region is
clearly a function of their residence time in the region[ A
wave con_ned near the airglow layers has a much better
chance of being observed in the airglow overhead than a
wave that propagates freely through the region[ A proli_c
local source of waves coupled with free access to the
airglow region could populate the airglow region with
QM waves[ For distant sources\ a small!scale wave that
propagates freely through the lower thermosphere with!
out re~ection has no chance of being observed overhead
in the mesopause region[ The chances are better for a
wave that is trapped in the region between the ground
and the layer of evanescence above the LT duct\ and best
for a wave that is trapped near the airglow layers "e[g[\
in the LT duct#[
The trapping of waves in the LT duct is facilitated
by short periods and long horizontal wavelengths[ The
meridionally propagating QM waves we observe have
periods typically½09 min[ Using "1# it is straightforward
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Fig[ 01[ Zonal wind perturbation amplitude "a# given in terms
of the square root of kinetic energy density and phase^ "b# for
eastward and westward propagating waves with period 5 min
and horizontal wavelength 16 km[ Four cases are shown] wind!
less January case "solid curve#\ windless July case "dotted curve#\
mean!wind January case with eastward propagation "dot!dashed
curve# and mean!wind July case with westward propagation
"dashed curve#[
to show that under windless conditions these periods are
near the upper end of the range of waves that may be
trapped and seen within the fov of the imager[ This was
con_rmed by model calculations for windless conditions[
Thus the population of QM waves we observe in winter
when meridional winds are weak could include waves
Fig[ 02[ Same as Fig[ 01 except mean!wind January case with
westward propagation "dot!dashed curve# and mean!wind July
case with eastward propagation "dashed curve#[
trapped between the ground and the region of small
values of N above the LT duct "Makhlouf et al[\ 0887#[
In summer\ trapping of southward propagating waves
is aided by the southward meridional winds in the LT
duct and the fairly strong northward winds higher in the
thermosphere mentioned earlier[ Model simulations with
these meridional winds show stronger trapping for south!
ward propagating waves with ½09 min period[ This is
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Fig[ 03[ Refractive index squared vs altitude for waves shown in
Figs 01"a# and 02"b#[
an example of increased trapping due to the combined
e}ects of Doppler and thermal ducting "Chimonas and
Hines\ 0875#[ Thus\ the proportion of QM waves that are
trapped in the LT duct is likely to be greater in summer
than winter[
5[1[ Implications for directionality of QM waves
Zonally propagating small!scale waves from distant
sources are not likely to be seen above Adelaide during
the solstices[ When propagation is with the wind\ slower
waves will su}er absorption in the mesosphere and waves
that have free access to the duct will not be trapped[ When
propagation is against the wind\ trapping can occur\ but
access to the duct is limited by increased evanescence in
the upper mesosphere[ When small!scale waves have free
access to the thermosphere because of the zonal winds\
the airglow layers can be populated by locally generated
waves[ During the summer "see below# there is a paucity
of sources nearby[ During the winter\ the observing limi!
tations for airglow "clear overhead# may help explain the
near absence of zonally propagating QM waves[
However\ the radar has no such limitation[ The radar
observations show a dominance of NÐS propagation\ but
do show a greater degree of EÐW propagation at OHM
altitudes for winter than is re~ected in the airglow obser!
vations[ Overall\ windless conditions appear more fav!
orable than solstitial zonal winds for the occurrence of
distantly generated small!scale waves over Adelaide[ In
winter\ the meridional winds are weak and propagation
resembles windless conditions[ In summer the meridional
winds strengthen the trapping of southward propagating
waves[ We believe that this helps explain the strong sum!
mer and winter anisotropy in favor of NÐS propagating
QM waves\ i[e[\ waves propagating approximately nor!
mal to the strong prevailing zonal winds in the upper
mesosphere and lower thermosphere[
As mentioned\ the absorption of zonally propagating
waves in the zonal winds below the airglow layers plays
a role in explaining the NÐS anisotropy in QM waves[
However\ some waves are too fast to su}er critical!level
and viscous absorption[ Moreover\ the total wave _eld
"Fig[ 2# does not show the extreme _ltering of EÐW pro!
pagating waves seen in QM waves\ and we do not believe
that this _ltering alone can produce the strong NÐS QM
anisotropy[ The e}ects of winds in diminishing thermal
trapping and strengthening evanescent attenuation in the
upper mesosphere also play a role[
The reversal of the direction of propagation from pole!
ward in the summer to equatorward in the winter is not
explained by zonal wind e}ects^ wave propagation in
either direction is insensitive to the zonal wind[ The sum!
mer to winter reversal is most likely explained in terms
of the seasonal variation in the location of sources of
ducted waves[
It might be argued that apart from wave _ltering the
location of the sources alone might explain the direc!
tionality[ However\ this does not explain the di}erence
between the directionality of the total _eld and QM
features[ There is a signi_cant source of EÐW waves for
the total wave _eld and it seems likely that there would
also be a source for E!W QM waves[ There is a signi_cant
EÐW component during the spring when climatologically
the zonal winds are weak "Hedin\ 0885#[ The fact that
QM EÐW waves are virtually absent during periods of
strong zonal winds argues that the e}ects of the zonal
wind on wave re~ection in the upper mesosphere are
signi_cant[
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5[2[ Implications for seasonality of wave occurrence fre!
quency
The wintertime OHM layer is not in the duct\ yet the
occurrence frequency of QM waves seen in the OHM
airglow is still far from nil\ being only about one third
less frequent in winter[ The wintertime QM waves are
plausibly evanescent extensions of waves in the lower
thermospheric duct[ We suggest that a large fraction of
the ducted waves are not too far from critical re~ection
and are only weakly attenuated by evanescence between
the duct and the airglow layers[ This possibility is made
viable by "7#\ our numerical simulations and the fact that
a signi_cant population of trapped QM waves should be
near critical re~ection[
6[ Discussion
The directionality of QM waves in the mesopause
region is highly anisotropic\ especially during the
solstices\ and highly seasonally dependent[ During the
summer QM waves in the airglow are predominately
poleward propagating\ while during winter they are pre!
dominately equatorward[ The directionality inferred
from the Stokes analysis also indicates a strong NÐS
anisotropy in summer and winter\ but whether the direc!
tion is from the north or south cannot be determined
from the analysis[ The total wave _eld\ which contains
the incoherent continuum as well as coherent features\
shows a di}erent directionality[ Most notably\ the total
wave directionality derived from spectral analysis of the
images shows a strong EÐW component\ whereas\ an EÐ
W component is essentially absent for QM waves[ The
Stokes analysis also shows a signi_cant EÐW component
in winter
The occurrence frequency of QM is also strongly sea!
sonally dependent\ being greatest in summer\ least in
winter and intermediate in springtime[ The occurrence
frequency correlates with the height of the mesopause
and whether it is above or below the airglow layers[ The
height of the mesopause is signi_cant because for nominal
mesopause structures it is associated with a steep gradient
in the N frequency that causes the base of the LT duct to
be located in the vicinity of the mesopause[ During the
summer\ the mesopause is low and is located below the
OHM layer\ while during the winter it is above or near
the O1 Atmospheric layer[ Thus\ during summer the QM
waves are in the duct\ while during winter they are below[
6[0[ Wave sources
The most proli_c source of wave generation north of
Adelaide during the summer is apt to be the extensive
region of deep cumulus convection over northern Aus!
tralia ½1499 km to the north associated with the south!
poleward displacement of the inter!tropical convergence
zone "ITCZ#[ There is little activity over southern and
central Australia during the summer[ During the winter
the most proli_c source of waves is apt to be regions of
unsettled weather in high southern latitudes over and
near Antarctica[ This is consistent with the results of
Allen and Vincent "0884# who found that the seasonal
variation of stratospheric wave energy density has a low!
latitude summer maximum and a middle!latitude winter
maximum[ They show the stronger wave activity over the
northern parts of Australia associated with the monsoon[
As Alexander "0887# notes\ this kind of seasonal variation
cannot be accounted for by _ltering e}ects and appears to
be source "i[e[\ convection# related[ We rule out signi_cant
local sources for the observed QM waves during the sol!
stices[ While wind e}ects could explain a NÐS anisotropy
for waves generated fairly nearby\ we are aware of no
nearby sources that would also plausibly explain the
extreme change from strongly poleward propagation in
summer to equatorward in winter[
6[1[ Wave ductin`
We interpret the observed QM waves as ducted "trap!
ped# waves[ First\ the waves that we observe are in the
frequency and horizontal wavenumber regime of waves
that are most readily ducted by thermal structure] those
with short horizontal wavelengths and short periods[
Second\ the waves are observed in and near the LT ther!
mal duct[ Third\ the prevalence of the waves correlates
with whether they are in the duct or below it "however\
this is complicated by the seasonal variation in sources#[
Also\ the anisotropy as measured by the Stokes analysis
increases toward the center of the duct[ The increase is
much greater in winter\ when the lower of the two altitude
ranges considered was close to the bottom boundary of
the duct[
Fourth\ and perhaps most signi_cantly\ the observed
prevalence and directionality of small!scale QM dis!
turbances at mesopause altitudes\ especially during
summer\ is hard to explain without some wave guiding
related to ducting[ For QM waves to be seen in the
observations over Adelaide\ the source region would have
to be in the domain of dependence of the mesopause
region over Adelaide[ As mentioned\ the observed ani!
sotropy and seasonality of wave directionality are di.!
cult to reconcile in terms of local sources[ On the other
hand\ without strong refractive e}ects the convective
summertime source\ in particular\ is not within the
domain of dependence "see "0#Ð"3# and the accompanying
discussion#[ Overly strong refraction would deny access
to the mesopause altogether[ Insu.ciently strong refrac!
tion would cause the waves to propagate through the
mesopause region before they reached Adelaide[ Long!
distance propagation with access to the mesosphere over
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Adelaide strongly suggests the in~uence of wave trapping
and guidance related to ducting[
In traveling from the source to the point of obser!
vation\ waves are subject to attenuation by geometric
spreading into three dimensions and by dispersion and
dissipation[ It is di.cult to understand how small!scale
QM waves excited at large distances could arrive at
Adelaide with signi_cant amplitudes without strong forc!
ing and strong trapping\ and perhaps some degree of
tuning[ Most meteorological variability capable of wave
generation is on time and space scales much longer than
those of small!scale short!period QM waves[ However\
the convective summertime source may be a strong gen!
erator of small!scale QM waves "Alexander\ 0885#[
QM waves might originate from regions of more!or!
less incoherent broadband forcing[ To produce coherent
QM waves\ selective ampli_cation of frequency!wave!
number components within the frequency!wavenumber
band of the disturbance is required[ Selective ampli!
_cation of this nature requires the existence of ducts that
are tuned to some degree to the frequency!wavenumber
band of the QM wave[
6[2[ Tidal effects
As with the prevailing wind\ tidal winds can increase or
decrease the observability of QM waves in the mesopause
region[ Perhaps the most problematical aspect of long!
distance northÐsouth propagation in the LT duct is the
e}ect of meridional tidal winds in the regions of small N
above and below the duct[ Tides also have an e}ect on
the thermal structure of the LT duct\ but these e}ects
should not be as important as the Doppler e}ects due to
the tidal winds[ If the winds are su.ciently strong in the
regions of low N they can annul the e}ects of thermal
ducting[ This is especially true for waves generated in
the north at low latitudes[ The regions of summertime
convection in northern Australia are not too far equ!
atorward of where the diurnal meridional wind in the
mesosphere is maximum[ Because the most readily ducted
waves "those with large vertical wavelengths# can follow
long oblique paths with shallow slopes "subject to refrac!
tive e}ects#\ a substantial fraction of these waves may
gain access to the duct some distance poleward of where
the diurnal wind is maximum[ Also\ the diurnal tide pro!
pagating up from below does not attain its maximum
amplitude in the main part of the low!N region below the
LT duct and is heavily damped before it reaches the low!
N region above the duct^ while the tide generated higher
in the thermosphere has its maximum amplitudes well
above the LT duct "Forbes\ 0889 and references therein^
Hecht et al[\ 0887^ McLandress et al[\ 0875a\b#[ The
e}ects of the semidiurnal tide are also signi_cant\ but
tidal wind e}ects on meridional propagation in the LT
duct should not be too severe\ especially away from low
latitudes "Hedin\ 0885#[
6[3[ Data limitations and future work
We have argued that the directionality\ prevalence and
seasonality of the observed QM waves is consistent with
an interpretation in terms of ducted waves[ A de_nitive
interpretation of the nature of the QM waves would
involve knowledge of the vertical structure of waves and
detailed knowledge of the thermal and wind structure
along with wave propagation properties "period\ direc!
tion\ and horizontal wavelength#[ Knowledge of wave
vertical structure indicates whether the wave is standing\
evanescent\ or freely propagating and knowledge of the
wave background and properties gives an indication of
whether a standing wave is resonant[ Airglow data can
give information on wave structure\ in addition to infor!
mation on wave propagation properties[ A necessary con!
dition for a ducted wave is wave trapping[ When this
gives standing waves\ the phase relation between tem!
perature and airglow emission ~uctuations in a layer can
be used as a diagnostic for ducted waves "Hines and
Tarasick\ 0883^ Makhlouf et al[\ 0884\ 0887#[ Tem!
perature and intensity should be either in phase or in
anti!phase[ For emissions coming from di}erent layers\
trapping is indicated if the layer temperatures are in phase
or in anti!phase[ However\ localized waves\ as mentioned\
can be trapped without necessarily self!interfering to give
standing waves[
With the airglow instrument used in this study\ stand!
ing wave behavior for small!scale QM waves could not
be deduced from temperature measurements[ This is
because it was not possible to image temperature with
enough signal to noise to distinguish QM temperature
waves[ Furthermore\ there is about a 0Ð1!min time
di}erence between images of intensity of the same airglow
emission[ This is a signi_cant fraction of the period for
some of the higher frequency QM features and introduces
a signi_cant phase di}erence between images[ Therefore\
dividing two intensity images to get a temperature image
would introduce a signi_cant error[ It would be useful to
develop airglow imagers which can image temperature
on a much faster time scale[
Using the intensity of the emissions alone can involve
serious ambiguities because chemical as well as dynamical
e}ects can contribute to the phase di}erence between
emissions[ Furthermore\ there is about a 0Ð1!min time
di}erence between images of intensity for the di}erent
airglow emission[ This can introduce a large di}erence
between emissions for the faster QM waves observed[
Also\ in a visual examination of a given image it is di.cult
to accurately characterize the phase[ The complications
of chemistry and experimental uncertainties make the
analysis of the present data set for direct evidence of
standing wave behavior infeasible[
We suggest similar studies for di}erent locations[ A
clear and consistent relationship between the seasonality
of QM features and distant sources would provide strong
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support for a ducting interpretation for small!scale QM
waves[ Also\ we suggest the addition of temperature
lidars to the instrument complement whenever possible[
With winds and temperatures it should be possible to
determine from modeling whether the QM waves
observed in the airglow are consistent with ducted waves[
7[ Conclusions
Observations of the mesopause region over Adelaide
have shown a NÐS anisotropy in the directionality of
atmospheric gravity waves as detected by an airglow
imager and an MF radar[ In addition\ the airglow imager
data show that small scale "a few tens of kilometers hori!
zontal wavelength# QM gravity waves propagate pre!
dominantly poleward in summer and equatorward in
winter[ We rule out local sources because it is implausible
that local sources would produce the observed anisotropy
and its seasonality[ During summer when the anisotropy
is most pronounced there is a paucity of sources close to
Adelaide[ Also because of the paucity of sources over the
interior of Australia in the summer\ it is likely that the
QM waves in summer originate in the region of deep
convection several thousands kilometers to the north[
Since freely propagating small!scale gravity waves would
travel a much smaller distance from the source than this
before reaching the mesopause region\ it is likely that the
QM waves observed in this study have been strongly
refracted by variations in the background atmosphere[
The temperature structure in the lower thermosphere
forms a thermal duct whose lower boundary is formed in
proximity to the mesopause[ As the mesopause is below
the airglow region in summer and there is a proli_c source
of gravity waves in northern Australia in the summer\
we argue that the observed summertime QM waves are
trapped "ducted# waves originating in the region of con!
vection far to the north[
To explore the thermal and Doppler e}ects on small!
scale waves in the upper mesosphere and lower ther!
mosphere a full!wave analysis was performed[ It was
found that zonal winds tend to either destroy the duct or
greatly restrict access to the duct[ The former is related to
the Jones e}ect "Jones\ 0861#\ whereby winds can detune a
thermal duct[ This e}ect can allow locally generated free
access to the mesopause region[ Increased access is at the
expense of the residence time in the duct\ decreasing the
probability of seeing a given distantly generated wave in
the mesopause region overhead[ The Jones e}ect con!
tributes along with other wind e}ects "attenuation by
critical!levels\ and wind!enhanced viscous absorption\
wave breakdown and evanescence# to a viable expla!
nation for the near absence of EÐW propagating QM
waves during both summer and winter[ Meridionally pro!
pagating QM waves are not similarly a}ected because
the meridional winds are much weaker than zonal winds
below the thermal duct[ Meridional winds in the lower
thermosphere were found to increase the ducting of pole!
ward waves in the summer\ helping to explain the
observed extreme NÐS anisotropy\ and have little e}ect
on the duct in winter "Chimonas and Hines\ 0875#[ In
winter the observed equatorward travelling waves may
be the evanescent tails of ducted waves from storm sys!
tems to the south of Adelaide[
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